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• Made in the USA • 
There are a lot of people with a lot of fancy 
degrees out there that enjoy telling you that 
the U.S. is washed up in the production of 
quality innovative new products . That the 
American worker is lazy and expensive, that 
the guys that roll up their sleeves and get their 
hands dirty are mindless robots. Well they're 
dead wrong. Dillon Precision is a small tOUIJh 
company that's knocked the competition on its 
can. We've done it by giving our customers a 
quality product at a reasonable cost and stand
ing behind our products with the industry's fin
est warranty and customer service. We have 
been the leaders in combining space age tech
nology and U.S. ingenuity to bring shooters the 
very finest in reloading equipment. Dillon Pre
cision now brings automatic progressive 
reloading within the reach of every pistol 
shooter. Born in the U.S.A., Dillon Precision 
proudly announces the most advanced 
reloader in the world. 

• Dillon's Square Deal • 
Our goals in designing this amazingly 
advanced reloader were simple. It had to be 
an entry level machine, easy to use even if 
you 've never reloaded a cartridge in your life. 
It had to have a minimum amount of adjust
ments to take the mystery out of the reloading 
process. It had to be a quality lifetime warran
teed product, not an unsafe piece of potmetal 
junk. It had to be capable of quickly reproduc
ing factory quality ammunition . Most of all it 
had to work, not just with a skilled operator, 
but for everyone that ever wanted to reload 
but was afraid to try. It had to be priced at 
about the same price of five or six boxes of 
factory loaded ammunition . Did we do it? You 
bet your ass we did. Don't you just love it 
when a plan comes together. 

•Top Gun• 
If you 're going to learn to shoot well , you need 
to shoot a lot. Factory ammo is great but 
expensive. Our local dealer sells new 45 ACP 
for $25.75 per box, that's $51 .50 per hundred. 
You can load that same ammo for less than 
$11.40 per hundred. So economic good sense 
says you need to reload . It's been said that it's 
hard to soar with eagles when you're sur
rounded by turkeys and it's harder still to be a 

Complete 
With 
Adjusted Carbide Dies 

Order NolN. 
top gun while reloading with an inadequate, 
unreliable reloader. The Dillon Square Deal is 
the most reliable progressive reloader in the 
world. It is the fastest. It is the most accurate. 
It is the easiest to use. It has the best warranty. 
It has a no strings attached 30 day return pol
icy. It's what you 're looking for. It's a square 
deal. 

• Duplicating Factory • 
• Ammunition • 

It's no trick with a Square Deal. This is how it 
works. The Dillon Square Deal arrives from the 
factory ready to reload. Our drop-in insert dies 
are adjusted, you determine how much powder 
you want the automatic powder measure to 
throw and select the bullet depth. You place a 
fired cartridge into station one, a bullet at sta
tion three and pump the handle. The Square 
Deal resizes the fired round, installs a new 
primer, deposits powder in the case, seats the 
bullet, crimps the bullet, indexes and ejects the 
reloaded round into the attached collection 
box, all automatically. No mystery here, no 
hours of minute adjustments to get it just right. 
The Dillon Square Deal does it all. Priced at 
$135.00 complete with dies in one caliber. The 
Square Deal is available in 45 ACP, 9mm, 44 
magnum, 38 cal and 357 magnum. Complete 
conversions available. 

• Order Today • 
Try a Square Deal for thirty days. If for 
any reason you're dissatisfied return it 
and we'll refund your purchase price. You 
have nothing to lose. Call us toll free, a 
member of our staff will be glad to answer 
your questions and take your order. 
Please have your Visa or Master Card 
ready when you call. If you prefer, we will 
ship C.O.D./cash with no extra COD 
charge. All Square Deals are shipped 
freight paid within the continental U.S. 
Write or call for foreign rates. 
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Products. Inc. 
7442 E. Butherus Drive 
Scottsdale, Az 85260 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-421-7632 

In Arizona 948-8009 



B . . .h nmm1ngwtt 
confidence, 

Eldon "Tex" Lance, 
cotnpetltlveshooterand 
successful businessman, 

rode out of town 
and dropped 20 rams. 

(he's always felt at home on the range) 

Yep, an 80 straight. Eldon always shoots with confidence. 
You see, Eldon's a selrmade man. Years ago, he successfully 

started his own business ... and kept it going through a lot of 
tough times. That drive and confidence pays off when Eldon 

is shooting, too. Especially with ammo that he loads himself ... 
using Hornady competition bullets. 

Hornady bullets can help you score better in silhouette, or any 
shooting competition. Hornady offers you a wide selection of silhouette 

bullets - more than two dozen - each .one carefully manufactured 
to help you hit right where you hold. So if you want consistent 
knockdown power, make Hornady your brand. Try a box today ... 
and you'll feel more at home on the range. See your Hornady 
dealer or write for their latest catalog. 

Oh, by the way, "Tex" plans to shoot again tomorrow. He'll be 
on the range at high noon. 

Ho:r:na.dy . 
WE'RE WHAT RELOADING IS ALL ABOU 

Hornady Manufacturing Co., Dept. AG2077, Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848 
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THE PACT DIFFERENCE 
"The PACT MK/I is the only timer you will ever 
need. It's advanced 32 character LCD display 
instantly enables you to read out a 
number of important details from a given 
string of fire, while its audible start 
benchmark and stop signals allow it to 
time all kinds of shooting events. These 
features allow the convenience of 
practicing alone for any conceivable match 
situation. I never go to the range with out 
it and neither should you. '' 

Rob Leatham CM 

PACT MKll 
The PACT MKll Championship Timer and Chrono

graph represents our committment to design and 
production of the finest possible training equipment. 
To create it we combined the original Timer and 
Chrono-mod into a single unit. Then we dramati
cally cut the size and weight of the new package. Did 
we loose any features in the process? Not a one, 
in fact we added a few new ones-like a longer time 
limit for you PPG shooters , and automatic power 
factoring for all you IPSC shooters. The result is 
the smallest, lightest, most dependable, most cost 
effective and we believe, finest shooting timer and 
chronograph in the world. 

WHY DO I NEED A SHOOTING TIMER? 
Whether you are practicing for competition or to 

save your life; if you are going to improve, you must 
keep track of the two elements of markmanship that 
you are striving to master: accuracy and speed. 

Would you consider practicing without a target? 
Of course not, because without a target you have 
no measure of your accuracy. By the same token , 
if you practice without a timer, you have no accurate 
measurement of your speed. 

' 'If you combined every other shooting timer on the 
market into one it would still not contain all the fea
tures of the PACK MK/I. Working with it has meas
urably improved my basic shooting skills. " 

. . . Brian Enos 

EASY TO USE 
The MKll is about as easy to use as your pocket 

calculator. For example, to enter a stop beep or ·'par 
time" at 4 seconds, simply push " PAR". The timer 
will tell you "ENTER PAR TIME AND PUSH SET" 
so yor push "4", " SET". Want to change it to 
6 seconds? Just push " PAR", "6", "SET", it's 
that simple! 

ADVANCED DISPLAY 
The MKll features an advanced 32 character LCD 

display instead of the four digit display commonly 
found on other timers and chronographs. This dis
play allows the MKll to provide you with all of the 
information for a given shot at a glance, eliminat
ing the hassel of having to "toggle" back and forth 
between functions in order to review your string. 

GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE: 
Let 's say you fire six shots , reload and fire six 

more shots. Here is an example of what the Timer 
will display: 

#~~112 
FI t·4D SHOT 

•You have fired 12 shots. 

... .- ..... 
t• .. t•( 

7 

•Your twelfth shot came .27 seconds after your 
eleventh shot. 

•Your total time was 6.67 seconds. 

#~3~~17 
FIMD 

1. 54 
·-H-T .:: u 

4 - ..... 
• 1::.1 ( 

Now you are curious about how long your reload 
took, so you tell the Timer to "FIND SHOT #7" and 
you see that your reload took you 1.54 seconds. 
(The time between your sixth and seventh shot.) 

$49.00 CHRONOGRAPH 
"The finest chronograph I have ever used" 
. . . Ross Seyfried 

Whether you shoot reloads or factory ammuni
tion, you need to know how fast the ammunition 
you use is going when it leaves your gun 

# ·-.:.1 1-.:.i c:-._1 .-. C" .- .-. 
,. to •:• ._1 l::1 • L 

Pl.iJF.: FCTF.: 
FPS 

171.2 
By having the $49 CHRONO-MODrM installed in 

your Timer, you enable it to double as the best port
able chronograph on the market. When yu fire, your 
Timer will display the shot number and velocity of 
the last shot fired, as well as your current average 
velocity. When you finish your string, push 
"review", the Timer will display high velocity, low 
velocity and their corresponding shot numbers. 
Push "review" again and the Timer will display 
the extreme variation and average deviation. In ad
dition each shot may be reviewed individually. Enter 
the bullet weight at the beginning of a string and 
the Timer will compute the power factor for each 
shot. 

COST EFFECTIVE 
Performance has its price and the M Kl I timer is 

more expensive than other timers on the market. 
However, when compared to purchasing a separate 
timer and chronograph the PACT MKll , with all of 
its features, ends up costing less. Even if you don't 
want to purchase a chronograph now, it can always 
be added at a later date. 

*Patent 
Pending 

"The PACT MK/I is the only timer with all of the 
functions needed for advanced training " 

... Chip McCormick 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Try the PACT MKll for 30 days. If you are not 

100% satisfied with every aspect of its perfor
mance, send it back undamaged (no fair driving 
over it) and we will refund your money. That's our 
promise and you can depend on it. 

DO IT TODAY 

Ordering a PACT MKll is easy' 

BY PHONE: 1-B00-722-B462 
[In Texas] 1-214-641-0049 

BY MAIL: We'll need to know your name, 
address , and daytime phone number. Please 
enclose a personal check, bank check, 
money order or card number and expiration 
date from your Visa or MasterCard. C.O.D. 
orders welcome. 

PACT MKll CHAMPIONSHIP TIMER - $329 
PACT CHRONO-MOD (optional] - $49 
PACT SKY SCREENS $15. EACH $25./PAIR 
Shipping & Insurance - $5 UPS Ground , $10 
UPS Air. 4% charge for Visa or MasterCard . 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 

NOTE: This $329 price includes the Timer 
with belt clip , battery charger and manual. 
The CHRONO-MOD can be purchased with 
your Timer or it can be installed at a later 
date. 

BROCHURE AVAILABLE covering the PACT 
product line. $1.00 refundable with first 
purchase. 

One year limited warranty. 

P.O. Box 531525 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

[214] 641-0049 
1-800-PACT INC 

PACT, MKll Championship Timer and CHRONO-MOD are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology , Inc. 



TllE GUl1D SPEAKS 
GEORGE WESSINGER 

.357 HERRITT CUSTOM CONTENDER TO BE 
SOLD BY RAFFLE FOR GUILD FUND RAISER 

I n 1987 the Guild will hold its annual 
Custom Handgun Raffle. The handgun is 

designed primarily as a hunting gun and has 
been custom built for this raffle by 
Thompson/Center Arms of Rochester, NH. 
It will feature the special serial number 
APG-1 and will be a 10-inch contender in 357 
Herrett. It will include numerous custom 
features. 

The Guild feels this handgun is especially 
appropriate for us since it honors a custom 
pistolsmith with few peers, the designer of 
the original single-shot Thompson/Center 
Contender himself, Warren Center. 

This Contender will be displayed at major 
IPSC, PPC, Action Shooting, and IHMSA 
matches across the country as well as at The 
Masters. Tickets will be on sale by Guild 
members at $1.00 each. The proceeds will be 
used to benefit the Outstanding American 
Pistolsmith and the Outstanding American 
Handgunner awards. The winner will be 

announced at the end of the 1987 shooting 
season. 

The Guild elected new officers for 1987. 
J . D. Jones, of SSK Industries, Bloom
ingdale, OH was elected President; Ron 
Power, of Power Custom, Independence, 
MO was elected Vice-President; Al Marvel, 
of Marvel Custom Guns, Jarrettsville, MD 
was re-elected Treasurer; and Bill O'Rourke, 
of Maryland Gun Works, Hyattstown, MD 
was elected Secretary. 

One new associate member, Hal Swiggett 
of San Antonio, TX was elected. Hal is a 
gunwriter who has authored numerous hand
gun articles and is well known in the firearms 
and shooting industry. 

In the past few years the Guild has been 
growing well, but it was felt the manner in 
which prospects were elected to new mem
bership was too slow and involved. This 
caused the growth of the Guild to suffer and 
caused prospective members an undue delay 

USC 

in learning of acceptance. In general, the 
system was not working to anyone's advan
tage. At the 1987 meeting, a membership 
committee was formed to enable prospective 
members to get information quickly, arrange 
to have their work inspected and obtain pro
bational membership within as little time as a 
couple of months. In the past, this time was 
often over a year. 

The American Pistolsmiths Guild stands 
for quality and honesty of workmanship in 
the pistolsmithing trade, and the members are 
dedicated to this. The Guild is aware of many 
other competent pistolsmiths that are dedi
cated to this same goal in their business and 
we encourage them to consider membership 
in the Guild. We are aware that some pro
spective members have asked for informa
tion and may not have received it. The Guild 
apologizes for this. We have taken steps to 
correct the situation and prevent it from hap
pening again. If you haven't received the 
information you requested, we ask that you 
please make the request again through the 
Guild Secretary or one of the Membership 
Committee members. We will be happy to 
send membership information, and we wel
come new applications. 

Selecting a member of the Guild for a 
custom project is your assurance of quality. A 
list of all Guild members and their specialties 
is available for a SASE from: American 
Pistolsmiths Guild, 26200 Freder- ~ 
ick Road, Hyattstown, MD, 20871. ~ 
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even better shot 
timer ... at the same 
low price. 

The Pro Timer III is an improved version 
of the Pro Timer II, the official timer for 
major matches. In fact, it's so much 
better, we've discontinued the Pro 
Timer II. 

The Pro Timer III offers the same 
proven features ... and more: 
• Easier to operate. For the most 

common modes of operation, just turn 
on the switch and start shooting. 

• Shot detection and stop plate switch 
operations are automatically selected. 

• Par time available on both shot and 
stop plate modes. 

• Incorporates a new low-frequency 
buzzer. 

• Includes a coupling jack for man-on
man or remote start. 

• Enclosed in a new lightweight, 
custom-molded case. 

• Uses a 9-volt alkaline battery in an 
easy access battery compartment. 
No more worry about rechargeable 
batteries failing at critical times. 

• Pressure sensitive push button 
switches and LCD display are on top 
of the unit for easy viewing. 

•Clear dust-cover top eliminates 
contamination, adding to reliability. 

All this for the same price as the 
Pro Timer IL.only $274.95! 

Plus .. . 
• A 30-day money back guarantee. 
• An unmatched repair/service policy ... 

5-day tum-around from date of 
receiving unit or we will replace it with 
a new unit. 

• Unmatched quality backed up with a 
six month replacement guarantee. 
If all this is more than you need right 

now, you can buy the basic Pro Timer I 
for only $197.95. When you're ready to 
move up to the Pro Timer III, just return 
the unit. We'll convert it to Pro Timer III 
capability for only $80.00 (plus $4.50 
for shipping and handling). 

Call Tull Free 1·800·222·3845. Illinois residents 
1·815·877-3322. Visa, MasterCard and COD 
accepted. Illinois residents add 6 % sales tax. 
Add $4.50 for shipping and handling. Certified 
check or money order by mail. 

I~ 
Competition Electronics, Inc. 

753 Candy Lane, Rockford, IL 61111 



What's it feel like to be on the other 
end of a .45 running and gunning your 
way through a match against the clock 
and 300 other top competitors? 

If you've been there, you know. If you 
haven't, you can get the feeling by 
reading AMERICAN HANDGUNNER. 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER covers all 
the top competitions in a way no other 
magazine can. 

Writers who actually compete take 
you inside each match g iving you the 
thrills and chills of each stage and 
barrier. You'll find out what it's like to get 
a jam in the middle of a timed event or 
the feeling of blowing through a stage 
without a miss. 

They'll also tell you how winning 
shooters stay sharp during a match 
and what they do to remain on top. 

When you subscribe to AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER, you'll get all the cham
pionship coverage you can handle 
plus a look at the latest shooting equip
ment and techniques. You'll also get 
Massad Ayoob's controversial 'l\yoob 
Files", a chance to win a custom hand
gun through HANDGUNNER's "Custom 
Gun Giveaway", and much more in 
every issue. 

Don't settle for just being another 
face in the crowd . . . Subscribe to 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER and be part 
of the action. 

iiiiDGUllEI 
Use the adjoining order 
card or write to P. 0. Box 
16439, San Diego, CA 
92116 to start your sub
scription today! 

Tom Campbell in action at the 
1986 IPSC National Championships. 
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PIST01SMITHING 
JOHN LAWSON 

THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF 
BUYING AN IMPORTED MILLING TOOL 

T athes, milling machines and drill presses 
Lare the largest and most expensive tools a 
pistolsmith is likely to crowd into his over
taxed tool budget. If money is not a consid
eration, top American brands like 
Bridgeport, South Bend and Rockwell are 
the obvious choices, but to those with limited 
means, used tools or the new wave of 
machine tools being imported from the Ori
ent are possible alternatives. But, there are 
pitfalls for the unwary buyer. 

When I recently decided to add a floor 
milling machine to my shop, I looked over 
the models in Jet Equipment and Tools' dis
play room and decided on their model NM 
830F floor model. 

After replacing the table and degreasing 
everything, I began to add the necessary 
accessories. I bought an Enco table feed, 
because it is belt driven and it fits on the left 
end of the table. The alternative models fit the 
right table end, and my walkthrough clear
ance is severely restricted in this area of the 
shop. Next, I rigged a mechanical linkage 
from the top cover to the machine's on/off 
switch, which is thoughtlessly placed in a 
position that requires either walking around 
the left table end or leaning near a revolving 
milling cutter. The linkup worked perfectly, 
but a remotely placed controller would prob
ably suit most users better than the bowden 
cable. 

My last major addition was a tiny mister 
that I made from a Paasche air eraser. My 
reason for rigging this with a tiny Devilbiss 
diaphragm compressor placed in the hollow 
floor pedestal of the machine was to keep 
noise to an absolute minimum. I often use the 
machine in the very early morning hours, 
and sound carries right into the nearby bed
rooms, disturbing the occupants and causing 
a great lack of merriment. A two ounce sup
ply cup on the sprayer lasts for a half hour of 
heavy cutting. The little sprayer keeps even a 
2" shell end mill cutter lubed and running 
cool on moderately deep cuts. 

I mounted a Palmgren milling vise on the 
table, squared the jaws with the table travel, 
using a dial indicator mounted on an Indicol 
clamp attached to the spindle and mounted a 
Government Model slide in the vise, ready to 
make the preliminary cuts for an adjustable 
rear sight. I had chosen a S& W K rear, so I 
had a 9/n" cutter mounted in the spindle 
coll et. 

The next chore was to zero the cutter 
against the side of the slide, raise the head and 
crank the cutter into a precise central position 
to make the cut. Once in place using the easy 
to read large micrometer dials on the infeed 
and knee, I made the first light pass and 

checked the cut by measuring from the slide's 
sides. To my horror, the cut was eleven thou
sandths off center. 

What was it, an error in reading the 
micrometer dials? I started from scratch and 
lowered the cutter into the cut. I had found 
the exact same position that I had settled into 
the first time. Using a dial indicator instead of 
the mike dial, I discovered that the fault was 
in the crossfeed screw and dial, not in my 
infeed calculations. An expensive error; new 
slides are not cheap. Luckily, it was my own. 

After an hour of checking and re-check
ing, it finally dawned on me what the problem 
was: the feed screws are all Metric; the dials 
are all calibrated in thousandths of an inch! 

After I calmed down, I rigged another dial 
indicator to keep track of the infeed and 
mounted one permanently to read downfeed. 
The X axis is usually ad Lib, so merely chang
ing the infeed indicator's position takes care 
of that. 

I have a feeling that a buyer approached the 
manufacturer in Taiwan, liked the machine 
with its metric dials and requested they make 
a quantity of machines with dials graduated 
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in thousandths. They did just that. They left 
the feed screws metric, so they are off exactly 
the function of Metric/Imperial conversion, 
making use of a supplemental dial indicator 
necessary. And, this brought to mind the 
story of the Chinese arsenal during WW-II 
that was given a contract for a large number 
of weapons. They were instructed to dupli
cate them exactly. They did, including the 
proof marks and a run of several thousand 
pieces with identical serial numbers! 

A few weeks later, I decided to try one of 
the digital readout devices on the X axis. 
After mounting the device and making a cut 
the precise length of the required slot by 
watching the readout, I learned another hard 
lesson: The device only counts handle revo
lutions. If the feed screw is off 50 thousandths 
in its travel, the digital readout will show a 
perfect length cut anyway. 

Now that I have the machine's functions 
under control, I really like it, and I wouldn't 
go back to using my ancient Atlas bench mill 
for the bulk of accurate sight mountings, but I 
have to check everything three times and cut 
once. Not a bad idea no matter what kind of 
machine you use. 

My final advice to those contemplating the 
purchase of a new imported machine tool is 
to take your dial caliper and a dial indicator 
with you when you visit the display room. 
The salesmen won't like it much, but, then, 
they don't have to cough up the price of a 
ruined pistol slide, either. All of which is a 
rather powerful argument in favor of visiting 
your friendly banker to float a loan for the 
machine tool you really want in ~ 
the first place. ~ 
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RWS-High Quality 
Rimfire Cartridges 
for Match Shooting 
and Hunting. 
The development of high quality, 
accurate ammunition for the small
bore shooter is synonymous with 
the history of RWS. 
As long ago as the 1920's RWS 
had embarked on a program of 
research and development which 
was to earn the company the re
spect of competition shooters and 
hunters alike throughout the world. 
Decade after decade an unfailing 
commitment to design refinements, 
improved production techniques, 
and accuracy testing-today en
ables RWS to offer the U.S. Shoot
er one of the most complete selec
tions of proven Rimfire Cartridges. 
See your dealer, talk to him about 
RWS, pick up a box of RWS Rim
fire Cartridges and put them to 
the test. We're sure you won't be 
disappointed. 

RWS RIMFIRE CARTRIDGES 

Match and Practice 
.22 LR R-50 39gr. 

EJ 
.22 LR Match 39gr. 

, .22 LR Pistol Match 39gr. 
1 ' .22 Short R-25 28gr . 

. 22 LR Target 39gr. 
~ '""c. J<••vo .• , .22 Short Standard 28gr. 
~ " ""n""'·' .22 Biathlon 39gr. 

· .22 LR R-100 Silhouette 
.22 Z Long 28gr. 

Hunting 
.22 LR HV Hollow Point 
.22 LR HV Solid 
.22 Magnum Hollow Pt . 

~ ·~c::~·~ .22 Magnum Full Jacket = """"'""' .22Subsonic 

For NEW 1987 "PRECISION PRODUCTS" 
Catalog, send $2 . for 1st class, or $1 for 
3rd class delivery to : 

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC. 
105 STONEHURST COURT. NORTHVALE . N J 07647 



THE WORLD'S PmsTPCOi1E1oeATIYE 116 
Firing, hand-engraved, custom built, 24-karat gold plated, in a 

limited edition of only 1500 in honor of the Vietnam War. 

" A beautiful memorial in itself 
to our Vietnam Veterans." 

Jan Scrug:s, Founder 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

I
n the hands of American troops it patrolled the 
Central Highlands with Special Forces . . . 
guarded against sappers at Bien Hoa ... searched 

for VC in the Delta in PBRs . . . and humped the 
boonies in I Corps. The VC, who feared its high 
velocity round, called it the "Black Gun". 

Two years in the making, The Vietnam War 
Commemorative M16 is the ultimate M16. It had to 
be-it honors our Vietnam Veterans. No time, trouble 
or expense has been spared. 

Only 1500 Will Be Made 
This is the first limited-edition, collector-grade 

M16 ever issued. Only 1500 will be made, and each 
is individually serially numbered between 0001 and 
1500, with the prefix ''V", for Vietnam. The serial 
number and the owner's name will be inscribed on 
the Certificate of Authenticity. Serial No. 1 is being 
presented to General William Westmoreland and 
No. 2 to Jan Scruggs. 

24-Karat Gold on Gleaming Black 
The finish gleams like the black marble of "the 

Wall", the Vietnam Memorial. It is highly polished 
by hand, then given a special, high temperature 
oxidizing process that transforms the outer surface 
of the forged alloy receiver to an ultra-hard, high
gloss black that is next to a diamond in hardness. 
The barrel is mirror polished and blued to match. 

Hand Engraved 
The commemorative inscriptions are all hand 

engraved and gold-gilt infilled . . . the dragon
symbolic of war and of protection; the years of the 
war; "Lest We Forget"; and the proud name of this 
commemorative, in an engraved bamboo border. 
Hand engraving is far more expensive and time con
suming than other means, but hand-engraved weap
ons are always worth more-and it's a military tradi
tion for special presentation pieces. 

As you hold this M16, your line of sight moves 
across the mirror polished carrying handle and bar
rel to the 24-karat gold plated flash suppressor. 24-
karat gold-plating gleams across the trigger, selector 

lever, bolt catch, rear sight windage knob, forward 
bolt assist and the take-down pins. 

Even the front and rear sling swivels are pol
ished and 24-karat gold-plated and-as you'd expect 
with a firearm of this quality-mounted with a de
luxe, black leather, adjustable, military sling. 

Special, Textured Stocks 
The ventilated Vietnam-era style handguard, 

pistol grip and butt stock shine with a special, black, 
heavily-textured finish, which further sets this apart 
from any other M16 ever made. 

The pistol grip and butt stock are fitted with gold 
and black commemorative cloisonne medallions. 

Not Just A Showpiece 
But this is not just a showpiece. This is a firing 

Commemorative, the same size, configuration and 
specifications of the military-issue M16Al rifle. A 
20-round magazine and firing instructions are pro

vided. As an advantage to arms 
collectors and veterans, it fires 
only in the semi-automatic mode 
(not full-automatic). Anyone who 
can own a standard hunting rifle 
can own one. 

Each fires the 5.56mm (.233) 
ammunition used in Vietnam 
and readily available in gun 
shops. Because this M16 is func
tional, it could be called upon 
to defend your home and family. 

The Vietnam War M16 is be
ing custom built by gunsmiths 

who build M16s for our armed forces, our FBI, 
our CIA, our police SWAT teams and the govern
ments of England, France, Australia, Canada, 
Switzerland, New Zealand and a half dozen other 
countries. They are the engineers and armorers of 
BFI, in Portland, Maine. 

First Ever 
As the first commemorative M16 ever issued, 

this is in the "first ever'' class of distinction. This 
category has seen well-documented, significant 
price increases. From the standpoint of future in
vestment value, only 1500 will be made-placing it 
among the rarest of the rare. The hand engraving 

further enhances this distinction. 
An optional solid-walnut cabinet with Vietnam

era camouftage cloth, acrylic glass lid and three solid 
bras; locks, protects your investment from dust and 
unauthorized handling. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
This is available exclusively through The Amer

ican Historical Foundation. To reserve, call toll free, 
write or visit. Satisfaction is guaranteed, or you may 
return for a full refund anytime within one month. 
If you do not have a firearms license we will coordi
nate delivery with you through your local firearms 
dealer, after your reservation is received here. If you 
do have a license, send a signed copy, and the M16 
will be delivered directly to you. 

With your reservation, you will also be made a 
Member of the Foundation and receive interesting 
information concerning military history and the 
care, display and collecting of military arms. 

The phrase, "Lest We Forget'', hand engraved 
on your M16, will show that you have not forgotten, 
or will ever forget, the Americans who fought for 
liberty and freedom in the Vietnam War. 

~------------------------------RESERVATION 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 days 

To: The American Historical Foundation 
1142 West Grace Street, Dept. C68 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 
TOLL FREE 24 hours: (800) 368-8080 
Virginia Residents call (804) 353-1812 

Yes, I wish to reserve the firing, hand.-engraved, 24-
karat gold-pla ted Vietnam War Commemorative Ml6. 
Only 1,500 will be made. I will also receive the free bipod 
and membership in the Foundation. Satisfaction guaran
teed. 
D My deposit (or credit card authorization) of $95 is enclosed. 

Please 0 charge or 0 invoice the balance due . 
D in ten equal payments of $190. D in full. 

D Please also send the walnut display case, at $225. 
O My payment in full is enclosed ($1,995 per M16; display 

case, add $225). 

Name .......................................... . 

Add ress ................................. . ... . 

Daytime Telephone C. ... L ........................ . 
For Visa, MasterCard or American Express, please send account 
number, expiration date and signature. Virginia residents add tax . 



COPTA1K 
MASSAD AYOOB 

THE DUTY GUN IN COMPETITION-GOOD 
PRACTICE, BUT NOT THE WAY TO WIN 

'l"l That's that you say, Bunkie? You say it 
VV makes you want to retch every time you 

go to a "combat" match and find yourself 
shooting against guys with $2,000 trick guns 
and holsters you'd have to take off before you 
could sit down comfortably? You say you 
want to shoot street guns in competition? 

I'll buy that. But having played the game 
both ways against the middle, I'd like to share 
some experience with you, so you'll know 
what you'll get out of it, and what you won't. 

No pistol match will ever duplicate the 
heart-stopping terror of a street encounter, 
but many of us have found that it's the most 
pressure you can put on yourself with a gun in 
your hand in preparation for a mortal con
frontation. You leave a match knowing that 
with your mouth dry and your hand wet and 
trembling, you can still put the bullets where 
they have to go, and that confidence is about 
one-fourth of the fear control you'll need 
when the guns start going off for real. There
fore, competition is an almost necessary part 
of your training for "management of lethal 
threat" with a handgun. 

Your best approach, of course, is to find a 
match that is limited to street guns. In the 
1970s, my police pistol team, which hosted 
the NH State Combat Pistol Championships, 
Limited the guns to .38 Special minimum, 4" 
barrel and sights that were put on the gun at 
its factory, and police-type holsters. That tra
dition continues in my state today, under the 
NH Police Officers Association. In most 
states, however, street gun matches are 
merely side events, if that. 

I once won the NH State Championships 
with a factory-stock S&W Model 27 .357 
with the action cleaned up a little, but quickly 
learned that shooting in Master class in the 
big PPC matches, I'd need a true PPC gun. 
Ron Power built me a Model 15 with a big 
Douglas barrel, a BoMar rib, and a primo 
action, and I started winning tournaments 
with it instead of placing 4th master. I told 
myself, "Hey, it's the same frame and the 
same grips and sorta the same action as a 
regular service revolver." 

At the same time, I was shooting IPSC, 
during the years before the heavy, compen
sated .45s. I shot the Colt .45 auto I carried 
on the street, drawn from the same 
Bucheimer Police Auto Breakfront holster. I 
even shot the IPSC Nationals with it in '78, 
and placed 2nd or 3rd in the Northeastern 
sectionals with it for two or three years. 

Still, back then we weren't up against 
Clark Pin Guns and Wilson Accu-Comps 
and Brown Maxi-Comps. If I shot IPSC 
today, I'd go to such a gun, just as I did when 
trick guns took over the PPC circuit. For 

many years, I prided myself on shooting my 
street .45 at Second Chance, and placing 4th 
and 5th with it there. But soon, the "Pin 
Guns" took over and my street .45 and I were 
bumped back to the rear nipple. In 1983 I 
went to an HK P9S .45 that Handgunner 
pistolsmithing columnist John Lawson had 
fitted out with a MagNaPorted Kingpin 
Compensator, and found myself back in the 
money and the prize guns at Second Chance. 

Why, then, did I shoot a service Python 
drawn from a Bianchi M/27 holster - not just 
a non-competition holster, but a hard to draw 
from security holster-at the 1985 Bianchi 
Cup? I did it for some of the reasons you'll 
have to come to terms with if you're thinking 
about shooting a service gun in matches. 

It wasn't really to prove that a service gun 
could be shot well at the Cup. In '82, I had 
brought the gun I was then teaching with and 
most familiar with, a Smith 66 also in Bianchi 
27 holster and mounting a 4" barrel, and shot 
better with it than I had the previous year with 
a $1200 target auto. Just knowing that I 
couldn't win took some of the pressure off; it 
was my most relaxed Bianchi Cup, and the 
scores showed it. 

In '85, the Airnpointed space gun I'd 
ordered for the Cup from a major 
revolversmith hadn't come in. I practiced 
with my Power Custom and, for the heck of 
it, the Colt Python 4" .357 I had recently 

been teaching with. My average was 478 out 
of 480 with the Power Custom, and 472 with 
the Python. There was supposed to be an 
award for high service revolver-which I 
would have won in '82 if theretl been a trophy 
for it- so I brought my Python along with the 
Powers to the Cup. 

On Tuesday afternoon, I registered the 
Python as my gun for the match. On Tuesday 
night, I learned that the gun for high service 
had been transferred to high iron sight, which 
encompassed all the space guns that didn't 
have scopes or Airnpoints. I thought, "No 
sweat, there's time to change my registration 
to the Powers," and then I said, "The hell with 
it." 

The reason was simple. The first time I 
came to Bianchi Cup, I came to win. I was 
doing well on the professional circuit, and 
that year had placed 6th in the US in tourna
ment pistol prize winnings. But for years now 
I had been semi-retired, and I had come to 
think of Bianchi Cup as my "pressure Iabora-

tory." At Bianchi Cup, men who were perfect 
in practice dropped a hundred points under 
the stress of knowing that the next shot could 
win them $30,000 in prizes. Nowhere else 
could I duplicate that tension inside the labo
ratory of my own mind and body. And ifl did 
well, would it be because of techniques and 
self-control, or because of the steadying 
weight of the Douglas barrel, the recoil 
reduction of the MagNaPort and the Kingpin 
compensator, or the smoothness of the 
Powers action? 

The service revolver I taught with would 
keep those things in balance, and did. When I 
was distracted by a discussion with a range 
officer after three perfect tables of plates, I 
missed a bunch of them. The heavy barrel 
might have kept me on target for some of 
them, and I might have lost the lesson that I 
needed to practice more on "distraction 
drills." A competition gun in a speed holster 
wouldn't have shown me that I could draw 
and nail five targets in four seconds at 25 
yards under extreme pressure. The Python in 
the Bianchi holster did. 

My score was the high with a 4" service 
revolver, of the few competing, but there was 
no award for it. In an "any service gun" 
category I would have been second, bested 
by Mike Hegeman, who shot a 611 Combat 
Magnum out of a Reno competition holster. 
Mike did so because he felt that light gun 
handled quicker in the speed stages than his 
heavy-barrel PPC gun. Also in play were 
several Colt Gold Cup and Gov't Model 
pistols in .45 and .38 Super, and 4" and 611 L
frame Smith & Wessons, many drawn from 
duty holsters. 

We who shot that way didn't come close to 
the top 20, but we achieved "personal bests" 
in tests no local match or department qualifi
cation could have equalled. All but one of us 
shooting service guns were cops or ex-cops, 
incidentally, and we also knew that having 
placed well with duty weapons in a match 
like Bianchi Cup would stand us in good 
stead if our competency with duty guns under 
stress was ever questioned in a court of law. 

So, patronize matches that are for service 
guns only, and if you shoot in open competi
tion with your duty weapon, do it only with 
the understanding that you're heavily hand
icapping yourself in the winners' circle. Let's 
face it: you also look good to a jury if you've 
won pistol matches, as far as judging your 
competence. 

The bottom line is, shooting a service gun 
against target guns in a match doesn't prove 
anything to anyone but you. I'm told I shot 
my street Python 4" well enough against the 
space guns to win an invitation to next year's 
Cup, and that's enough for now. Next year, I'll 
probably go back to a specialized target 
piece. 

Service guns in service gun competition 
are the best of all possible worlds, but the 
service gun in open competition against tar
get guns will teach you things about yourself, 
and shooting target guns in open competition 
will give you yet another benchmark. I think 
they need to be mixed, but only you will be 
a~le to determine your correct ., 
rmx. 
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FEEL SECURE -mUR KNIFE IS 

WORLD WARD KOREA 

America's Finest Military Knives
Battle Proven In Three Wars 

The ultimate test of a knife is war. War brings out the best in men. 
And it relentlessly tests-and breaks-all but the best of their weapons. 

Since 1941, Ek Commando Knives have proven themselves on the 
battlefields of World War II, Korea and Vietnam. They are the leading 
private purchase military knives in American history. 

Full Tang Means Brute Strength 
The Ek M4 features more steel than any other knife of its 

type and size. Its rugged, proven, full tang design means a solid 
bar of American HCSl 718 high-carbon stainless steel runs all 
the way through the grips to form the distinctive Ek "Skull 
Crusher" butt. The reinforced point can easily pierce an oil 
drum, and you can shave with the blade. 

The black Micarta "Handprint" ' grips with "Gripping 
Grooves"T• are ergonomically shaped to fit the hand per-
fectly. Three solid brass X-head lugs tightly secure the 
grips to allow for removal for cleaning or replacement. 

If Your Knife Doesn't Survive, 
You Might Not Either 

The Ek Commando M4 is designed for when 
the chips are down and your life depends on it-
in combat on the battlefield, on a weekend 
hunting trip in the wilderness or driving at 
night through a rough section of town. In a 
world of compromise, Ek Commando Knives 
don't! 

Pound for pound, dollar for dollar, our 
knives offer more value than any other 
knife available in the world today. Let 
others make idle claims-Ek Commando 
Knives are battle proven. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or return 
within 45 days for a full refund. 

EK SYSTEMS SHEATH 
Rugged, black leather sheath with 
two removable velcro retaining 
straps. Wrapped with 8' of 550 
P-cord. Plenty wide for military 
belts. 

Made in America, 
By Americans, 
For Americans. ™ 0 1987 Ek 

Blade Length: 65/s'' 
Overall Length: 12112'' 

Rockwell: C57-59 

Suppliers of Battle 
roven Military Knives 

to men in all branches of 
the American Armed Forces. 

Please send __ Ek Commando M4 Knives with 
black leather sheath at $149 each, plus $2 per knife 
for shipping, handling and insurance. Satisfaction 
guaranteed or return in 45 days for refund. 
O Check enclosed. O Please charge my credit card. 

Street ______________ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip ___ _ 

Ek Commando Knife Company • 
601 North Lombardy Street, Dept. E57 

Richmond, Virginia 23220 
In Virginia, call 804-257-7272. Virginia residents please add 
sales tax. MasterCard, Visa or American Express welcome. 
Please include card number, expiration date and signature. 



Sl1UETAS 
'JOHN TAFFIN 

A LOOK AT THE NEW IHMSA FIELD PISTOL 
COURSE AND THE VARIOUS GUNS FOR IT 

For the past 10. years, IHM SA rules have 
gradually evolved as new products 

became available, as it became necessary to 
maintain the safe aspect of the sport, and as 
loopholes were plugged which were found to 
give unfair advantage to some competitors. 
Although the rules have changed somewhat 
during this period, silhouetting has remained 
first, and foremost, a game for long-range, 
big-bore handguns. Now, as a result of the 
vote at the annual meeting in 1986, a major 
change in the rules has given shooters a new 
course of fire. 

Starting in January 1987, IHMSA sanc
tioned matches will have the option of 
providing the new course of fire to be known 
as IHMSA Field Pistol. This course entails 
two major changes in silhouetting: l) For the 
first time, shooters will have the option of 
using scopes, and 2) Both target size and 
distance will be changed. 

This new course will be in addition to, not 
in place of, the regular course. Simply stated, 
IHMSA Field Pistol will consist of half-sized 
targets at 25-50-75-100 yards, or meters, and 

will be fired from a standing position only. 
Shooters will have the option of using iron 
sights or scopes. As this is being written, all 
rules have not been finalized. 

At our November match, the last match 
before we closed down for the winter, I fired 
what may well be the first IHMSA Field 
Pistol match. Although unsanctioned, since 
the rules had not yet been set, the targets were 
regulation size at regulation distances, and 
the firearm used was a prototype Dan Wesson 
built especially for IHMSA. Dan Wesson 
provided IHMSA with a .32 H&R Magnum, 
8 11 barrel mounted with a 5 x Burris scope 
with Burris rings and mounts. Total weight of 
gun, scope, mount, and rings is 4 1A pounds. 

Earlier in the week, I had sighted in the .32 
DW to shoot 3" high at 25 yards with my 
handloads of 100 gr. cast bullets at 1300 fps. I 
had no idea where it would shoot with 
Federal factory loads nor where it would 
print at 25-50-75-100 yds with the 85 gr. 
hollowpoints. I was really anxious to see how 
much sight adjustment would be necessary 
throughout the course. I missed the first two 

The Cobra Combo Shoulder System, trad1t1onally a best seller, has been newly 
redesigned to add versatility to its line-up of superior quality features 
The Combo readily converts to a waistband holster in seconds for inside or 

• 
outside carry. Just run your belt through the preangled slide on rear for perfect 
outside carry or attach the swivel strap for concealable inside carry 
From your dealer or Cobra 
send $58.95 plus $3.00 shipping. COBRA GUNSKIN 
Specify gun size and right or left hand. 133-30 32 AVE. FLUSHING, NY 11354 (718) 762-8181 
Send $3.00 for catalog of complete line . 

chickens, took the next eight, and finished 
with a score of 27 x 40, much higher than I 
had expected for the first try. It was not 
necessary to change the sight settings, only to 
determine where to hold at each range. 

Since I had plenty of Federal factory 
ammo to try out the new handgun and course, 
both the gun and ammunition were made 
available to all who wanted to try out the new 
course. I had also taken along a scope-sighted 
.357 Dan Wesson and a scope-sighted .357 
TC with plenty of ammo for both. "All" 
turned out to really be all, as everyone 
wanted to try. The response of all shooters 
was very positive, and they all commented 
on the fact that it was a lot of fun and would be 
a welcome addition to the regular big-bore 
course of fire. 

With my background of thoroughly enjoy
ing the big-bore aspect of silhouetting 
enough so that I shot the biggest, namely the 
.454 Casull, at the '86 Internationals, I must 
admit that I hail the new course as a very 
welcome addition for a number of reasons. 
First, many shooters cannot handle the recoil 
of the big bores and they will be attracted to 
the new course. Secondly, there are a lot of 
NRA Hunter Pistol shooters that would also 
like to shoot under IHMSA. Thirdly, the new 
course will have a great deal of appeal for 
handgun hunters. And most importantly to 
me and many other shooters past the age of 
40, we will be able to use scopes. There aren't 
many "old" silhouetters competing as most 
past the age of 45- 50 cannot see the sights 
well enough to compete. The new course will 
give them (us) many more years of 
competition. 

Now that the new course of fire is a reality, 
the first major question is: ''What are the best 
guns?" One of the most attractive attributes 
of the new course is that the new shooter who 
shows up at the range with his four or six-inch 
.357 with factory loads will at least be able to 
start competing. He won't have the best 
equipment but he can get his feet wet. 

Since it will be limited to production guns 
only, in all probability the predominant hand
guns used will be the TC and the Dan 
Wesson. When silhouetting first started, or 
maybe I should say when I got into it in the 
late '70s, the number one revolver was the 
Dan Wesson .357 Magnum and the number 
one single shot was the TC also in .357 
Magnum. These two fine handguns have 
been overshadowed by more exotic calibers, 
but I foresee a "re-birth" of these fine guns. 
And while shooters have found it necessary 
to use heavy bullets in the 180-200 grain 
range both in the .357 Magnum and the .357 
Maximum, this will not be necessary with 
the new short course and 140-160 grain bul
lets should be perfect. Speer already has a 150 
gr. full metal jacket bullet available that 
should be ideal . 

Before the advent of the heavy .44 Mag
nums and the SuperMags, the Dan Wesson 
.357 Vent Heavy Barrel was the silhouette 
revolver, and I expect to see many revolver 
shooters using the . 357 DW for the new 
course. Two other excellent .357 revolvers 
should be the Colt Python and Smith and 
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Wesson L-Frame. With the use of scopes, 8 11 

barrels are preferred in both of these models. 
Both are exceptionally accurate revolvers but 
do not have the sights necessary for the long 
range course. 

Dan Wesson is already anticipating the 
needs of shooters and is offering shrouds 
with scope bases mounted at the factory. 
What this means to the shooter is simply that 
he can buy a new shroud for his .357, mount 
it with the proper scope, and for less than 
$200 be set up to compete in both iron
sighted and scope-mounted categories in the 
same match. 

After spending the last few months shoot
ing the .32 Magnum, I'm convinced that it 
will challenge the .357 Magnum as the most 
popular revolver. There is no recoil to speak 
of, the small case capacity makes it very 
efficient, and there are two excellent jacketed 
bullets available for reloaders, the Hornady 
85 gr. HP, and the Sierra 90 gr. HP. With the 
proper loads it is a "tack-driver" and will stay 
under an inch for five shots at 50 yards. 

Just as the TC is the most popular single 
shot for both NRA Hunter Pistol, and the 
Production Class in IHMSA, so it should 
also be the most popular single shot for FP 
shooting. Since revolver shooters will have to 
compete against TC's, they will find them
selves at a slight disadvantage. Thompson 
Center offers three excellent chamberings for 
the new course, all of which are accurate and 
relatively mild in recoil. In addition to the 
afore-mentioned . 357, TC's are also available 
in both .32 H&R Magnum and .32- 20 with 
the latter already being a popular selection of 
the NRA shooters. 

While many NRA Hunter Pistol shooters 
use rifle scopes on their competition guns, 
IHMSA shooters are already used to shoot
ing with their arms fully extended. It will be 
interesting to see which will be the most 
popular-the rifle type scopes which must be 
held close to the eye or the long eye relief 
scopes used by handgun hunters. IHMSA 
rules state that no part of the arms may touch 
the body to provide an artificial support. 

We should see many new products over the 
next year being offered for FP shooters. I am 
now testing scopes from Burris, Leupold, 
and Redfield, and have been promised a cou
ple of the new Bausch & Lomb scopes when 
they are ready for production. Burris is 
already offering their 3 x , 4 x , and 5 x 
scopes with target type knobs and parallax 
adjustment for the various ranges, and Leu
pold will provide target adjusting knobs on 
both their 2 x and 4 x scopes. 

I have made no mention of guns cham
bered for the big bores as I think their use will 
be minimal. I do plan to use both my Ruger 
and Smith and Wesson scope-sighted .44 
Magnums, and my Ruger .45 Blackhawk, 
also set up with a scope, for FP shooting. 
Occasionally. I even plan to bring out some of 
my fine .44 Specials to try. Occasionally. But 
I fully expect both myself, and other shoot
ers, to mainly choose the various .32's and 
.357's which will be available. A combina
tion of excellent accuracy and low recoil will 
make them number one for Field ~ 
Pistol shooting. ~ 
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From Hong-Kong to Zaire, Bianchi International is on 
the side of active adventurers. People who rely on high
performance holsters as if their lives depended on it. 

Like the new cross-draw Ranger 
Cyclone II ~ Crafted from tough , no
nonsense , padded ballistic fabric. Fire
arms prote~tion that holds its own in the 
rising heat of a jungle or on a dusty backtrack 
in Afghanistan. Bianchi. The professional 's 
choice worldwide. 

Get your 84-page, full-color, 1987 Bianchi Catalog by sending $3 to Bianchi l111em ational, or get one 
FREE from your nearest authorized dealer- over 3000 worldwide. 

Bianchi International 100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH Temecula , CA 92390 
Toll-Free (800) 854-8545, In California Toll-Free (800) 826-8192, In Hawaii and Alaska (714) 676-5621 

TLX 288553 BNCI UR 

Protected by one or more of the following : US Patent Nos. 4,485,947 ; 4,485 .948: orher patents pending. 

I 
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MODEL 85 

Taurus will repair your Taurus 
handgun free of charge for the 
lifetime of the weapon. No other 
handgun manufacturer makes this 
offer! See your dealer and ask to 
see the top-value Taurus line. 

International standards of 
craftsmanship and reliability. 

TAURUS INTERNATIONAL 
4563 S.W. 71st Avenue 

Miami, FL 33155 



SPEAK OUT 
Reader Peeved 

Today 1 bought the latest issue of Ameri
can Handgunner. I am so sick and tired of 
hearing about the expertise of that lame 
brain Massad Ayoob. I am a retired police 
officer. The one and only time I used a 
weapon my partner was trying to arrest a 
suspect for disorderly conduct. The perp 
struck my partner above the left ear with a 
knife hand and caved in my partner's skull 
with a single karate chop (knife hand) and 
broke his neck in three places. My partner 
was killed with one blow. 

I put a single roundnose lead 158 grain 
slug right through the perp's shoulder from a 
snubby .38. The perp went down like he was 
hit by lightning. We found out the perp was a 
former AAU light-heavy and a 4th degree 
black belt and he was dusted. 

I don't believe stories circulated by Ayoob. 
I believe he got his expertise out of a Cracker 
Jack box. 

As a law officer I have fired many types of 
handguns. I fired thousands of rounds from 
various auto pistols. Every type of ammo 
available on the commercial market. Having 
fired the Steyr GB, S& W 439, 4{f) and 6(f), 
HK P9S, SIG P226, PPK, 1911Al Colt, HP-35 
Browning, Beretta 84, M20 and 92F, I HAVE 
NEVER HAD A FAILURE. NEVER. 

How the hell do you writers of gun maga
vne articles have so many failures? I think 
your failures are ridiculous UES. 

Gerome Courtland 

Editor's Note: Strong stuff. No, we don't lie to 
our readers. The various failures and stop
pages of autopistols tested by American 
Hand.gunner are factual and truthful accounts 
of performance. If you have never had a 
failure of any kind in the many pistols and 
thousands of rounds you claim to have fired, 
you are an exceptionally lucky man. Our best 
advice is that you start gambling heavily 
before your luck runs out. 

Hello to Ayoob 
Just a note to say how very much I enjoy 

your excellent magazine. As a career law 
officer, training officer, armorer, avid hand
gunner and handgun hunter, I just want to say 
thanks. 

Please say hello to Massad (Ayoob) for 
me. His excellent tips and books have helped 
me and my department tremendously. Hope 
to someday attend one of his classes. 

J.W North 
Philadelphia, PA 

Editor's Note: For information about class 
schedules and tuition at Massad Ayoob's 
Lethal Force Institute, write LFI, P.O. Box 
122, Dept AH, Concord, NH, 03301. 

Praise For 
Plstolsmlthlng School 
Your readers may have seen the advertise

ment for . 45 Auto Pistolsmithing School by 
Cylinder and Slide, Inc., and wonder what it 
is like. I have taken the course and can highly 
recommend it, especially to any would-be 
tinkerer. Bill Laughridge (the instructor) is 
very knowledgeable, and he will do all he can 
to set you on the right track. 

You will learn everything listed in his bro
chure, and more. It will make you understand 
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and appreciate articles such as Do-It-Your
self Comp Gun by Charles Petty in 
Nov/Dec 1985 issue of American Handgun-
ner. 

Sungsudh Vira 
Bangkok, Thailand 

Editor's Note: For more information about 
the pistolsmithing school of Bill Laughridge, 
write Cylinder and Slide Shop, Dept. AH, 
P.O. Box 937, Fremont, NE, 68025. 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES let
ters to the editor of no more than 350 words. Letters 
must include the writer's full name and address. 
Letters must be signed by the writer. Typewritten 
letters are preferred, but legible handwriting is 
acceptable. Send your letters to Speak Out, Ameri
can Handgunner, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 
200, San Diego, CA, 92108. 
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By Charles E. Petty 

The PACT MK II tinier/chronograph has 
received glowing reviews in these and 

other magazine pages and now it has 
spawned a baby brother, the PC. There are a 
lot of shooters who do not need the sophisti
cated timing functions of the MK II and, 
while it makes an absolutely dandy chrono
graph, for someone who only wants a chron
ograph, it's a bit pricey. 

Enter the PC. I'm sure the usual connota
tion of the term isn't lost on PACT's guru 
Ronin Colman, but that's okay for there is a 
similarity. They both depend on micro
processors and the neat things those little 
gadgets will do is what makes both the MK II 
and the PC work so well. The PC has all the 
features of the MK II with the exception of 
calculating power factors, and it doesn't beep 
at you to let you know that it has recorded a 
shot. Neither of these features, while handy, 
are indispensable, particularly when you 
consider that the PC sells for $199 complete 
with skyscreens. The MK II completely 
rigged out for chronograph use costs $398. 

The only extra is a screen mounting bracket 
at $25. 

Since I am already a regular user of my 
MK II as a chronograph there were no sur
prises testing the PC. I also tested it under the 
worst possible conditions -a cloudless, 

'TES'T llEPOll'T 
sunny day - and I did it at high noon. Some 
chronographs go absolutely bonkers under 
conditions like that and their detectors 
become saturated with light to the point that 
they can't recognize the small decrease 

Continued on page 90 

PACT PRECISION CHRONOGRAPH 
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8 ROUND .45 fi.C.i'. MfiGS! 
10 R <JND .38 SU?ER MfiGS! 

THIS 10 ROUND .38 SUPER MAGAZINE IS A 
MUST FOR SERIOUS l.P.S.C. COMPETITORS 
... MY CONVERSION TO A .38 SUPER PISTOL 
IN 1983 GAVE ME AN 11 ROUND TOTAL WITH 
THESE MAGAZINES AND SAVED ME 10 
RELOADS IN 3 l.P.S.C. NATIONALS! 

8 RQUNO .45 MAGAZINE HAS PROVEN 
LL WITH A WINNING RECORD 

'SYEARS. 
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CHRONOGRAPH BREAKTHROUGH 

INTRODUCING THE PACT PC 
''Out performs the ex

pensive chronographs at 
a fraction of the cost" 
. . . Ross Seyfried 

Until now shooters looking for a dedicated 
chronograph have been torn between two 
choices. To go with a full feature skyscreen 
based system at a premium price. Or purchase 
a low end " break screen " or "down range 
bo:X" at a more reasonable price but lacking 
the ease of use and superior performance of 
the microprocessor based skyscreen 
machines. 
• each time you fire 
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After you complete your string, you press 
the REVIEW button to see the following: 
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• highest and lowest velocities 
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• extreme spread and average deviation of 
your rounds 

..... -:-. ...... , .. -1-··-·1 

• each shot can be individually reviewed 

While the PACT Precision Chronograph con
tains all the features normally found on ex
pensive chronographs, it also has many 
features not found on the high priced units: 

• Retractable tilt stand for easy viewing. 
• Self contained rechargeable Gel Cell bat
tery with external charger. 

WHY SKYSCREENS? 
The PACT uses inexpensive skyscreens to 

detect the bullet velocity. Why didn 't we set 
it up so that you can shoot over the box? 
Because we think it's stupid to launch bullets 
over things that cost lots of money. Now I 
realize that you never miss, but a day rarely 
goes by that we don't get an order for a 
replacement skyscreen body. 

LOW REPLACEMENT COSTS 
Usually, when you shoot a skyscreen, you 

only break its plastic body without breaking 
the " eye" at the bottom of the skyscreen. In 
this case you are only out $2.50 for a new 
skyscreen body. In the worst case , if you had 
to replace the whole skyscreen body, you 
would only be out $15.. oo. Compare this to 
the cost of putting a bullet through the front 
of even the cheapest of the "down range 
boxes" 

EASY TO SET UP 
Simply mount your screens to a two foot 

board or our optional SKYSCREEN BRACKET, 
which attaches to any standard camera tripod, 
plug the skyscreen cables into the back of the 
PC which sits safely next to you for easy con
trol and viewing. 

OEHLER OWNERS 

$199 
[ skyscreens included] 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
If you are not 100% satisfied with the per

formance of any PACT product, send it back 
undamaged [no fair driving over it] and we will 
refund your money. That's our promise and 
you can depend on it. 

DO IT TODAY 
Ordering a PACT Precision Chronograph 
is easy! 

BY PHONE: 1-800-722-8462 
[In Texas]: 1-214-641-0049 

BY MAIL:We'll need to know your 
name, shipping address and daytime 
phone number. Please enclose a per
sonal check, bank check, money order 
or card number and expiration date 
from your VISA or MASTERCARD. 
C.O.D. orders welcome! 

PACT PRECISION CHRONOGRAPH
$199.00 
PACT SKYSCREEN BRACKET [Optional 
but nice] -$24.00 
PACT SKY SCREENS $15. EACH $25./PAIR 

Shipping & Insurance - $5 UPS 
GROUND, $10 UPS AIR. 4% charge for 
VISA or MASTERCARD. Texas 
residents add 5.25% sales tax . 

BROCHURE AVAILABLE covering the 
PACT product line. $1 .00 refundable 
with first purchase. 

One year limited warranty 

In addition all shots can be individually 
reviewed after you have finished your string . 
Why is that important? With other 
chronographs you must shoot, stop, put down 
your gun, pick up your pencil, write down your 
velocity, put down your pencil , pick up your Beat the high cost of screen replacement. P.O. Box 

531525 gun and repeat. That stinks! With the PACT PACT skyscreens can be used as a direct 
PC, fire your whole string , up to 200 shots , replacement for OEHLER Skyscreen ll 's. The Grand Prairie, TX 75053 
then use the REVIEW button to receive a PACT skyscreen bracket will hold a pair of [214] 641 0049 
statistacal summary of your string followed by PACT skyscreens, Skyscreen ll's or Skyscreen -
the display of each shot fired. Ill's at a convenient two foot separation. 1-800-PACT I NC 

PACT, Precision Chronograph, PACT PC are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc . 



INSIGHTS INTO IPSC 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

IF A LL THE TOP GUNS SAY THAT 85% OF 
WINNING IS MENTAL, W HERE'S THE REST? 

I f a fabulously successful stock broker tells 
you that 85 % of the secret, to making 

millions is an understanding of the market 
and the remaining 15 % is operating a com
puter, would you dash out and buy a com
puter with the expectation that you too would 
then make a fortune? 

Probably not. You would realize that the 
· millionaire's trick is in his mind, in his cog

nizance of mystical financial factors. You 
would appreciate the relatively insignificant 
role of the computer, the meager 15 % nuts
and-bolts working apparatus. 

By the same token, would you dump a 
hunk of money on buying a fancy gun if all 
the champions told you that only 15 % of 
winning IPSC matches is actual shooting? 
The lion's share of victory, say the top guns, is 
mental. Concentration and mind-over-matter 
is 85 % of winning. 

Indeed, every IPSC national champion has 
said that mental control of match pressure 
and other psychic phenomena are responsible 
for winning. The figures quoted by the cham
pions range from 80% to 95%. A fair aver
age is 85 % mental ability, 15 % shooting 
skills. 

Why, then, are we all spending a collective 
fortune on bells and whistles? Why are we 
dumping $45 ,000 a month on just one custom 
pistolsmith (who produces 30 custom guns a 
month at an average cost of $1,500 each)? 

Look at all the IPSC ads in this magazine. 
Speed holsters, expensive electronic timers, 
match-grade barrels, extended this and that, 
oodles of custom guns. Thousands of dollars 
worth of Fifteen Percent. 

Our illustrious champions sagely scratch 
their chins and drift into a meditative reverie 
as they explain their mysterious handle on the 
all-important 85 % . They don't say much 

about the missing 15 % except to point out the 
importance of such mundane matters as dry
firing and practicing. I've never heard a 
champion confess that he won because of his 
magic gun or bewitched holster. 

We do get a few insights, like the business 
about sight picture and trigger squeeze. But 
that doesn't seem to help much. I know what a 
sight picture looks like and I know how to 
squeeze the trigger, but I'm still not winning. 
Surely there must be something in that 15 % I 
can buy to wring out a better score. 

If there is, I haven't found it. Perhaps I 
haven't found it because it doesn't exist. 
Maybe a piece of equipment doesn't make 
much difference to the 15 % . 

What is this 15 % ? It's not a gun and it's not 
a holster and it's not a reloading press. I load 
on a Dillon 550, I wear an Ernie Hill holster 
and I have a Wilson Accu-Comp-all the 
same gear as The Incredible Shooting 
Machine, Rob Leatham. Yet I'm not beating 
Robby. 

So it must be shooting skill, that 15 % . 
Okay, so I'll go practice. 

Well, I've practiced religiously and dry
fired every night. I'm still not winning. 

It appears that this 15 % is a pretty insignifi
cant part of winning. 

I wonder why top shooters are sponsored 
by gun companies when the gun companies 
are only responsible for 15 % of victory. I 
think the big boys should support the winning 
85% with T-shirts like "Jung's Mental Condi
tioning" and "Freud's Fearless Training." 

Instead of Dillon blue we'<:l see Guru 
Rafsanjani's red. Instead of Wilson's Gun 
Shop we'd see Om Bagwhan's Metaphysical 
Workshop. 

Actually, the reason why IPSC is a $10 
million industry (my educated guess on the 

UNITED STATES .PRACTICAL SHOOTING ASSOCIATION I IPSC, INC. 
BE A PART OF THE ONLY ORGANIZATION 

OEOICATEO EXCLUSIVELY TO 
PRACTICAL SHOOTING! 

FREE 
I.P.S.C. DECAL FOR JOINING NOW! 

Name 

INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
USPSAJIPSC 

-----------------
Address _ 

City 

Stale ----- ______ Dp ~----

I am applying f<>< the following type of memberllllp: 

0 Annual $20 0 Canadian 52!1 

0 Life $200 0 F0<olgn S36 

Signature 

Please Include check or money order. Mall to: 

Office ol the ,,._/RD 
Oepl. A, p .0. lox 1111 

Sedro Woolley, WA 112M 

annual volume of national sales) is because 
Americans are not brought up to believe in 
metaphysical mumbo jumbo. We are raised 
to worship at the altar of technology. We are 
inspired by the Space Shuttle, not the teach
ings of a mystic walking on hot coals. We are 
compelled to emulate the micro-chip, not 
Mohandas Gandhi. 

Such is our national character-mate
rialistic. The successful Yuppie today buys a 
BMW and a French food processor, not 
lessons in transcendental meditation. The 
Preppie Handbook sells better than 
Descartes. 

Happiness is a MasterCard, tranquility is 
low interest. Success is a three-bedroom 
house in a fashionable suburb. Love is a five 
carat diamond, trust is a joint checking 
account. 

Winning is a $2,000 custom Colt, victory 
is a PACT timer. A champion is a compen
sator, a winner is a .38 Super. 

The average IPSC shooter devotes his 
efforts to the insignificant 15 % of winning. 
He buys trick guns, he purchases slick hol
sters. He dry-fires, he practices. He shoots in 
all the local matches because he's heard that 
match experience is important. He tries to 
understand this strange stuff about "visualiza
tion," "blocking out" and "mental condition
ing." He reads The Inner Game of Tennis and 
watches the occasional program on PBS 
about mind over matter. 

Until we understand that the root founda
tion of the 85 % winning edge is a quality of 
personality, we will continue to spend, spend, 
spend in quest of Excalibur. Until we realize 
that the sole motivation to triumph over 
"match pressure" is an attribute of character, 
we will continue to struggle with this myste
rious mental conditioning. 

And what is the attribute of character, the 
quality of personality, that spells glory? What 
is the sole motivation to develop mental 
control? 

It is what IPSC champion Rob Leatham 
and star running back Walter Payton share. It 
is what put Bjorn Borg into Wimbledon's 
center court. It is what made Mary Lou 
Retton a Gold Medal gymnast and what spur
red Dennis Connor to win the America's Cup. 

It is a quality of character called deter-
mination. Raw, unbridled deter- ~ 
mination to be the best. ~ 

I see your new laser sight still needs a little 
work. 
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SHELL PLATE SIZES 

• 38 Special, 357 Magnum, etc. 
• 45ACP,etc 
• 45 Winchester Magnum 

• 222, 223, 380 Auto, 32 SIJlN loog 
32 H&R Magnum 

• 9mm Luger, 38 Super, 38 Auto 

• 30 M 1 Carbine, 32 Auto 
• 41 Magnum 
• 44 Special, 44 Magnum, 45 Colt 
• 45 Auto Rim 

THE WORLD'S FASTEST 
HANDLOADER PRESS! 

FULLY AUTOMATIC 
ADD A BULLET AND PULL THE LEVER; 

ALL OTHER OPERATIONS ARE AUTOMATIC. 
ONE LOADED CARTRIDGE 

WITH EACH PULL OF THE LEVER. 

NEWI 
PROGRESSIVE 1000 

WITH CASE SENSOR 
J HE WORLD'S FASTEST RELOADER 
is now the easiest to use. Every operation is 
automatic. Now primers, like the powder, 
are fed only if a case is present. No wasted 
primers or spilled powder. New alternate 
loading sequence lets you load only one case 
at a time. Makes learning easy for the first 
time user and is 
great for making 
fine adjustments 
or experimenting. 
New, simplified in
structions. You can 
start reloading good 
ammunition min
utes after the press 
is bolted down. 

20498 
COMPLETE FOR ONE SIZE 

NEW CASE SENSOR 
AUTOMATICALLY FEEDS A PRIMER 
ONLY IF A CASE IS PRESENT. 

INCWDES CARBIDE DIES WITH PISTOL CALIBERS 

Existing Progressive 1000 Owners can update to the 
new model. Send your carrier to the factory with $20. 

We will completely rebuild your carrier with all new 
parts, including the case sensor. 

~>Send $1.00 
foryour new 16-page Lee Catalog 

jammed paclred with rewading bargains! 

LEE PRECISION, INC. 4275 HIGHWAY U HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027 



Buy One [DBI[ Book, Get One Free! 
YOU CAN CHARGE IT, TOO! (SEE COUPON) .J I VISA" I 

MODERN LAW ENFORCEMENT WEAPONS 
AND TACTICS 
By Wiley M. Clapp 

An in-depth look at weapons and 
equipment used by law enforcement 
agencies of today. Section one 
examines the basic guns. New revolver 
designs from Colt, S&W and Ruger. 
Discusses why the self-loading auto 
pistol chips away at the revolver's 
supremacy as the basic gun, with a 
special review of .45s and 9mmPs from 
domestic and foreign manufacturers. 
Looks at law enforcement shotguns 
and battle shotguns. Also surveys the 
crowded ammunition scene, including 
special ammo such as Glasers and AP. 

Section two checks out special situation 
weapons like heavy duty assault rifles, 
submachine guns and sniper rifles. one 
of the hottest topics in law enforcement 
weaponry. Examines special weapons 
marksmanship, SWAT techniques and 
special equipment such as communi
cations gear, laser sights and special 
entry products. Section three reviews 
special use equipment, like dogs, 
robots, a variety of land/water/air 
vehicles, restraints and the often over
looked but indispensable flashlight. 
256 8112'' x 11" pages. 

The Gun Digest Book Of 
MODERN GUN VALUES, &th Edition 
By Jack Lewis 

Updated and expanded edition of the 
book that's become the standard for 
valuing modern firearms. All-new edition 
covers the current values of all non
military guns introduced from 1900 -
1985. Over 2000 photos and drawings 
supplied - including data on hundreds 
of new guns introduced since the last 
issue, as well as those not-so-popular 
models that are likely to appear on 
dealers' shelves or in the closets of 
collectors. Gives complete specs, 
original manutactunng/importation/ 
discontinuation dates, and detailed 
descriptions of thousands of domestic 
and imported firearms; handguns, rifles, 
shotguns and commemoratives alike. 

Looks at the difference between a good 
rifle buy and a forget-it situation, a series 
of simple tests for shotgun buying, and 
pertinent thoughts concerning beguiling 
guns versus the matter of cash in hand. 
Guns are listed alphabetically by manu
facturer within each section for easy 
reference. The author looks at the 
current economy and its effect on used 
firearms prices, and gives the reader an 
idea of what to expect from prices and 
values in the years ahead. All values 
have been fully updated since the last 
edition. Highly accurate, hard-to-get 
information that can help determine the 
true value of your firearms today. 
448 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

® 

CROSSBOWS GUN DIGEST TREASURY 
6th Edition 

Edited by Roger Combs 

~~=;:;:;T:~~t Complete, up-to-date coverage of the 
hottest bow going - and the most 

~~ 
Edited by Ken Warner 

The best articles from the first 40 
~~~~=ii!I--- controversial! Everything from basic II history and mechanics to expansive 

coverage of major manufacturers and 
importers, with specs and photos. 
Covers target crossbows, as well as 
targets and bolts. Studies the effects of 
bolt length and spine on performance, 
plus speed and penetration test results. 
Also discussed: formal competition in 
U.S. and Europe, legislative trends, 
add-on accessories for improving 
speed and accuracy, pros and cons of 
the crossbow as a hunting device, 
differences between American and 
European designs. Detailed product 
catalog. 192 8112'' x 11" pages. 

$1Q95 

years of GUN DIGEST are compiled 
here in one book. It reviews GUN 
DIGESTS first 30 years, plus an even 
closer examination of the last ten. The 
editor tracks the price evolution of a 
number of popular guns through their 
presentation in the catalog section over 
the years. Contains a complete index 
cross-referenced by title and subject 
matter. This incredible index includes 
40yearsofGUN DIGEST, 19yearsof 
GUNS ILLUSTRATED, ten editions of 
HANDLOADER'S DIGEST and four 
editions of GUN DIGEST HUNTING 
ANNUAL. A collector's book, not to be 
missed. 320 8'12'' x 11" pages. 
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Buy One IDBll Book, Get One Free! 
YOU CAN CHARGE IT, TOO! (SEE COUPON) • , VISA& I 

$ 
Book # 

$ 
Book # 

$ 
Book # 

$ 
Book # 

1987 GUN DIGEST 
HUNTING ANNUAL 
4th Edition 

® 

Edited by Robert S.L. Anderson 
Grouse, northeastern woodcock, 
Alabama whitetail, javelina, 
African lions. squirrel, dove and 
more -- where to fmd them and 
what to use- by America's fmest 
shooter/ writers. Plus trophy hunt
ing, more. 256 SW' x 11 " pages. 

#HA87 .. .. . . . $13.95 
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUN NERY 

By Jack Lew1s&Jack Mitchell 
From the basics to compe
tition training and exercises. 
Coverage of the Bianchi Cup. 
the Steel Challenge and World 
Championships with diagrams 
and how to shoot courses. 
288 8"2 " x 11 " pages. 

c 
Send These 

FREE ' 

Book • 

Book • 

Book • 

Book # 
Column "B" Total $ _____ _ 
PLUS postage, insurance and 
($2.50 for each FREE book) 

handling fee 

$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
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1EATHAM'S C01UMN 
ROB LEATHAM 

WORLD CHAMPION DISCUSSES SHOOTING 
SCHOOLS AND HOW TO SELECT THE BEST 

So you wanna learn how to shoot? Or 
maybe you already shoot pretty well but 

want to be better. Well, you are in luck. The 
shooting fraternity is one of the most outgo
ing and friendly I have ever been associated 
with. There is free advice and consultation 
available at every shooting range across the 
country. 

Most shooting ranges or clubs have either 
a program or individual to instruct new 
shooters in basic safety and marksmanship. 
These classes are usually a bargain and pro
ceeds generally go to the organizing club to 
help offset expenses . . The National Rifle 
Association has for years run a hunter safety 
program through which thousands have 
learned safe gun handling and basic marks
manship. To the beginner, I recommend these 
courses highly. 

If, on the other hand you are an experi
enced shooter, you are in a different ball 
game. You know most everything those 
classes teach. You want to learn more 
advanced techniques and/or find out what 
you are doing wrong and how to correct the 
situation. There are several options open to 
you. You can do what many do and just make 
up excuses why you keep shooting low left. 
You can read books on the subject. There are 
books out there covedng everything from 
sight alignment to mental conditioning. Some 
of these are very, very good and some are 
terrible. The Army Marksmanship training 
manuals, as an example, are very good and 
very basic. I highly recommend them for 
both beginner and expert. 

For many, though, the answer is personal 
instruction from a qualified individual. If you 

Available in 45A CP, 38 
Super, and 9mm Luger 

ED BROWN 
BROWN'S Gun Shop 
Route 2, Box 2922 
Perry, Mo. 63462 

Phone (314) 565-3261 
Member American Pistolsmiths Guild 

Send S LOO for color poster and price list 

are a homeowner and are interested solely in 
the defense of your family and property, you 
need someone to teach you tactics and defen
sive shooting. Massad Ayoob's Lethal Force 
Institute may be just what you need. Maybe 
you are a police officer or in the security 
business. You may get just the instruction you 
desire at Jeff Cooper's American Pistol 
Institute. 

Many are primarily interested in shooting 
as a recreation or sport. There are facilities 
and individuals across the country who spe
cialize in these areas. Readers who have fol
lowed this column recognize me as a 
competition shooter and thus the bulk of my 
knowledge is taken directly from years of 
experience battling the Mike Plaxcos, Brian 
Enos' and Mickey Fowlers of the world. I 
have learned that the best way to learn how to 
do something is to ask the person who does it 
best. 

If your main goal is higher scores, then 
you need to go to someplace like the Chap
man Academy or International Shootists Inc. 
These schools have taught hundreds of peo
ple just like you to shoot better. 

Let's say you are an IPSC competitor and 
have decided to take a beginner class in Prac
tical Shooting. First, contact the instructor 
you select for availability. Many shooting 
coaches get booked very far in advance. Ask 
what level of class you should take. I have 
found it very difficult to have both a begin
ning shooter and a master class competitor in 
the same class. What I tell one may be far 
above the other and may serve only to con
fuse and/or waste the time of either or both. 

Personalized instruction is what you are 

NEED A QUICKIE? 
Available now- the NEW "Trigger 
Finger Quick·" (PAT. PEND.) Ambi
dextrous magazine release from 
Egan-Blackburn Manufacturing. 
Installs easily in seconds with sim
ple tool provided. Fits all Colt type 
l9ll Autos. 

We Guarantee Satisfaction 
Send $49.95 Certified Check 

or Money Order to, 
Ega n-Blackburn Manufacturing 

14836 Lincoln St. S.E . 
Minerva, Ohio 44657 

For more information call 
216-868-6520 

looking for. The instructor should work with 
you, helping you to find improved ways that 
work for you. He should not make you do 
something different just because he does it 
that way. You may do it fine now, your way. 
You also must be open minded enough to try 
different techniques and ideas. 

Take notes when your instructor tells you 
or shows you something different. You can
not expect to remember all you see in three 
days of intense instruction. Ask for demon
strations. He may be an excellent shot, but an 
average teacher. Many things are easily 
understood when seen, yet hard to put into 
words. 

Demand personalized attention. You may 
need different information than the person 
next to you. The whole reason you came to 
the teacher is to teach you what you need to 
know. Understand that no one has all the 
answers to every question you can dream up, 
but a good instructor should be capable of 
developing a way to let you find the answers. 
He may not be able to make you shoot one 
shot in three-quarters of a second at 10 yards 
from the leather, but he can show you it's 
possible. 

The Hot Dogs in the game constantly 
monitor what the others are doing. When 
they see something of value, they take it. You 
can receive the same benefit from person
alized instruction. Get the information you 
need first-hand from the ..... 
champions. ~ 

Rob Leatham is now offering individual 
and group instruction to shooters of all skill 
levels. Cl.asses are now forming and may be 
conducted at his facilities in Ariwna or your 
local range. The two-time Worl.d and four
time United States IPSC Champion will teach 
you in detail those techniques which have 
made him the most success.fit! practical pistol 
competitor in history. Enrollment is limited. 
For information write: Rob Leatham Shoot
ing Institute, c/o American Hand.gunner, 591 
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, 
CA, 92108. 

Shooting Schools 
Chapman Academy of 
Practical Shooting 
Hallsvile, MO 65255 

J. Michael Plaxco 
Rt. 1, Box 203 
Roland, AR 72135 

Lethal Force Institute 
P. O. Box 122 
Concord , NH 03301 

National Rifle Association 
1600 Rhode Island Ave., N. W 
Washington, DC, 20036 

International Shootist Incorporated 
P.O. Box 5254 
Mission Hills, CA 91345 

American Pistol Institute 
P.O. Box401 
Paulden, AZ 86334 
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When it comes to the meaningful handgun games, 

HUNTING & . . . 

SILHOUETTE 
Our customers excel! 

Collecting an l.H .M.S.A. Championship, breaking a world record or dropping a trophy buck at 200 yards, requires 
skill . It requires the ability of an expert marksman to "hold and squeeze" - to read the sights with precision and 
to exercise an absolute control over the placement of each shot. Coupled with personal skill , it also requires a 
reliable handgun, chambered for a superior cartridge and capable of the accuracy that is needed to pull it off. 
Year in and year out, Contender i~ the one handgun that outranks all others in downrange performance. Check 
the record for 1986: 

I.H.M.S.A. 10th ANNIVERSARY INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Out of 1,085 entries, 95% of the competitors used a Thompson /Center Contender. In the 
standing class, 87% of all competitors used a Contender. 

N.R.A. HUNTER PISTOL SILHOUETTE CHAMPIONSHIP 
A Contender Pistol was used by 144 of the 157 competitors. 

SMALL BORE HUNTER PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP 
A Contender Pistol was used by 135 of the 165 competitors. 

BIG BORE HUNTER 
PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Larry Weir set a national record using a .32/ 20 caliber 
Contender. 

If you 're serious about long range handgunning , 
talk to one of our customers. They'll tell you 
that there's more to it than a .44 Magnum 
can offer. Contender offers a full range 
of interchangeable barrels right 
up to .30/30 Winchester and 
.35 Remington . 

for our free 
52 page catalog! 

See the full battery of 
meaningful calibers 

offered in Contender. 
Learn why Contender 
is the leading choice 
of handgun hunters 

and Silhouette 

COMPETITOR 
GRIPS™ 
are now standard equip
ment on all Contenders. 

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS 
P.O. Box 5002, Dept. TAH 7 

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 



HAND10ADING 
DAN COTTERMAN 

ROOTIN TOOTIN LOADS FOR THE TEXAS 
COYOTE PISTOL, THE .32 H & R MAGNUM 

A telephone call from handloader Don 
.ft.Jackson, who does his coyote hunting in 
the Llano, Texas, area using a .32 Magnum, 
informs us that Douglas Barrels (5504 Big 
'I)'ler Road, Dept. AH, Charleston, WV, 
25313) is turning out .32 Magnum revolver 
barrels and that Nu-Line Guns (1053 Caulks 
Hill Road, Dept. AH , Harvester, MO, 
63303) is making up excellent .32 Magnum 
conversions. 

Jackson and a bunch of the boys frequently 
get together for coyote safaris. Everyone, he 
says, is armed with a . 32 Magnum and the 
results they're getting from 10.0 grains of 
H-1,lO, a Hodgdon spherical powder that was 
originally concocted for use in the .30-Ml 
carbine cartridge - well , the results are 
downright astonishing, even for Texas. Said 
quantity ofH-llO is loaded behind a linotype
cast 94 grain flatnose, RCBS mold, which 
gets out of a six-inch Colt Diamondback at 
1300 to 1350 fps, according to Jackson. 

H-llO, which burns about like 2400 in 

handgun rounds, is about the slowest powder 
that can be used in the .32 Magnum. 
Moreover, it calls for bullets that weigh at 
least 90 grains and it works best in barrels 
that are at least 5" inches in length. In fact , if 
you use anything as slow as H-llO, 2400, 296, 
AA9, or even Blue Dot in the .32 Magnum, 
you'll only get optimal results if you feed 
your reloads through a barrel of 7" to 10 
inches in length, ideally behind 98 to 105 
grain bullets. 

Jackson's 10.0 grs. ofH-llO charge, loaded 
here behind 95-grain J&J custom-swaged 
bullets and ignited by CCI 550 primers 
produced a 10-shot average velocity of 1160 
fps from my six-inch H&R Model 504 in .32 
Magnum. That's a bit less than the Texas 
load, but at just over 284 ft/lbs of kinetic 
energy, it's still quite effective and has 
accounted for the virtual liquification of 
numerous packrats and jacks around my 
homestead . What's more, the H-110 load 
exhibited an extreme velocity spread of just 

INTRODUCING ACCULINE 

AccuScale'M 505 Gr. ~ 
Reloading Scale. 

Lvman 
ACCULINE 

The cheapest insurance you'll ever buy. 
The AccuScale 505 grain reloading 

scale is the most needed accessory for 
the budget-conscious reloader metering 
powder with either "bushing or dipper 
systems. 

Accurate to plus or minus 1 / lO 
grain, the AccuScale is easy to use with 
easy-to-read beam markings, magnetic 
damping plus full 505 grain capacity. 

Be safe . Be sure of your powder 
charges. Ask your dealer about the 
AccuScale and the entire AccuLine 
including budget priced powder 
measure , trimmer, press and acces
sories. 
Send for your free catalog today. 
Questions? Call toll-free 
1-800-22-LYMAN 

Lyman" Depl.#180,Rt. 147 
Middlefield, CT 06455 

14 fps for the 10-shot sample, and this 
doubtless contributes somewhat to the fact of 
its accuracy. 

One more note on using fairly heavy, 
therefore longer, bullets in the .32 Magnum. 
A 110 grain jacketed hollowpoint will be 
about .610" long. If a standard expander is 
used it won't open the case to sufficient depth, 
which means that the nose of the longer bullet 
will be deformed by the seating stem. The 
solution is to drop a line to the customer 
service man for the brand of dies you're using 
and order an expander stem that'll open cases 
to a depth of .4-inch. 

The llOs, by the way, should give an 
average velocity of 1180 to 1200 fps from the 
5"-inch Ruger or 6-inch H&R, when seated 
ahead of 8 .5 grains of Accurate Arms AA 7. 
This charge is near-maximum in my .32 
Magnum guns, so it is recommended that you 
begin with 7.0 grains of AA7 and observe 
carefully for signs of excessive pressure 
before working up to 8.5. If no AA7 is at 
hand, 7.5 grains of Blue Dot should give a 
velocity of about 1200 fps. Again, start with a 
lighter charge Of, say, 6.0 to 6.5 grains. 

Another report from Maumee, Ohio, gun 
writer/experimenter Terry Murbach brings 
news of a six-hour session at the range testing 
.32 Magnum loads in a pair of Ruger SSMs. 
"These guns continue to impress the hell out 
of me," says Murbach. "One averaged 1098 
fps and shot 1.68 11 for a series of 10 
consecutive groups using .32 Magnum 85 
grain Federal factory arnrno. The .32 Long 
98 grain roundnose arnrno averaged 2.68", 
728 fps , and the .32 Long 98 grain 
wadcutters averaged 770 fps, with 1. 70" 
groups . . . Federal definitely has their act 
together." 

And, speaking of accuracy, Murbach adds 
that he fired 10 consecutive five-shot groups 
with the Ruger Redhawk and that target 
holes, at 25 yards, clustered to a neat 1.51". 
He used .44 Magnum bullets weighing 255 
grains, 25.0 grains of WW 296, WW 
7M-111F primers, and new WW brass. 

Better ideas and arguments of all sorts 
should be sent to Handloading, ...,._ 
Rt. 1, Box 7, Lian~>, CA 93544. ~ 

• COMBAT 

• Cocked & Locked or 
Hamme< Down Cany wl 
An!Klrab Thumbsnap 

• Carries l'.llUlllillll. 
MIU °'"' Camo Gear 

Or Unde< A Tux. A TRUE URBAN. DESERT, 
FOREST or TROPICAL~ 

• SURVIVAL 
• CONCEALMENT 

COLOR 
CATALOG 

$3.00 
H1IWIU 
DElMllT 

• MOMASSUS 
•NO DELAYS 

Lmed In Glove Leather. only $79.95 
Available In Ruddy-Brown plus 5% S&H 

color or Nite-81ack•. Foreign Add 20% Dealers Send 
hooters-ND EXTRA CHARGE FFL Plus S3.00 

Send Check, M.O .. 
VISA 00 MC TO: 

CATRE BARON LEATHER CO. 
P.O. BOX 100724 Oept.AH-.7 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78201 
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MIOSOUTH TE RMS & PRI CING 

NO PrnSONA L OR BUSIN ESS CHECKSll Orders With 
Bink Checks 1nd Money Orders ue shipped 1mm1d 
11tely All olher checks will be nlurned We welcome 
COO orderst Enclose ffl wh1r1 nuded Scopes 
blackpowderauns lools.1ndsupphesdonot11qu1n1n 
ffL number' WH OLESALE OHL YI MAIL OAOER ONLY' 
See lhe block 11 r1Qhl tor lr11ah1 charqes 

Add S4 00 Shipprng And Handling For Scopes 
Add $7 50 Shipping And H1ndling for Blick Powder Guns. 
& K1t1 for the first 48 stain !Canada . Aln kl.1nd H1W1 ii add 
doubl111bovelorlr1tghlchua111 

VOLU ME OISTRIBUTOAS WITH LOW-OVERH EAO 
We ire located tn lhe shadow ol lhe GrHI Smoky Mounlarn1 . 
where low overhHd and volume buy1na means lower pmn 
lor our customers Thank You For Your Ordar . Your Busrneu 
Is Sincerely Appremted At M1dsoulh!' 

5% BANK CHARGE 
ADDED TD VISA & 
MASTER CARD 
DRDERSll =•1 CALL TOLL FREE 1-800/272-3000 

Except TN & AK. call 1-615/475-4783 or when toll free number is busy. 
Prices are for cash. postal money orders or bank cashier checks only. For credit cards add 5%. 

REDFIELD =--=Tu~~i=l=.lt 
Order No 
HH02B· I 13B06 I » x5x Low Prohle Wide Freid 4 plex •• 
HH02B· I 11 B06 2x 7x Low Prolile Wide field 4 plex • • • 
HH02B· 111BI0 2x7x Low Pr ACCU· Trac Wide Freid 4 plex • 
HH01B· 112B06 3x9x Low Prolile Wide field 4 plex •• • • 
HH02B· I 12B I 0 3x9x Low Prolile ACCU· Trac Wide field 4 plex 
HH02B-141B07 2' .x Low Prolile Wide field 4 plex •••• 
HH02B· 143B06 4x Low Prohle Wide Freid 4 plex •••• •• 

LISI Dealer Spetial 
2B4.95 19B.95 146.23 
293.95 204.95 I 50.B3 
343.95 239.95 176.59 
324.95 226.95 166.47 
376.95 262.95 193.15 
205.95 143.95 105.75 
231.95 161.95 1 I B.63 

HH01B· 146B06 6x Low Prohle Wide Freid 4 plex • • •• ••• 
HH02B· I 12BBB 3x-9x 4 plex llluminalor Widelield Malle finish •• 
HH02B· 123BB6 3x-9x 4 plex lllumrnalor Trad11ional •••• •• 

••• • 150.95 174 95 12B.75 
• •• ••• 450.95 314.95 231.79 
••••• • 39B.95 17B.95 205.11 

HH02B· 112BB6 3x-9x 4 plex lllumrnalor Wide field ••••• 
HH02B· I 11BBO 3x-9x 4 plex lllumrnalor Accu -Trac Widelield •• 
HH02B· 122300 2x-7x 4 plex Tracker Variable Power Aillescope 
HH028· 123300 3x-9x 4 plex Tracker Variable Power Aiflescope 
HH02B· I 35300 4x 4 plex Tracker fixed Power Arllescope ••• 
HH02B· I 4B006 1" x 4 plex Prs\01 Scope •••••••••• 
HH01B· 14B007 4x 4 plex Prs\01 Scope • • ••••••••• • • 
HH018·114006 NEW' lx4x 4 plex f ive Siar Variable Rrllescope • • 
HH01B· 115006 2x- 7x 4 plex five Siar Vafiable Rillescope • ••• • 
HH01B· 116006 3x-9x 4 plex five Star Variable Rillescope ••••• 
HH028-116710 3x-9x 4 plex Accu -Trac Five Star Variable Rillescope 
HH02B· 117006 4x- 12x 4 plex five Siar Variable Adjustable Ob1eclive 
HH02B· 1 I B006 6x- I Bx 4 plex five Star Variable Adjustable Objeclive 
HH02B· 114006 4x 4 plex five Siar fixed Power Rrllescope 
HH028 124106 6x 4 plex Five Star Fixed Power Riflescope 

Order No 
HH013·200010 4x Plex full Freid fixed Power Arlie Scope ••• • 
HH023·200050 6x Plex full Freid fixed Power Rrlle Scope •••• 
HH023·20G020 2x- 7x Plex full Freid Variable Power Aille Scope •• 
HH013·200030 Jx.9x P!ex full Freid Variable Power Rille Scope •• 
HH023·20007 I 4x- I 2x fine Plex full Freid Variable Power R1lle Scope 
HH023·100103 6x- I Bx fine Plex full Freid Variable Power Rille Scope 
HH023·200310 Mim 4x Plex fixed Power Ri\le Scope • • • • 
HH023·200350 Mini 6x Plex fixed Power Rrlle Scope • • • 
HH023·100375 Mini 2x- 7x Plex Variable Power Arlie Scope • 
HH02J.20U3B5 Mim 3x-9x Plex Variable Power Ri\le Scope • 
HH013 200390 M1m 4x- 12x Plex Variable Power Rille Scope 
HH023·2002 I 0 I '" 4x Lonq Eve Aeliel Plex Pislol Scope •• 
HH023·200220 1x Lonq Eve Relrel Plex Pistol Scope •• • • 
HH023 200235 4x Lonq Eve Relrel Plex PISIOI Scope •••• 
HH023-100240 5x Long Eve Aelrel Plex Prs\01 Scope •••••••• 
HH023·200260 I Ox lnlermediale Eve Relrel Plex w/ PA Prs\01 Scope •• 

441.95 30B.95 227.19 
• 4BB.95 341.95 251.11 
• 167.95 116.95 B5.51 
• IB5.95 129.95 95.63 
• 125.95 B7.95 64.35 
• 179.95 122.95 90.1 1 

18B.95 131.95 96.55 
224.95 156.95 114.95 
233.95 162.95 119.55 
250.95 174.95 128.75 
2B5.95 199.95 147.15 
321.95 224.95 165.55 
340.95 137.95 174.75 
178.95 124.95 91.95 
197.95 137.95 101.15 

Lrsl Dealer Special 
I B6.95 130.95 I 00.43 
202.95 141.95 109.04 
247 95 173.95 132.96 
161.95 IB3.95 140.61 
306. 95 214. 95 164.54 
316.95 121.95 170.1B 
144.95 100.95 77.46 
156 95 I 09 95 B4.15 
195.95 136 95 105 21 
201 95 140.95 IOB OB 
266.95 I B6 95 143.49 
235.95 164 95 126 27 
144. 95 I 00 95 77.46 
162.95 113.95 87 03 
176 95 113 95 94 6B 
233 95 163 95 125 30 

BUSHnELL 
Order No 
HH027· 744124 4x -12x [40mml Ran11emasler Variable Power R1llescope •• • 
HH027 741393 Jx.9x 132mml Sporlvrew Variable Power Arllescope • • ••• 
HH027·743938 Jx.9x 13BmmJ Wide Angle Sporlvrew Variable Power Rrllescope 
HH027-741403 4x 131mml Sportvrew fixed Power Rrllescope •• • •••• 
HH027-7443B9 4x 13Brnml Sportvrew fixed Power Rrllescope ••••••• 
HH027-716184 6x 18x f40mml Tarqet Varmint Variable Powe1 R1flescope •• 
HH027-710428 4x28mm Banne1 Compact fixed Power RiHescope •••.•• 
HH027 -716102 3x9x 140mml BOC Wide Anqle Trophy Variable Power A1llescope 
HH017 716104 175 5x21mm BOC Wide Anqle Trophy Variable Power A1llescope 
HH027 -7 13940 3x 9x /40mml Banner Lile Site Variable Power A1llescope •• 
HH027· 711562 I 5 6x 121 mml Banner Lile Sile Variable Power A1llescope •• 
HH027 640394 3 9x40mm Balvar Variable Power Arllescope by Bausch & Lomb 
HH027 64042B 4x1B Lonq Eve Rehel Bausch & Lomb Prs\01 Scope 
HH027 640220 2x20 Lonq Eve Aelrel Bausch & Lomb Prslol Scope 

t"a.sco 

list Special 
• 113 75 59.B5 
• 72 20 3B.OO 
• 94 BO 49 BB 
• 53 25 2B 03 
• 75 BO 39 90 
• I 94 95 I 02 50 
• 106 50 56 05 
• 15060 7925 
.14160 7505 
• 243 70 12B 25 
• 214 75 11 B 2B 
• 349 25 I B3 B3 • 
• 22565 llB75 
• 21660 11400 

:»==:;:!;i1::=11111a'l:1 
;;; 

Order No 
HH009 165CR 
HH009· 16BCR 
HH009-W312X40 
HH009·W39X32 
HH009·W39X40 
HH009·W416X40 
HH009-W4X31 
HH009-WA 2iX32 
HH009-WA 39X40 

8x21 Camouflaqe Roof Pnsm Rubber Covered Binoculars ... 
I Ox25 Camoullaqe Rool Pnsm Rubber Covered Binoculars • 
Ma11 IV 3x 12 Zoom 140mml Variable Power R1llescope 
3x9 132mml Walerproof Variable Power R1llescope • 
3x9 !40mml Walerprool Vanable Power A1llescope • 
Maq IV 4x 16 Zoom 140mml Variable Power R1llescope 
4x 132mml Wal!!rprool Fixed Power R1flescope • 
Worlo Class Wide Anqle 2x7 132mmJ R1llescope ••• 
World Class Wide Anqle 3x9 140mml Rillescope • • • 

List 
• 104 95 
• 129 95 
• 119 95 

79 95 
99 95 

179 95 
59 95 

179.95 
179 95 

Dealer 
7B71 
97 46 
B9 96 
59.96 
74 96 

134 96 
44 96 

134.96 
134 96 

Special 
44 29 
54 B3 
50 61 
33.74 
421B 
75 92 
25 31 
7591 
75 91 

We stock Tasco. RCBS. Lee. MEC. Pac1!1c . Prolecto. Kolpin. MTM. Hoppes. Birchwood· Casey. Aam -Lme. Eagle. and 
numerous olher brands of accessories and ilems tor shooters and sportsmen all at discounted prices. Send Si.DO lor 
our 19B7 catalog or call loll lree l·B00/272-3000 and ask lor a lree mini calaloR. FREE FULL SIZE CATALOG SENT 
WITH OAOEA FROM THIS AO. I 9B7 is our I Bth qreal year servinR Shoolers and The ShoolinR lnduSlry!! 
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Order No. 

1111 =·a;;;;;;;;;;tl1=;c: .. - c 
HH 024·1B592 MB-2X Exlended Eve Aeliel Ouplex Prslol Scope •••• 
HH024-35B33 MB·2X Extended Eye Reliel Silver Oup Prslol Scope 
HH024-31644 MB·4X Exlended Eve Aeliel Duplex Prs\01 Scope 
HH024·31306 MB·2.5X Compact Ouplex Aille Scope •••• 
HH014·31305 MB·4X Compacl Duplex Rille Scope ••••• 
HH024·41 129 M8-4X Compact Aimlire Spec. Oup. Aille Scope 
HH 024-36427 MB·6X Compact Ouplex Aille Scope •••• • • • • 
HH014·3774B MB·6X Compacl Duplex with AO Arlie Scope •••• 
HH024·40400 Vari ·X 2x7 Compact Ouplex Rille Scope ••• • •••• 

Lisi Dealer Special 

HH024-36226 Vari·X 3x9 Compact Ouplex Arlie Scope •••••••• • •• 

166 05 11615 S4.B6 
I B3 95 128 95 I 05 06 
20270 14190 11577 
IB6 35 130 45 106 43 
112 B5 149.00 121 5B 
212.B5 149 00 111 5B 
217 20 152 05 124 OB 
254 75 17B 30 145 50 
16B 50 I B7 95 153 35 
2B9 50 202.65 165 39 
327 05 22B 95 IB6 Bl 
112B5 14900 1215B 
227.35 159 15 129 B4 
255.55 17B 90 145 96 
30305 21115 17309 
307.00 11490 17539 
51B.30 363.10 19631 
279 20 195 45 159 47 
199 95 209.95 171 31 
337.40 236 20 192 73 

HH 024·37749 Vari ·X 3x9 Compacl Duplex with AO Aille Scope •••••••• 
HH024-16530 MB·4X fixed Power Duplex Rrlle Scope • • • ••••• 
HH024· 16541 MB-6X fixed Power Duplex Aille Scope •••••• • • 
HH 024·39BB I MB·6X42mm fixed Power Ouplex Aille Scope ••••• • 
HH024·42B43 NEW! MB-Bx36mm Fixed Power Ouplex \does nDI have AOJ 
HH024·35649 MB· 12X fixed Power Ouplex w1lh AO Rrlle Scope •••• 
HH024·377B6 Vari ·X 111 6.5x20 Tgl. OOI w/ AO R1lle Scope 
HH024-165B3 Van -X 111x7 Ouplex Rrlle Scope •• •• • 
HH024-16597 Vari ·X 11 3x9 Ouplex Rille Scope ••••• 
HH024-24B13 Vari ·X 11 3x9 Ouplex wilh AO R1lle Scope • 
HH024-37157 Vari ·X 11 4x 12 Duplex Wllh AO Aille Scope 
HH024-37775 Vari ·X 111 I 5x5 Duplex Rrlle Scope •• • 
HH024-37570 Vari -X 111 2.5xB Ouplex Rille Scope ••• 
HH024·37539 Vari ·X 111 3.5x I O Ouplex R1lle Scope • • •• 
HH014·3757 I Van·X 111 3.5x I 0 Ouplex w1lh AO Aille Scope 
HH024-37776 Vari -X 111 6 5x10 Ouplex Wllh AO R1lle Scope 
HH 024-36766 Vari -X 11 3x9 Malle finish Ouplex R1lle Scope 
HH014·3B005 Van -X 3x9 Compacl Malle Ouplex Rrlle Scope • 
HH024·43045 NEW' Vari ·X 111 1.5x5 Malle Ouplex Arlie Scope 
HH024·377BB Vari -X 111 2 5xB Malle Ouplex Arlie Scope • 
HH024·42339 20x60mm Gold Rino Spotlinq Scope ••••• 
HH024-427B7 20x50mm Gold Rinq Compact Spolhnq Scope • 

• • 361 45 253.00 206 45 
• • 312.25 21B55 17B34 

352.15 24650 10114 
36835 25785 21042 
405 90 2B4 I 0 231 B4 
436 30 305 40 249 13 
31775 11245 IB151 
307 40 215 20 175 59 
330 I 0 231 05 I BB 54 
370 00 159 00 211 34 
419 65 193 75 139 70 
401 BO 281 25 229 50 

~SI:rvtv.IONS Scopes 
Order No. list Oe11ler Special 
HH051 -1019 4x32 Bronze Medal Serres Wide Anqle Plex Fixed Power Scope • 7132 45 56 1B BO 
HH05 I · I 020 3-9x32 Bronze Medal Serres WA Plex Van Power Scope • • 1o1 70 64 07 40 50 
HH05 I · I 021 3-9x40 Bronze Medal Serres WA Plex Van Power Scope • • 135 60 B5 43 4B 95 
HH 051 1140 Bx24 Compacl foldrnq Camoullaqe Binoculars. • • • • • • 15B 20 99 66 63 00 
HH051 1141 I Ox24 Compacl foldrnq CamoullaQe Binoculars • • • . • • 171 76 I 08 11 6 7 50 
HH051 1107 10x50 ZCF l1qhlwerQht Wide Anqle Binocu lars ••••••.•• BB 14 55 53 3510 
WE ALSO STOCK THE SIMMONS GOLD ANO SILVER SERIES SCOPES ANO SEVERAL OTHER BINOCULARS"' 

WE"RE YOUR MUZZLELOADER HEADQUARTERS!! 

,.,. :v-:N~:;H~:SON CEN;ER-NAVY 
Lowest Prices 
On The Best 

Order ~o . 
HH002-PR463 
HH 002·PA400 
HH002·PR403 
HH OU1·PS409 
HH 03 1-5020 
HH 03 l -5070 
HH03 I 5052 
HH03 l -5054 
HH03 l -5302 
HH031 ·5303 
HH031 ·5305 
HH031 ·5210 
HH031 ·6B20 
HH031 ·6BIO 
HH031 5552 
HH055-TRA200 

HH 015 6032125 
HHO I 5·6032 126 
HHO I 5·603 1102 
HH015·6031103 

HH001·KA 7360 
HH001·KA123 

HH002-KA700 
HH002-KA742 
HH031 ·5213 
HH031 5216 
HH03 I 5261 
HH03 I 5264 
HH031 5411 
HH031 6910 
HH031 6910 . 
HH015·6032117 
HH015·6031111 
HH015 6031 I t2 

LI~~ Dealer Spemt 
CVA St. Louis Hawken 50 Cal Pere Comp AH •••• • IB9 95 1-1140 132 14 
CVA Blazer M1tle 50 Cal1ber Percussion Comple1e RH • • 107 95 BO 79 74 97 
CVA Squirrel A1lle .32 Caliber Percussion Complele RH • 211 95 159 04 1IB06 
CVA 12 Ga. Shotqun Obi 8rl Comp Percussion •• . • 293 95 120 65 153 09 
Thompsor / Center Hawkens 50 Cal Percussion Complete 315 00 245 07 20B 37 
Thompson / Center Hawkens 54 Cal Pe1cuss1on Comple1e 315 00 245 07 106 37 
Thompson / Cente1 Reneqade 50 Cal Percussion Complete 265 00 1061717530 
Thompson / Cen1ei Reneqade 54 Cal Percussion Complele 265 00 206 17 175 30 
Thompson / Cen1e1 Cherokee 32 Cal Percussion Complete 265 00 206 17 m30 
Thompson / Cenl~r Cherokee 36 Cal Percussion Comple1e 265 00 106 17 175 30 
Thompson / Center Cherokee 45 Cal Pe:cussmn Complele 265 00 106 I 7 175 30 
Thompson / Center Couqar 50 Caliber Percussion Complele : 395 00 191 75 24B Ob 
T / Center New Enqlande1 50 Cal Pere Smqle Tuqqer 199 00 15313 131 64 
T / Center New En!llander Shotqun Srnqle Tuqqer 12 qa 199 00 153 23 131 64 
T / C Reneqade Hunler Srnqle Triqqei 50 Cal Pere Comp 245 00 190 61 162 07 
Navy Arms Turkey & Trap 12 Gauqe Side bv side 

Comp . full Choke • •• •••••••••• 397 00 300 75 1~ 10 
Lyman Trade R1lle 50 Cal Percussion Complele ••• 109 95 16B 71 143 07 
Lvman Trade Rifle 54 Cal Percussion Complete . . • 209 95 16B 71 143 07 
Lyman Great Plarns R1lle 50 Cal Percuss ion Complete •••• 294 95 22B 71 193 95 
Lyman Great Plarns Rifle 54 Cal Percussion Complete •••• 294 95 22B 71 193 95 

BLACKPOWOER RIFLE-SHOTGUN KITS!! 
CLOSEOUT' CVA frontier R1lle 50 Cal Pere Kil RH 
CVA SI lours Hawken Kil Combo I 50 
& 54 Percussion! both barrels ••••• . •• 
CVA Blazer Rtlle Kl! 50 Cahbei Percussion RH • 
CVA 12 Ga Shotqun Kit Obi 811 Percussion .•• 
Thomoson / Cen1er Hawken 50 Cat Percussion Kii 
Thompson / Genier Hawken 5.t Cal Percussion Ktt 
Thompson / Genier Reneqade 50 Cal Percu!:SIOn Kil 
Thompson / Genier Reneqade 54 Cal Percussmn Kii 
Thompson / Genier Cherokee 32 Ca l Percuss ion Kil 
T / C New Enqlandei 50 Ca l Pere Smqle Tr1qqer K11 
T / C New Enqlander 12 Ga Shotqun Smqle Tnqqe1 
Lyman Trade R1tle 50 Cal Percuss ion K11 ••.•. 
Lvman Gieal Plains Rifle 50 Ca l Percuss ion Kil . • 
Lvman Great Plains R11le 5-l Cal Per cussion Kil . . 

16095 120 71 75 95 

159 95 119 66 111 03 
• 89 95 67 33 62 -IB 
• 223 95 168 48 95 94 

220 00 17\ 16 145 53 
210 00 171 16 145 53 
19000 14781 12568 
190 00 117 81 125 68 
19000 147B1 12568 
150 00 116 70 99 22 
150 00 t 16 70 99 22 
159 95 131 11 111 27 
209 95 17246 t46 25 
209 95 172 46 14b 15 

NO RETAIL MAIL ORO ER ONLY WE SHIP COO CASH CASHIERS CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS IM~ EnlATEL V 
USUALL y WITHIN 1.1 HOURS nF RECEIPT If OUT OF STOCK YOUR MONEY IS RfTURNEO THE SAM[ oiY " 
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HANDGUN 1/IATHER 
BOB ARGANBRIGHT 

THAD RYBKA IS ONE OF THE LAST 
OLD TIME CUSTOM HOLSTER MAKERS 

'l"l Then America was dependent upon 
VVhorsepower, every town had its own 

harness or saddle maker. When one wanted a 
special holster, one went to his local saddle 
maker. At least three of the giants of holster 
makers started as saddle makers who turned 
out an occasional custom holster. These were 
S. D. Myres of Texas, H.H. Heiser of Colo
rado and George Lawrence of Oregon. But 
with the disappearance of the local saddle 
shop, the custom holster maker became a 
rare breed. 

One of the few still in existence is Thad 
Rybka of Rt. 1, Box 466, Dept. AH, Oden
ville, AL, 35102. Thad is a true custom hol-

0 ~Ctll.O<ftlCM'NT<MCJI 

~ IMPROVE SCORES! 
Dfllg,,.d for 1 11 " T imed Fl••" come>elltlon •• 

[102· 30'1] : ~1:;,::;:• ~ SPECIAL 
• Bullwye $14.95 
• B.nchrft1 + mo,..! 

[!] raJ raJ @) [][I 
u,,. LCO OllP'I Y lhOws u .... rem 11lning 
1t 1 911no.. Audible tone .ouno1 when 11 .... 

!ID [Z] !ID !ID [Q] 
11 u p. E.11y to oe>erlle • nd fully gu.uantffd. 
BU IK Y 1nc1u<110 . Ac: t u 11 s1u, 2 1n"" 

El§ 
2 1n";Tlrri. r1ntt lroml secto99 m lnU 
sec. Plu s. 100 1 1.00 1h lO Oln9. FL res . a dd 

\..\. (-[ltlOIG~UD"J.l.TU $ .1S n les tu. SASE for''" ln fo. Enr;rlnMi•· 
'./ Ing Rese.uch AHOClll•I, P.O. 8011 3S6 3. 

O.p t. A H7 , HOiiywood, F'L 33 0 U..JS6l . 

ster maker, operating a one-man-shop and 
performing all steps himself. In Rybka's 
shop, holsters are handmade, just as they 
were in a turn-of-the-century small saddle 
shop. The pattern is laid out on the leather 
and hand cut, rather than punched out in a 
hydraulic press with a clicker die. All stitch
ing is done by hand, and each holster is wet 
molded to perfectly fit the exact model of gun 
it is to carry. Each holster is hand finished 
with carving available for those who desire it. 
While time consuming, and therefore expen
sive, no factory (mass) produced holster can 
match the quality of the hand made product. 
Rybka's customers have included such 

357 /44 B & D 
CONVERSIONS 

S&W 27-28- Ruger 357-9mm 
TC Contender- Ruger Red Hawk 

BAIN &DAVIS 
307 E. Valley Blvd. San G~briel, CA 91776 

818-573-4241 or213-283-7449 

knowledgeable handgunners as Hank Wil
liams Jr., and Larry Kelly of MagNaPort. 
MagNaPort's limited edition Predator Ruger 
.44 Magnum includes a Rybka holster. 

Thad has a small but impressive catalog 
which illustrates samples of his work ranging 
from high ride flap holsters for field use to 
deep concealment holsters for auto pistol or 
revolver. 

Rybka prefers roughout for "using hol
sters," as do I. They are attractive yet don't 
scuff and scratch as easily as the more com
mon smooth side out holster. One is Rybka's 
unique "Middle of the Back," MOB, model. 
The MOB is a unique pancake styled high 
ride holster with increased FBI angle (gun 
butt tipped forward). It is designed to be 
worn on the waist belt and positioned in the 
middle of the back for adequate concealment 
under a jacket. This offers adequate conceal
ment for large framed guns for use by plain 
clothes detectives or the civilian with a per
mit to carry. 

I was pleasantly surprised to find that, with 
my normal slouch while sitting, the MOB 
model with my Model 24 S&W was comfort
able. It is also very fast to draw from, as 
security is provided by detailed wet fitting for 
a proper friction fit with no safety straps to be 
released before drawing the gun. 

If you are looking for something special in 
a holster, contact Thad Rybka with your 
requirements. He is one of the last of a 
dying breed, the custom holster ._. 
maker. ~ 

You want a Wesson? IHMSA's winningest Wesson? 

Then buy Dan Wesson. 
Dan Wesson Revolvers have dominated the International 

Handgun Metallic Si lhouette Association (IHMSA) Cham
pionships for five consecutive years. Since 1981, we've 
claimed thirty-eight of the top f if ty finishes. No other 
handgun comes close. 

It's really not surprising that Dan Wesson Revolvers are the most accurate 
handguns made. After all, Dan Wesson Arms founder, Danie l Baird Wesson, had 
come from a long line of gun makers. Starting in the legendary business his grand
father founded, he worked his way up to the fulfillment of a dream. To produce the 
most accurate production revolver in the world. He did it. The legend lives on. 

DAN WESSON ARMS 
Where performance speaks for itse lf. 
293 M ain Street, M onson, MA 01057 U.S.A. (413) 267-4081 Telex: 928196 Dan Wesson UD 
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DISTANT SOUND DETECTOR 
MULTIPLIES SOUND 5000 
TIMES 

The VanSleek 
FARFOON® 

S148 
Postpaid 

The most sophisticated yet developed. Made for professional 
hunters to hear approaching animals at a great distance, the 
VanSleek has now been discovered by the security industry. 
On ci ty terrain, sounds leap across blocks and streets. Guards 
are using VanSleek in prison yards to listen to convicts. The 
range of uses of the VanSleek Farfoon is astonishing and 
satisfaction is over-whelming. Receptivity plus. VanSleek is 
superior to direct receiver products ... utilizes a built-in 31/i' 
parabolic dish for Sound Mirror effect previously only found 
on larger, more expensive units. Convenient size, small enough 
for use in tight places. Weighs about 2-lbs. Solid -state circuitry. 
Powered by 6 pen-light batteries for increased amplitude 
$148.00 postpaid and worth itl 

U.S. ARMY TACTICAL 
LOAD BEARING VEST 

s12000 
POSTPAID 1st Time 

Available 
to General 

Public 

INCREDIBLE 

NIGHT VISION 
INFRARED GOGGLES TYPE BINOCULAR AN/PAS-5 
LJ Used by U.S. forces in Viet Nam and refined by the Israeli 

Army for desert warfare and counter-terrorist campaigns. 
Our Israeli contact secured a number of these AN/PAS-S's. 
They come direct from Israeli storerooms, are in excellent 
condition and are operation-ready. 

Ll Now you can see them . but they can't see you' You blend 
into the night - virtually INVISIBLE - yet your infrared 
goggles turn night into day. Put the ultimate in high·tech 
on your side. Ideal for surveillance, hunting, war games, 
police work , survival settings, home security. urban 
patrolling . . the applications are endless. 

LJ These AN/PAS-S's are designed for "hands free" operation , 
fit snug and comfortably on your head. Weight 11-oz. Here's 
what you get : 1) AN/PAS-S infrared goggle binoculars 2) 
close-up lens assembly 3) light restriction caps 4) operating 
manual S) mercury battery 6) high impact carrying case 
7) super concave 41/i' infrared filter 8) Blue Streak 110,000 
candlepower Rescue Light with Krypton bulb 9) adjusting 
head strap assembly. Extra Mercury Batteries S5.00 each, 1-314" 
Filter St2 00. 5-318 · fil ter S16.00 

Lets You See Them . .. 
But They Can't See You 

ONLY $429 
POSTPAID 

Infrared systems can cost $$thousands. Here is your 
chance for just $429.00 postpaid to own a sophisticated 
inf1ared system COMPLETE with everything you need 
for operation - goggles, light source, filters, and more' 
Sorry, at these prices NO credit card or COD 's. Money 
orders and bank checks ONLY for this item. 

THESE ARE NEWER GENERATION AN/PAS-5· UNITS JUST RELEASED TO THE AMERICAN 
MARKET. NOW SHIPPED COMPLETE WITH BWE STREAK™ 110,000 CANDLEPOWER RESCUE 
LIGHT, SUPER 4112" CONCAVE INFRA-RED FILTER (combined these create a superior light 
source), & MERCURY BATTERY (for other standard features read entire ad). WE ALSO HAVE 
AN/PVS-5 TRUE STARLIGHT GOGGLES (TWO TUBES) FOR JUST $2 ,300.00 POSTPAID. 

PENalyzer 
CS Tear Gas 

$8.95 
-~ Looks like an ordinary ball 

point pen, complete with 
pocket clip But pull off the 
cap and you 've got a potent 
punch of CS Tear GAS at 
your disposal . Wear 
PENalyzer in your shirt 
pocket and have unob
trusive security no matter 
where you are. Bg aresol 
shoots disabling blast 6 to 
8 feet. PENalyzer is filled in 
France by one of the 
world 's oldest and largest 
manufacturers of chemi
cals and equipment for 
police/military appli
cations. Special Dutchman 
price of $B.9S each or six 
for $29.00 postpaid . Hurry, 
supplies are limited on this 
very unique product. 

SOUNDBUSTERS 
SHOOTER'S EAR™ 

$148 
POSTPAID 

Praised by SWAT teams/ 
police, serious shooters 

I & sportsmen. 3 in 1 
ELECTRONIC hearing : 
Sound Amplifie r, Sound 

Suppressor & Top Quality Ear Muffs. Stereo 
operation. "Off" gives conventional ear muffs. "On" 
lets two sensitive, powerful microphones in each 
muff detect low level so unds and AMPLIFY to 
normal hearing leve l; loud noises are 
SUPPRESSED to acceptable levels. Volume contro l 
knob for precise picku p. Powered by 9v battery, 
is lightweight and has one year warranty. $148.00 
postpaid . 

1------ ----------

1 The Dutchman 
I 
I 

NOVA XR5000 I 
$63 POSTPAID l 

50,000 VOLTS! I 
The Nova XR5000 Stun Gun I 

Dept. AH7 
P.O. Box 12548 
Overland Park, KS 66212 

MC/VISA COD Customers 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-821-5157 

Qty. Item Price 
can protect you from attackers. \ 

• Mil spec - replaces outdated Alice Type systems STUN GUN will instantly "scramble" attacker's I 
•Woodland camo of lightweight ballistic nylon nervous system causing immediate (temporary) 
• Water repellent paralysis! By simply touching your attacker I 
•Fastex buckle closure in front anywhere, he will drop helpless even through I 
•Type llA parachute cord lacing for adjustable side openings many layers of clothing. STUN GUN is not lethal 
•Velcro & snap belt loops to attach pistol belt (belt not inc) and is safe to use[ Cannot transmit shock back \ NAME 
• Pockets: Handle two standard mil grenades & six M16 mags to you. Requires a g volt nicad battery and \ 
including double M16 mags All have drain holes. charger $16.00. The Nova is sold with a leather ADDRESS 

•Shoulders padded w/oil/weather resistant foam covered w/nylon holster for $63.00 postpaid. This is the authentic I 
•Alice Type clips on top of shoulders attach packs American made product. Beware of cheap I CITY 
•D rings on back attach other items imports now on the market. Put 50,000 volts 
•One size fits all - fully adjustable in the palm of your hand , order today. \ STATE 

L.....-·~Br~an~d~N~e~w~------~~~~~--~..:.....~~-~~~~~~~~~--~ 

TOTAL 

ZIP 
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NDGUNS • RIFLES • SHC 
fGUNS • RIFLES • HANDGL H' ·NDGUN HUN .. ING 

S • SHOTGUNS • RIFLES • H .. • I 
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• RIFLES• SHOTG U 
IFLES •SH J.D. JONES 

3 inch .41 O & or .45 Colt 

For Free Literature 
Send Stamped Envelope. 

AMERICAN DERRINGER CORP 
P.O. Box 8983 Dept. HG-4 

Waco, Texas 76714 

GETTING TO BE AN OLD SALT AT HANDGUN 
HUNTING REQUIRES EXTENSIVE KILLING 

A s far as I can determine, handgun hunting 
./'"\..is by a large margin the fastest growing 
shooting sport in the world. 

Frankly, it doesn't get its fair share of pub
licity for the simple reason that few writers 
are accomplished handgun hunters. I cate
gorize much of what I read in the gunpress 
regarding handgun hunting as pure garbage 
with the greatest part of the writer's experi
ence behind the typewriter-excuse me, 
computer-instead of behind the gun in the 
field. 

Obtaining the necessary experience to 
become knowledgeable and proficient with a 
large number of weapons, calibers, sighting 
systems, variety of animals and sheer num
bers of animals taken comes neither quickly 
nor inexpensively. Frankly, I do not think 
anyone can do it in this country, and not in 
just a few trips to Africa. Australia is the only 
place left in the world to really gain experi
ence on large animals, such as buffalo, unless 
one gets into a culling situation in Africa. 
Add in the fact that one has to pick up a little 
knowledge of anatomy and do his own autop
sies, which means getting wet past the elbows 
as exit holes only tell a projectile exited. 

Let's take an above average deer hunter. 
He spends big bucks chasing big bucks in 
different states over a period of20 years. Our 
guy is far above average and harvests three 
deer a year for a total of 60. He has used two 
different action types and three calibers. 
However, he has too few kills to know much 
about any of them. Nonetheless, he is one hell 
of a deer hunter and should be justly regarded 
in that light. 

Now send the same guy to someplace 
where he can take that many animals, his 20 
year total of 60, in one day and watch his 
ideas change. 

Much is being made in the press over what 
type gun to use for handgun hunting. Some 
say the only way to go is an iron sighted 
revolver and heartily condemn scopes, elec
tronic sights and single shots. I hope I'm still 
around to see some of these iron sight purists 
get either enough experience or age enough 
that they can't see iron sights anymore. To a 
man, they scope rifles-strange creatures 
those human beings. 

Revolvers are still revolvers and simply 
cannot compete with single shots in either 
power or accuracy. Iron sights do well on 
targets but fall far behind electronic sights or 
scopes in the field. As far as I'm concerned, 
scoping a revolver doesn't increase its range, 
accuracy or power. If you use the same 
weapon within its range limitations, an elec
tronic or optical sight simply just allows more 
precise aiming. If your revolver is a 75 yard 
gun with iron sights, it's still basically a 75 
yard gun with optical sights. A scope does 
give you a far better look at horns or brush to 
determine if you want to shoot as well as 
giving you the edge in shot placement that 
results in quicker, cleaner kills. 

Some authors would have you believe 
handguns are good for only certain game and 
anyone who hunts truly large animals is out 
of his head and anyone hunting dangerous 
game is simply an egotistical bastard . 
Frankly, I think the accomplishments of the 
world's finest hunters obviously disprove 
that, and of the people I know of who have 
hunted dangerous game with handguns I 
would only consider one in the above cate
gory. Most are rather matter-of-fact about it. 

Apparently some individuals feel they 
have an axe to grind regarding the various 
single shot pistols and the cartridges they 
chamber. Comments that they are nothing 
more than short rifles abound and frankly 
some of the XP-100 conversions that I've seen 
fit that category pretty well, but these guns 
are in the minority. 

In any event, if the weapon is hand-held 
with one or two hands on the same grip 
shooting in an offhand position, it is the guy 
steering it and pulling the trigger that is what 
counts. The guy behind the gun is far more 
important than any weapons 
system. 

H 
1/3 MOON CLIPS 

Use 45 acp ammo 1n ptace of 45 auto rim For 
Coll 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers 
Allows storage 1n ammo belts & std boxes 
Reusable mdef1n1tely For a FREE sample. 
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope 
(We now make full-moon clips.) 
Clip Prices 25 tor $4 99: 50 for $8 99 ppd. 

RANCH PRODUCTS. RO. Box 1-4 5. Malinta. OHIO -43535 
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By S. A. Numbthumb 

Situation: Attacked by a 
Mr. T look-alike, 
you appear 
helpless. 

Lesson: Tactical awareness 
of the utilization of 
effective cover. 

M y flight path from Philadelphia, the so-called City of Brotherly Love, encom
passed a quick jaunt down Samson Street to the long ramp off 18th and onto the 

Sure Kill Expressway. 
Exiting the expressway onto Passyunk Avenue and across the bridge, I remained 

vigilant for Blue and White pursuit vehicles as I motored at a little less than Mach One in 
my Vega hatchback. As per usual, my penchant for high-performance was curtailed by 
my dismal finances. 

On board radar showed no blips as I drove past car washes and car dealerships, 
however the blue exhaust trail gave evidence of number one cylinder acting up again. 

Ever onward the Silver Bullet travelled past the junkyards and the Hertz Rental Car 
depot when a gold, late-model Buick Electra was spotted in the right hand lane heading 
slowly in the direction of Philly International. 

Just prior to a ninety degree right turn, the distance was halved due to my excessive 
speed. For all points and purposes, the Buick seemed mechanically sound as it 
lumbered up the road, but my confusion over his dawdling wasn't enough to cause me to 
throttle back. 

Uh-oh, Visual now reports a major puddle dead ahead. Too close to stop- Splash! 
Hmmm, evidently the luxury barge had slowed down to preserve his newly applied 

Simonize job. Pity, my wake just destroyed it as I sprayed him with a rooster tail any 
waterskier would envy. 

A light tap of the brakes and a hard right, and onward toward the bypass I sped. 
Drat, the lights were red at the Island Avenue intersection, so I slowed and stopped 

for the light. My rear view mirror was filled with the image of a somewhat drippy Buick 
with wipers flashing doing a smoky, four-wheel panic stop that NASCAR would be 
proud of. 

Uh-oh, out stepped this rather large individual (i.e., LARGE) resembling Mr. T 
except for the regular haircut, a bright red face and smoke steaming from his nostrils. 
He stomped up to the Silver Bullet banging on the roof to get my attention (not realizing 
he already had it) . 

Now, Don Johnson couldn't touch my cool (exterior, that is) at this point. Replete in 
my snappy blue sport coat and tie and mirrored Ray Bans, I stared back at this madman 
who seemed intent on causing grave bodily injury - after he disassembled the Vega, of 
course. 

Realizing the light should change shortly, I rolled down the window. I figured that ifl 
could get him to grab something other than my throat, a little fancy window crank and 
throttle work could have him jogging nicely up the road. · 

If that idea failed, I had Plan B. I could resort to a little shuck and jive dance routine. 
Make him think I'm totally bonkers, which shouldn't be too tough. 

Strangely, in the middle of his diatribe of deleted expletives and Anglo-Saxon 
euphemisms (isn't it strange that it takes three words in excess of twenty letters and one 
hyphen to politely describe words that constitute only four letters each?) , he peers in the 
car, quiets down, says, "Excuse me, sir," and does an about-face back to his soaked 
Buick. 

The big Buick backs-up about 75 feet, lurches forward squealing rubber, and is gone. 
Weird . It took me about 45 minutes to figure out Mr. T's sudden change in demeanor. 

Firstly, my ''cool" was interpreted as self-confidence (instead of paralyzing fear). 
Secondly, at ninety degrees, it was too hot for a sports jacket, unless you're hiding 
something like a Mac 10 (instead of an ink stain on my shirt pocket). And thirdly, the 
latest American Handgunner on the passenger seat. 

Apparently Mr. T just put three and three together and came up with seven. Like I've 
always said to my budding young pupil, Massad Ayoob, utilizing good ~ 
cover (like the cover of American Handgunner) is the best defense. ~ 
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$10.95 
Soft cover 

$16.95 
Hard cover 

$24.95 Hard. 
autographed 
and numbered 

World champion handgun .shooters 
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach 
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your 
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety 
• marksmanship • tactics • legal • 
women• technique• crime• guns .and 
equipment• ammunition• 150 photos. , 

• DRY-FIRE KITS 
PRACTICE AT HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS 

ISi LOGO PRODUCTS 
Dry Fire Kit .. .... . ........ . .. .. .... 3.95 
Hat Pins . . .. . .. .. .... .............. 4.00 
Hats (Baseball Type )., .. ... . .. .... .. 6.00 
Golf Shirts . . . . . . . . ...... . . . ... . ... 14.95 
Sweat Shirts ..... . .... . . . . . .. .. . .. 12.95 
T-Shirts w/ pocket. .. ... ... .. .. . . . .. 7.00 
Belt Buckles 

Gun Belt 131. - 2" ....... . .. . . .. .. . 12.95 
Dress Belt 1-1'1<" .... .... . .. ..... 12.95 

ISi Patches ... ... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . 2.00 

Add $2.00 per book or $1 .00 per logo 
item for postage and handling on all \SI 
logo products. Money order, Visa, and 
Master Card , (send number and expira
tion date) shipped immediately. Personal 
checks al low 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. 
residents add 6'h% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or 
competition available. These international 
experts and Combat Masters will teach you 
to fire fast controlled shots . with the mental 
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, 
and fulfill your persona goals' 

Send SZ.00 for complete 8 P1ge 
Brochure ind lnform1tlon P1eket 

to 

,~.,•~•on•~~"~''~ 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HILLS, CA. 91345 
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Although his name is unfamiliar to many 
combat shooting fans, Wayne Bowker has 
amassed an impressive list of accomplish
ments in his fifteen years as a bullseye and 
/PSC competitor, culminating with his vic
tory kist year in the first-ever Masters Cham
pionship. The New York State native lives in 
Long Beach, California with his wife and 
twin sons, where he works as a machine shop 
foreman. I spoke with him recently about his 
big win at the Masters and about competitive 
shooting in general: 

JW: Congratulations on winning the Mas
ters, Wayne. How about a stage-by-stage 
description of the match? 
WB: I shot the long-range stage first. I had 
borrowed a Remington XP-100 with iron 
sights because I had opted to use an Aimpoint 
on my .22. [Match rules allowed the use of 
an optical sight on one stage only]. Luckily, 
the friend I borrowed it from had done a lot of 
silhouette shooting so I knew the equipment 
was good. Paul Liebenberg

0

is my shooting 
partner, and in practice we used a load with a 
139 grain bullet, but we eventually dis
covered that it wasn't accurate and wasn't 
knocking the plates down consistently at 200 
meters. So the weekend before the match we 
changed to a 145 grain Speer bullet, went 
back out and re-sighted-in, and as a result I 
had very limited practice with it. But my 
theory before the match held up: if you can 
shoot bullseye with iron sights, which I've 
been doing for 15 years, then you can shoot a 
silhouette gun. The same fundamentals 
apply: if you can hold sight alignment and 
focus on the front sight and control the trigger . 
so the hammer falls without disturbing the 
sight alignment, then you'll hit whatever 
you're aiming at. 

It wasn't until the day before the match that 
I learned that the proper Creedrnore position 
is with the right elbow touching the ground. 
Nobody had ever taught me that-I had my 
elbow locked against my body, but it didn't 
make that much difference. 
JW: Did you figure the long range event 
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would be your weakest one? 
WB: Yes, but it ended up to be better than I 
had hoped - my score eai;ned me fourth 
place. In the 45-round course, the first 15 
rounds are fired standing. Now, the XP-100, 
because it's a mid-grip gun, doesn't balance 
well in a modified Weaver stance, and I only 
hit one plate out of 15. I was almost in a state 
of panic when I realized that I had to buckle 
down and make the rest of the shots count. 

In the 10-shots-in-90-seconds strings, if 
you try to get all 10 shots off you're going to 

By Jon Winokur 

fire quite recklessJy. In practice we were only 
getting off between seven and eight good 
shots and we know that eight good shots are 
better than 10 reckless ones. So, out of the 
other 30 shots after the disastrous standing 
phase, I probably hit 26 plates from the 
Creedrnore position, and it was a great satis
faction knowing that I could come back and 
control my nerves, forget about what I had 
just done and look forward to the rest of the 
stage. 
JW: Mental control brought you through. 
WB: Like everyone says, 90 percent of it is 
mental. Within the last two years I've really 
worked on the mental aspects of my shooting 
game. John Pride is very good in that area 
and I've used some of his methods and have 
developed a nUil}ber of my own, particularly 
in the mental preparations before a match. 
JW: What do you do to prepare yourself 
mentally? 
WB: The morning of the match I get up early 
so there's no rush to get to the range. I like to 
take a brisk walk, have a light breakfast and 
then lie down for a while and picture myself 
shooting the day's match, shot for shot. I try 
to visualize every detail, from the time I leave 
the house until the time I get home from the 
match. Every detail. The more details you 
can visualize, the better you can concentrate 
and the more relaxed you'll be when you go to 
the line to shoot. And if you're relaxed' you'll 
feel confident. 
JW: Let's get back to the Masters . . . 
WB: In the precision event I used my normal 
equipment that I use for bullseye shooting 

every week: a long-barreled ·smith and 
Wesson Model 41 with a Series 2000 Aim
point. The gun has Herrett "Trainer" 
stocks - they duplicate the feel of a .45 Colt. 
It's a gun I've shot with great success, and 
when you come. to a big match you've got to 
rely on the equipment that got you there. I 
used CCI Green Tag Target ammo- it prints 
under an inch at fifty yards. 

It's not a difficult match if you're disci
plined, but it takes a bullseye shooter to score 
well, as Robby [Leatham] and Brian [Enos] 

found out. But that day I wasn't happy with 
the results at all because my match prepara
tion wasn't as thorough as it should have 
been. Either my concentration wasn't up or I 
didn't let myself get into a deeply relaxed 
enough state during my preparation. So that 
evening I decided to make extra preparations 
for the final day. 

On the third day, when I got to the line in 
the speed event, I was a little nervous on the 
first two runs and had to recover and pick up 
a plate on each run - there are five plates and 
you get six shots - but after the first two runs 
it was as if somebody flicked a toggle switch 
and made the pressure disappear. It was as if 
the sun suddenly came up. From then on I just 
had fun and I knew I was going to win. 
JW: What kind of pistol did you shoot in the 
speed event? 
WB: A stock-length .38 Super with a six
inch barrel and a compensator built by Dick 
Crawford. The load was 3.7 grains of 
Winchester 231 powder behind a 158 grain 
bullet that produces about 900 feet per 
second. 
JW: The mental game really saved you at the 
Masters. What's your bottom-line advice to 
shooters who cant seem to get over their 
match nerves, who shoot well in practice but 
always seem to fall apart at a match? 
WB: Take the tension and the nervousness 
and use it in a positive way instead of letting it 
work negatively. Once you learn how to 
make it work for you, you'll shoot even better 
in the match than you do in practice. For 
instance, after the second run in the speed 
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event, all my nervousness disappeared . 
Things started flowing and it was just like 
practice at home. I knew that I had the match 
won before I was even finished shooting. I 
was comfortable and confident because I 
knew my system works. 
JW: What about "physical" preparation? 
WB: At this point in my shooting career, I 
don't spend a lot of time practicing alone. 
Quality practice counts, not quantity, and I 
seldom go out and practice for a specific 
match. In a typical month I'll shoot two bulls
eye matches, one Steel Challenge-type 
match, one Bianchi Cup-type match and an 
indoor bullseye match every Wednesday 
night. I know shooters whdll lay off com
pletely for a few months and then go out and 
shoot every day right before a big champion
ship. I can't do that; I like to maintain a high 
level of proficiency in all shooting disci
plines. Then a month before a big match I'll 
tune up hard-get excited about the match 
and really charge it by practicing two or three 
days a week and dry-firing every day in 
between. 
JW: How important is dry-firing? 
WB: I've learned from bullseye shooting that 
dry-firing, if done properly, can be more 
important than firing live ammo. 
JW: Whats your technique ? 
WB: I try to duplicate the match as closely as 
possible. Just ask my wife: I've had Bianchi 
targets on the walls all over the house, I've 
had the entire Steel Challenge laid out in the 
spare room. 
JW: Ever dry-fire at the television? 

WB: No, when you use iron sights, all your 
concentration and focus should be on the 
front sight. If you do it against the television, 
your eye is naturally drawn to the movement 
on the screen, not the front sight. So I like to 
dry-fire at a blank wall. That way your eye 

tion to being a bullseye competitor, but it just 
never appealed to me when I was growing up. 
JW: How did you find the transition from 
bullseye to IPSC shooting? 
WB: I was pretty lucky. I started shooting 
bullseye in 71, started competing in 74, went 

It's not a difficult match if you're disciplined, but it 
takes a bullseye shooter to score well, as 

Robby Leatham found out. 

has nothing to look at but the front sight; it's 
perfect training for focus. 
JW: How did you get into bullseye shooting 
in the first place ? 
WB: My dad was a bullseye shooter, and 
though I never got into it while he was com
peting, in 1971 some friends were shooting in 
a local bullseye club and they talked me into 
trying it. After that first time I had the fever 
and I just kept shooting and improving. 
JW: And you won a number of bullseye titles. 
WB: I won the New York state bullseye 
championship twice, the Pennsylvania state 
championship twice, a national indoor title, 
and I've been California state indoor cham
pion for the last two years. 
JW: What other shooting experience did you 
have before you got into bullseye? 
WB: None. Itl never touched a handgun in 
my life until 1971 when I started shooting 
bullseye. My dad was an avid hunter in addi-

from no classification to Expert and then 
Master very quickly. In 1980, because I had 
won the 1979 National Indoor Champion
ship, I received an invitation to the Bianchi 
Cup. I took one look at the invitation, 
thought , "Look at these idiots - wearing hol
sters," and folded it up and threw it in the 
garbage. 

But the next day I kept thinking about the 
$150,000 in prizes, so I dug the invitation out 
of the garbage and decided to enter the tour
nament. I bought a holster and had one of the 
local IPSC shooters show me how to put it on 
and where to wear it and how to draw a gun 
from it. I took my bullseye hardball .45 and 
installed a lighter spring and used my target 
loads. I dry-fired every morning for two 
months. I went to the match and finished 19th. 
I went back the next year and finished 19th 
again and I've been relatively successful ever 
since. I had so much fun at the first Bianchi 

~\ 
"STRESSFIRE" 
At last! The first volume of Massad Ayoob's long awaited series on "Gunfighting for Police: 
Advanced Tactics and Techniques." 
"STRESSFIRE" is the result of Ayoob's years of research about what actually happens in 
gunfights. 
Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the mind and body, ruining conventional shooting 
techniques under pressure . . . and how new techniques actually feed off that pressure to 
make you perform better under stress! 

$9.95 

"THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK" 
At last, master gunfighting tactician John Farnam gives his formula for shooting survival. One 

of the top national instructors, John covers gun and holster selections and gives intensive 

advice on use of cover, movement, mental awareness and preparation, and the TACTICS for 
winning a gun duel. 

$11.95 
Plus $2.00 postage and handling 

MCNISA IS ACCEPTED 

--------------POLICE BOOKSHELF P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301-------------

STRESSFIRE $9.95 __ 

THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK $11.95 __ 
Shipping and handling $2.00 __ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 
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Cup that I started shooting IPSC as soon as I 
got back. I also competed in the '81, '82, and 
'83 IPSC Nationals. 
JW: And you've done well regiofl£llly and 
locally. 

includes our Positive Priming System 

WB: I dominated the western New York 
area - I was state champion a couple of times 
and sectional champion a couple of times . 
But I got bored with IPSC - I prefer the more . . . plus our NEW 

AUTOMATIC 
PRIMER SHUT-OFF 

makes it easy to remove tubes 
without spilling primers. 

5-STATION DIE 
PLATFORM 

speeds reloading pistol calibers 
where roll or taper crimp 

is used. 

DIES INCLUDED!! 
New low Pro-Jector price 

includes your choice of any 
standard Homady Die Set. 

AUTOMATIC 
INDEXING 

for smooth, problem-free 
reloading for both rifle and 

pistol cartridges. 

BRASS KICKER™ 
automatically ejects a loaded 
round with each lever stroke. 

1--.-f.----- CARTRIDGE 

Now ... 

CATCHER 
holds up to 80 rounds. Larger 
Cartridge Catcher available. 

POWER-PAC™ 
LINKAGE 

helps you load faster with 
less effort. 

KICK BRASS 
FOR LESS 

with the Homady Pro--J ector TM 

Faster . . . smoother. .. and lower priced - to pwduce more 
rounds per hour, with less effort. We're proud to offer you the 
Pro-Jector™ - with more features than any other progressive 
on the market today. 

The Hornady Pro-Jector is the only progressive press with 
standard automatic indexing and automatic case ejector for 
both rifle and pistol calibers. Write Hornady for a copy of our 
latest catalog. 

We'rewhat H 
reloading is 

111 
'i l or:n.ady · 

all about Hornady Manufacturing Co., Dept. AG1077 
Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848 

precise type shooting over the speed stuff. 
When you add the tunnels and the walls and 
the crawling around, it's a fine sport, but it's 
just not my sport. 
JW: Do you consider precision shooting 
more of a challenge? 
WB: Yes. In IPSC you often have targets as 
close as two yards, so you just yank the gun 
out and run it right off at the hip. To me, it 
doesn't take a special shooter to do that. Hey, 
don't get me wrong: if I could shoot like 
Robby [Leatham], Hi be shooting it. It's just 
that everybody has their own thing. I knew 
going into the Masters that probably Robby 
or Brian would win the speed event, and I had 
to be honest with myself and recognize that 
IPSC is not what I do the best and I never will. 
JW: Do you participate in any other shooting 
sports, like handgun hunting for example? 
WB: No. As a matter of fact my wife and I 
are vegetarians. Not for health reasons, for 
moral reasons. We belong to several animal 
rights groups. I maintain that a bullet hurts an 
animal as much as it hurts a human being. But 
the animal can't scream and yell and run to 
the hospital. We do not believe in killing 
merely for the sake of eating. No, I don't hunt 
at all. My guns are exclusively for competi
tion -precision machines that do a specified 
job. 
JW: What about the possibility that you 
might need a gun to defend yourself or your 
family? 
WB: I would definitely use a gun in self
defense if the circumstances required it. 
JW: Has anybody influenced your develop
ment as a competitor? 
WB: On the philosophy of shooting and 
being able to discuss various techniques and 
equipment, my Dad has had a tremendous 
influence on me. He was interested in the 
psychology of shooting and I was able to 
build on what he taught me. One of the most 
important things I learned from him is never 
to leave a match without learning something, 
no matter how small it is. When you're on the 
way home from a match and you did poorly, 
don't get mad at yourself, stop and think, 
''Where did I go wrong? What can I learn 
from it? What can I do to prevent it from 
happening again?" Sooner or later the mis
takes will disappear and you'll start winning. 
JW: Whats your advice to novices? 
WB: New shooters should stay with basic 
equipment and spend their money on entry 
fees. Get into every weekend match, find 
every club within a two-hour drive and shoot 
bullseye, silhouette, steel plates, anything. 
There's one thing the gunsmiths haven't 
learned how to machine yet: match experi
ence. If you go to the Bianchi Cup and spend 
$1,000 and come home empty-pocketed, 
you've still gained something ~ 
of value that money can't buy. ~ 
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Collected by Jon Winokur 

The Dasie Practical Revolver 
I suggest the following basic modifications 
on the Smith & Wesson L-Frame Model 586 
(blue steel ) or 686 (stainless steel): 

1. Install heavy barrel. 

2. Action job to produce a smooth double 
action pull. 

3. Install trigger stop to prevent overtravel. 

4. Chamfer cylinders to facilitate loading 
of wadcutter ammunition. 

5. Install long extractor spring to limit 
extractor travel and thereby prevent case 
from hanging up when reloading . 

6. Install Davis or Pachmayr neoprene 
grips. 

The stocl~ sights on the Smith L-Frames 
(blacl~ partridge type with optional low 
post, high post or red ramp front) are 
adequate for most shooters. 
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Attention! 
COMl3AT 

SHOOTERS 
Now you can p u rc hase the 

accessories yo u need in one 
convenient p lace. We offer: 

b1t.-ndud S.1h11$$ Blue oo SS $1 8 !JO 
Amb1<.kl•lr011) 51111 ..., s Cull 53 00 

Swenson 65 00 
htenUt1U Shd" Ae~ue 19 ~ 
W.t~oo [)wyer G1oup G11µpwr • Gov' I 1!) 9!;i 

Comm 31 9!;i 
Woll l va11ahle 1.1111:1 ~mg ~ • I 1 70 
Pddu11.:1y r lhumt>uuaid 17W 
Shok bu ll h••lsr>ru1gl 6 35 
Butts only 16 po•~ I 6 lb 
M MC Fu;ed $9t11~ Cw "°l&OUI lone <Jnd tMr.1 coon 32 00 
Bo M., Ad!u"abltl ~yhts 49 95 
Woclnla Ad1us1able S•\jhl 49 95 
Be.tver 14111 g11p S<11!1ev Coll 1S 00 

W1t:.on 1900 
tong M <tlc:h l11gge rs 10 40 

w/ J hyh tnmg /1oles 16 50 
M<111,,1a1,.1t.s · Colr Blue 16 !iO 

w~~uu SS 8 $hot <'4 9!> 
F ~ I Marnsp 11~ housmg COii eked 2'J 00 

PKh 9 ~ 

Coll Barrt1I & Bushmg ~t) &4 50 
Colt Commanoe1 Hanu11t1is 16 50 
Moe10 bushings 9 bO 
hce nded Retool Sp11ng Gulde 28 00 
Bianchi 50 P 44 50 

50 P 101 Compens;uo1 49 50 
Ask ins A venge1 3!i 10 

Roge• s Idaho 1e1oade1 6 75 
Hogo1 t l loatJ 6 J!:i 
Su .. ~ I Mag Wt1ll !6 50 
Bli:lnctu Chµgrip 20 tiO 
S•anc111 L1ghlning 91ip~ 22 00 
Col• chec.ke1&1.J Maon~~ung Hou~•1ig 24 00 
Pacflm;Jyrg1IP5 11~ 
IPSC Hal Pins b l'.:J 
S~u~ $1111 81d rNQS Bil.le 18 50 

SS 19 96 

SS Comp - installed, blued and lest fired on your gun. 
!W ri te tor comple1e 1nlorma11on. I $195.00 

FREE CATALOG 
UPON REQUEST 

We have considerable experience 
in performing IPSC style modifi
cations. We are also a Colt's 
Warranty Repair Sta tion and 
carry a wide variety of Colt 
Parts. Inquire for details. 

We offer a complete money back 
guarantee. 

Forward Correct remittance in 
cash, check or M.O. along 

with 10% or $2.50 postage to: 

SHOOTIST 
SUPPLY 

622 5th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

C.O.D.'s Welcome 
or call your Visa 

or Mastercharge orders to: 
!!! TOLL FREE!!! 
1-800-654-5985 

Progress makes the world go around - and 
there's a good chance it'll be frowning. 

I've borrowed the essence of a remark once 
made by old-time radio comedian Fred 
Allen. The point here is that Allen's wry 
vitiation carries even more sting today than it 
did half a century ago, so if state-of-the-art 
design sophistication has you in a state of 
confusion over which reloading equipment 
best suits your neoos, rest assured that we're 
trying to help by offering this series of test 
reports. For example, I've been working with 
Lee Precision's relatively new turret press, 
which is capable of functioning in either man
ual or semi-automatic modes. Performance 
has been hitch-free, practically speaking. I'll 
report the results as objectively as possible in 
hopes of giving you a clear picture of how the 
press works and what it can do. 

The base price for the turret model is 
$65.98. That's with a turret that'll hold three 
dies, or two dies and Lee's Powder-Through 
neck expander, topped by an Auto-Disk mea
sure. But you just get the press with one turret 
plate, which is turned to a click-stop by hand . 
Dies and powder measure are extras. It's a 
modest, no-frills set-up, but it's adequate and 

TEST REPORT 

lEE 
TURRET 
PRESS 
By Dan Cotterman 

it offers an advantage over single-stage 
presses, because you can buy additional tur
rets, at $10.98 each, and quickly swap die sets 
for reloading different calibers. 

Nice going, but even though it beats using 
a single-stage press it's still pretty much grits 
and red snapper. The Lee turret outfit doesn't 
really challenge the hot progressives till you 
add the Auto-Index feature. This, by action of 
a steel rod with a twisted section, plus a small 
plastic ratchet, causes the turret to move, 
counterclockwise, 120° with each complete 
upward stroke of the handle. Automatic in
dexing boosts the price to $79. 98, or you can 
get the press, complete with auto-indexing, 
one turret, and a set of dies in a wide assort
ment of handgun or rifle calibers, for $99. 98. 

Now, although you'll still have the option 
of removing the automatic-indexing rod (a 
quick, fingertip operation), so as to be able to 
turn the turret manually, you will, in order to 
take advantage of the Auto-Index, have to use 
Lee's Powder-Through neck expander and 
Auto-Disk measure for dispensing charges. 
Add $24.98 for the Auto-Disk, which, with 
its four interchangeable six-chamber disks, is 
capable of dispensing hundreds of different 
charges. And now, for $14.98, you can get a 
Double-Disk Kit for the Auto-Disk. This will 
allow you to add a lot more powder-type/ 
charge-weight combinations. 

Lee hails the Auto-Index/Auto-Disk out
fitted Turret Press as the "fastest non-pro
gressive press made." I don't intend to dispute 
or confirm such a claim. I can, however, state 
that reloading with it is fast enough to avoid 
boredom and can be achieved without mas
tering the complexity of motions necessary to 
shuttling empties and loads in and out of a 
rotating shellplate. You feed the shellholder, 
interchangeable in the head of the ram, one 

Continued on page 59 
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MEXICAN STANDOFF: 
THE DAVID BUMPAS ll\TCIDENT 

Situation: Toe-to-toe, 
two armed men struggle. 
The felon tries to kill the 
cop, the cop fights back. 
The plainclothes officer is much like an armed citizen: not 

clearly recognizable like a uniformed cop, he must also carry 
his weapon concealed, thus slowing his access to it. Also like the 
civilian, he doesn't usually have access to the portable radio most 
uniformed officers carry on their Sam Browne belts, with which to 
instantly summon backup. Dave Bumpus learned this at 10:45 p.m. 
on January 15, 1983 in a shabby inner-city tenement's hallway. 

Dave was only 22. He and his supervisor, William McCarthy, 
were both making their rounds of rental properties in Indianapolis. 
Full time private investigators and security men, they were also 
sworn-in with arrest powers as part-time special deputies of the 
Marion County Sheriffs Office. Each carried his badge out of sight 
but accessible - Dave's was on a leather carrier hidden under his 
shirt and attached to a neck chain. 

Each man was also acutely aware of the discipline lawmen call 
"Officer Survival," and practiced it religiously. Unable to afford 
courses at the various schools around the country, they contented 
themselves with reading everything they could find on the subject 
in gun magazines and police journals. 

Both men also carried two guns, a Colt Python .357 Magnum 
and a Smith & Wesson Model 60 Chiefs Special apiece, with . 
identical ammo. Dave's six-inch Python rode under his left arm in a 
Bianchi X-15 shoulder rig, while Bill's four-inch version with 
custom action tune was in a Pancake holster behind his right hip. 
Each man wore a GI-style field jacket, and in each one's right 
pocket dwelt the stainless backup .38 snub. Their ammo was the 
same: Federal 125-grain semi jacketed hollowpoint Magnums in 
the .357s, Scorpion Hydra-Shoks in the .38s. 

They were driving past 3173 N. Central, an apartment building 
that had long been a trouble spot, when they saw a suspicious 
looking group in the foyer. Pulling their car into the parking lot, 
they approached cautiously on foot. In the past, such gatherings 
had yielded drunks, vandals, vagrants, and especially dopers. Each 
ready to reach for his weapon, the officers tensed for trouble. 
Bumpus flipped his badge out from under his shirt and into plain 
sight. 

In the foyer were five black males, who looked nervously at the 
two white guys who came up the steps. Indianapolis is a city 
particularly sensitive to racial tension, and Bumpus and McCarthy 
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Lesson: If an attacker 
gets hold of your gun, 
shove it in his belly and 
pull the trigger. 

had long since learned that politeness could deal with most such 
problems. Yet both were acutely aware that it was Martin Luther 
King's birthday. 

"Police officers, gentlemen," McCarthy announced as he entered 
the door. Four young men's eyes looked at the two officers, and then 
swivelled toward the fifth, older one of their own number. Bumpus 
went into alert status as soon as he saw it: the others were expecting 
the fifth one to do something. One of the younger looking males, on 
the officers' far left, seemed to be edging back and away. 

McCarthy ordered the men to place their hands against the walls. 
Bumpus stayed back so he'd have enough field of view to cover his 
supervisor. 

Three of the men obediently "assumed the position." Bumpus 
watched as the nervous looking one fidgeted, hands in pockets. 
"Sir," said Dave, "please remove your hands from your pockets." 
The hands came out, empty. Dave relaxed his own grip slightly on 
the Model 60 in his right coat pocket as that suspect obediently 
went to the top of the foyer stairs and joined the suspect the others 
had been looking at. .. ~ .. "' "'"'"··~-,;-.. 

Neither man assumed the position. Instead, two brown paper 
envelopes dropped to the floor. The cops knew drug containers 
when they saw them. "Who dropped the nickel bags?" No one 
answered McCarthy, and Bumpus told the two on the stairs, "Hands 
against the wall, please." 

The nervous one complied. Four were now in the position, but 
the one theyli all been looking at still faced the officers stubbornly. 
Everyone in the foyer now knew that the officers had probable 
cause to assume a drug buy was going down. Four were ready to 
take their medicine. 

But not the fifth man. Lloyd C. Kirk, 27, towered over everyone 
else present, and his attitude was just as lofty. "I don't have anything 
on me," he said defiantly. 

Bumpus left the gun in his pocket and raised his empty right hand 
in a placating gesture, his other hand still holding his heavy black 
Mag-Lite. "We're special deputies, and we work here. Please turn 
around and cooperate, and it'll all be over," he said. 

Kirk rolled his eyes and his head in the body language gesture of 
disgust. "I know you're damn cops, but I'm not staying. I didn't do 
anything." He started to move away. Co11ti1111ed 011 page 6 



' ooers ream 
By Roy G. Jinks Rlustration by Jean Jinks 

A 
s a historian, I guess I like to remi
nisce about the past or even read 
about how things were decades ago. 
Well, one of my favorite subjects of 
the past is competitive pistol shoot
ing, especially back in the days 

when shooting was a respectable sport, a 
Sunday afternoon event , with spectators 
watching like any other sport. 

Yes, shooting was a gentleman's sport. 
Individuals dressed in fine suits and bowler 
hats· to fire finely tuned handguns or rifles at a 
distant target. 

Imagine on a nice sunny afternoon, at 
Walnut Hill Range in Boston, two of Amer
ica's finest shots have agreed to a pistol 
match. The targets have been selected, the 
rules drawn on the type of handgun and the 
prize agreed upon to be $1, 000 for the winner 
of a thirty round match. Each shooter is to 
step to the line and fire a shot. A scorer then 
calls back the score, so the other opponent 
can step forward to fire his shot. This is 
continued until both competitors have fired 
thirty shots. If tied, a shoot-off in a sudden 
death match will be shot. 

The tension builds. Ira Paine has won the 
flip of the coin and elects to step to the line for 
the first shot. He carefully Jines his sight, his 
face muscles tense, his concentration is com
plete. His revolver sounds with a crack and 
he lowers the pistol, setting it upon the bench. 

The scorer yells back through a mega
phone, ·~ Ten for Mr. Paine!" 

There is a slight fuss in the crowd of 195 
onlookers as W W Bennett steps to the line 
and prepares for his first shot. 

You can hear the gentleman in the straw 
hat say to his companion, "I bet you a dollar 
that Bennett will get a ten this shot." His 
companion takes him up on the wager as 
many other similar bets are made throughout 
the crowd. 

A hush comes over the warm summer day 
as Bennett raises his revolver sights down 
range. His arm is like a rock and the gun does 
not seem to move. Then Bennett lowers his 
gun as the sun goes behind a cloud changing 
the light on his sights and breaking his con
centration. He still has thirty seconds left of 
his one minute to fire the shot. 

He raises the pistol again and a crack fol
lows. The scorer yells '/\ Ten for Mr. 
Bennett!" 

The crowd cheers, bets are collected or 
renegotiated as Paine comes to the line for his 
next shot. 

This goes on until the match is won. On 
this day, Paine was the winner as Bennett 
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A pair of early ""gamesman" guns, Smith and Wesson New Model No. J's. 
Calibers are .44 S& W Russian and .38-44 Target. Both were accurate. 

dropped his 24th shot for an Eight and Ira 
Paine only had one Nine on the 27th shot. Ira 
Paine finishes with a 299 while W W Ben
nett, the ex-Boston police officer now profes
sional shooter, had 298. 

Paine was $1,000 richer and Bennett was 
ten times more determined to even the score. 

Well, what happened to these days? Where 
did this type of shooting interest disappear? 
No one can say positively, but we can specu
late. Like baseball, shooting was a local Sun
day afternoon sport. In the early 1900s it was 
a sport that attracted spectators as there was 
no television to watch, no car to get into and 
go to the beach or just for a Sunday drive. 

People went to the park for picnics to 
watch the local ball team play or see a favor
ite shooter, a local marksman, shooting 
against the best shot from the next town. If 
your man was good, maybe a side bet on him 
might make you an extra dollar or two. No 
matter what happened, you had fun and the 
family enjoyed the outing together. 

Times have changed and the emphasis on 
how we spend our time has changed with it; 
maybe grown would be a better choice of 
words. With the changes, places to shoot 
close to the cities disappeared. Entertainment 
changed as television brought the sports right 
into the living room. Individuals became 
more involved in other outdoor activities 

such as boating, skiing, etc. 
The spectator part of shooting sports died 

off and shooting became a much more indi
vidual game. The two great wars, the small 
conflicts and use of firearms in crime added 
to the demise of firearms and shooting began 
getting a bad name, a sport people did not 
want to talk about. 

Other sports such as tennis, golf, soccer, 
football and baseball continued to grow. They 
grew because they took a different direction. 
They became part of the American media 
and were promoted by television. Their play
ers became household names easily recog-
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nized for the feats they performed right in 
front of you on T. V. 

Now, for my dream - why can't we, that is 
those of us who pretend to be interested in 
shooting, pull together our sport and help it 
find its way back to a national pastime, a 
sport people would want to watch? 

Shooting is an interesting game and can 
have spectator appeal. The new style of 
shooting which has emerged over the last 
fifteen years has added a new dimension to 
the game. The use of reactive targets, such as 
steel plates, metallic silhouettes, has allowed 

Professional, 
ham/gunning is not a 
new invention. 
Shooters competed for 
cash back at the turn of 
the century. Can the 
spirit of festive family 
shooting activities be 
recaptured in the 
Eighties? 
the spectator to observe what happens. 

Watching a shooter fire at six, eight-inch 
steel plates, knocking all over in less than 

three seconds, is amazing. To me, it is more 
fun, faster and requires more skill than 
knocking a tennis ball across the net or hitting 
a golf ball across the green into a small hole. 
It is just as much a sport as anything else that 
the Americans play, but no one knows about it 
or right now cares. 

We need to make them care. The shooting 
sports need to generate heroes to be recog
nized for the amazing feats they perform 

There is emerging in this country a circuit 
of action style matches with spectator appeal, 
such as the Steel Challenge, NRA Action 
Shooting Championship (Bianchi Cup), 
IPSC National Championship, etc. Let's pull 
these into a formal circuit; let's create a Pro
fessional Shooting Association and work to 
create respectability and network interest in 
the sport. 

We could carry this one step further by 
having the Professional Shooting Associa
tion assign a point system to all major 
matches in the United States from the top 
action matches to bullseye at Camp Perry or 

to the top metallic silhouette match. Each of 
the top shooters would be required to com
pete in a prescribed number of matches, even 
crossing over to fire a full cross section of 
matches. Every match he wins or finishes 
well in, he receives an allotted number of 
points, at the end of the season, the top points 
winner is crowned World Champion 
Shootist, or possibly the top ten winners 
shoot a match of champions to determine 
who is the world's best shot. 

It is my dream and has been my dream for 
a long time to see shooting change and grow. 
I feel that we must now make our move, plan 
our strategy to make it happen or sit back and 
watch our sport slowly sink into the historic 
past. For without heroes to show the way, 
we can not stimulate the beginning shooter 
or plant the dream in some young 
person's mind to want to succeed ~ 
in the sport we all love. ~ 
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The Centimeter 
(center) 

compares to a 
9mm Luger and 

a .45 ACP. The 
Cm is the only 

cartridge 
designed 

specifically for 
the IPSC power 

factors. 

*Webster's definition 
of "Benchmark": "A 

surveyor's mark 
mode on a perma
nent landmark that 

hos a known position 
and altitude: 

Benchmarks ore used 
as reference points 

in determining other 
altitudes within a 

given line of levels." 
A term often used in 
wildcat-design arti

cles, but seldom 
defined accurately. 

The Cartridge 
From the bal1istician who gave us the lOmm Auto now 

comes the Centimeter cartridge. 

Design Problem: "Construct a pistol load
ing of major IPSC power; one which 

retains the combined advantages of other 
competitive IPSC rounds, without their 
disadvantages." 

"As a corollary requirement, make this 
loading adaptable to the largest possible 
number of handguns which are IPSC-capable 
in ergonomic, dynamic and ballistic 
qualities." 

Given the wealth of creative design 
thought presently being expended on IPSC
related technology, this problem is not a sim
ple one. Revolutionary solutions to design 
problems are seldom accepted in the conser
vative world of shooting sports. So, rocket 
power, particle-beam acceleration, and 
psycho-kinetic projection were quickly-

very quickly-dismissed. 
One way into a knotty design problem is to 

choose a known benchmark and then chart a 
course to a higher altitude.* This writer had 
one advantage: I could compare two possible 
benchmarks: one well-known to all IPSC 
shooters, the second much less so. 

The most visible of these IPSC 
benchmarks is the current gamesman's adap
tation of .38 Super Colt. Readers familiar 
with my past work already know that another 
possible benchmark is my original 
Centimeter round. If you are not, the Cm can 
be simply described as a straightwall auto
loading cartridge of .401" bore diameter, 
having an overall length of not more than 
1.169". 

Super .38 was first on themarketin 1900as 

By Whit Collins 

the .38 Colt Auto. The Cm was first fired 
experimentally and published in an early 
form in 1972. Both have come through sev
eral stages of development since then. 

The Super has been the gamesman's 
answer to IPSC Major Caliber match 
requirements up to now. Its main advantages 
are: 

1) It was originally re-designed, in 1927, 
for the 1911 Colt. The big Colt is the 
ergonomic "package" that still wins most 
matches. 

2) A 10-round magazine capacity can be 
had with Super in any 1911 system. This is the 
Super's really key advantage. 

3) Momentum of Super muzzle gases, 
although almost identical to .45 ACP 
gamesman's loads, does come in a column 
exiting at higher speed, giving better muzzle 
control than .45 ACP when used to power a 
compensator. 

4) There is less perceived torque-moment 
in the Super's recoil, as compared with the 
.45. Bullets are lighter across the board, no 
matter how close the muzzle impulse to .45. 
In general, there is a noticeable improvement 
in the .38's controllability compared to .45. 

The stress of competition turns even small 
improvements into big advantages, so the 
Super is winning IPSC matches today. Yet, its 
adaptation to IPSC gamesmanship has also 
brought serious drawbacks into play: 

1) The main problem lies in the chamber 
pressures necessary to bring Super into a full 
power factor of 170 of better. As it is limited 
to installation in 1911 systems, the IPSC 
Super's gas-handling problems force exten
sive rework of the basic gun. Different smiths 
have different proprietary methods, but the 
best have all developed means of enclosing 
the breechface within the barrel for full sup
port of the casehead. This brings changes in 
all the 1911's feed-cycle surfaces and geome
try of the system. It also brings quite high 
costs, if the pistol is a full-competition piece 
with all other IPSC bells and whistles. 

Without an enclosed and supported case
head, the dreaded "Super Face" will ulti
mately occur. Even new brass may have a 
percentage of weak points that can "trap-

Conti11ued 011 page 77 
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Shaka, king of the Zulu, revolutionized 
African warfare when he shortened the 

ineffectual throwing spear into the deadly 
assegai, a bobbed-off stabbing spear. Shaka's 
impi battalions c nquered most of southern 
Africa on the point of the assegai. 

That was the last time an African took an 
existing weapon and shortened it, thereby 
making it more efficient. A century later, 
another African has taken an existing 
weapon, shortened it and rendered it more 
effective. 

Working with a lOmm Norma cartridge 
shortened by a tenth of an inch, South 
African expatriate Paul Liebenberg has 
developed a customized Colt Model 0 for the 
Centimeter cartridge. Like Shaka's tri
umphant warriors, Paul is excited about his 
20th century assegai. 

And also like Shaka, Paul is a prince who 
pretends to the throne. Paul hopes to wash his 
spear in the blood of the reigning monarch of 
IPSC shooting, the .38 Super. The Cen
timeter custom Colt is designed to surpass 
and dethrone the super Super. 

So we approach this report on the refined 
Centimeter pistol with that in mind- a com
petition pistol in a dynastic clash with the 
ruling family. Can the Centimeter usurp the 
Super's kingdom? 

Pistol Dynamics is Paul's gunsmithing 



firm, and Pistol Dynamics supplied identical 
custom pistols, one in Centimeter and one in 
. 38 Super. My report and the majority of my 
shooting tests are concerned with the 
Centimeter. 

Did the Centimeter pistol mop up the 
Super? Did it squash its rival as Shaka 
crushed all who opposed him? 

Yes, no, perhaps, definitely maybe. I find 
the Centimeter pistol superior to the Super in 
all aspects except one: magazine capacity. 
Modified Super mags hold 10 rounds while I 
can only fit nine in the Wilson .45 mags I use 
with Centimeter. Pistol Dynamics claims that 
ten-rounders are possible, but I have not seen 
one. 

In all other respects- accuracy, recoil, 
handling- the Centimeter is better than the 
Super, according to my tests. The Pistol 
Dynamics conversion of the Colt to Cen
timeter is amazingly accurate to the tune of 
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sub-two-inch groups at 50 yards. The Cen
timeter is one of those wonderful, inherently 
accurate rounds. The handling of the pistol, 
the feeling and sensation as the gun cycles, is 
smoother and gentler than a Super. The 
reloading is not cheek to cheek with the Dan
ger Zone like the balls-to-the-wall Super. 
And most importantly for the IPSC shooter, 
the muzzle jump and felt recoil are softer and 
less abrupt than the Super. 

My overall impression of the work
manship is that Paul's custom Centimeter is a 
masterful execution of exquisite pistolsmith
ing. The metalwork is the finest I have ever 
had the pleasure of examining. 

The first step is converting a 1911 pistol to 
Centimeter is to open the breech face of 
either a 9mm or .38 Super slide to accommo
date the lOmm Auto case head. The extractor 
is modified to fit the Centimeter, and the 
ejector is similarly remodeled. 

From there Paul fits a Centimeter barrel 
from Bar-Sto. Paul enthusiastically credits 
Bar-Sto's Irv Stone as being crucial to the 
development of the Centimeter pistol. Irv 
tooled-up to make the Centimeter barrels 
when the entire Centimeter project was in its 
infancy and still purely experimental. 

The bottom lugs and swinging link are 
whacked off the barrel and replaced with a 
patented Pachmayr "wide link" which is an 
innovation from the Pachmayr Signature 
pistol. The wide link is an ingenious 
improvement. Paul explains: 

"It's like putting wide tires on your car. You 
either run on biscuits or you run on big-fat
wide tires. So we take a wide link to stabilize 
the barrel. 

"It's the logical thing to do because the 
wide link is so broad. It's as wide as the actual 
legs on the barrel. In and out of battery, the 
barrel stabilizes on the slide stop pin." 
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In conjunction with the wide link, Paul 
replaces the slide stop pin with one that is 
.005" over-size. More bearing surface. The 
wide-link/over-size pin together make for a 
system that, essentially, is self-accurizing. As 
natural wear and tear grind away a thou
sandth here and a thousandth there, the cam
ming action of the wide link continues to 
operate and compensate for the loss of 
tolerances. 

Paul maintains that an accurized pistol 
with a conventional link needs a tune-up after 
18,000 rounds. With proper cleaning and 
lubrication, Paul said the wide-link system is 
good indefinitely. 

The Pistol Dynamics gun has a long 
Pachmayr plastic trigger tuned to a brisk two
and-a-half pounds. This is a fine trigger job 
with no appreciable take-up and no hint of 
sponginess. 

The beavertail grip safety is handmade, 
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Note the patented wide link (left) on 
the barrel's foot. This is an ingenious 
improvement of John M.'s swinging 
link design . If it wasn't patented, 
you'd see it on all such designs. It's 
that good! The compensator (right) is 
one of three offered by Pistol Dynam
ics, and it is extremely efficient. Note 
the tastefully enlarged Swenson 
thumb safety (below right) and the 
handmade beavertail. The metal 
work of the mag "tunnel" (below) is 
absolutely flawless . It is a BIG target 
for a speed reload. That's Paul Lie
benberg (above) shooting the Centi
meter test pistol. 

sculpted from a block of steel. Paul's hand
made grips safeties have been his trademark 
ever since he began his career in South 
Africa. The style of the beavertail allows the 
hand to grip the pistol slightly higher which 
elevates the hand closer to the axis of the 
bore. This in turn helps control muzzle flip. 

And the metalwork of the beavertail
gorgeous! -is exemplary of the rest of the 
artistry-in-steel. The magazine release but
ton is handmade from a chunk of steel, check
ered and blended into the Pachmayr stocks. 

The pistol is fitted with Swenson ambi 
thumb safeties that Paul recontoured to pro
vide a larger, more positive surface for flick
ing off the safety. In addition, a Pachmayr 
thumb guard rides shotgun on top of the port 
thumb lever to prevent the shooter's thumb 
from rubbing the slide. With a "high thumb" 
grip, you can stifle the slide's cycling without 
the thumb guard. 
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The trigger guard is squared and check
ered at 30 !pi. The rear of the slide is check
ered at 40 !pi. While both of these examples 
of Paul's checkering are flawless, I am more 
impressed with the front strap checkering. 

I closely inspected the front strap 20 !pi 
checkering with an 8 x magnifying glass and 
I could not detect any imperfections. In fact , I 
looked hard for just one dulled diamond, for 
any hint of an over-run, for the slightest 
blemish. None. I have looked at checkering 
from some of the most famous names in the 
business, and all that checkering pales in 
comparison to this. 

The fiat mainspring housing is also check
ered at 20 !pi. Like the front strap, this check
ering provides a sharp, slip-free surface for a 
firm purchase on the weapon. 

Superlatives are in order for all the metal
work. The swaged magazine well and funnel 

Continued 011 page 74 
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WILSON MAGNU 
Here's a hunting magn,um ready to hit the trail with a/,l the 
custom touches hunters prefer. The package features either the 
Ruger Redhawk or S& W 29. 

TER 
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1:11111 
CUITD• 
Street l 
By Massad Ayoob 

R 
year or two ago, ex-cop turned gunsmith Andy Cannon and I were on 
the phone talking street steel. ''We both know what I like in a service 
revolver," Andy said, "but I know you've got some different ideas, and 
I'd like to hear them. Mas, tell me what your concept of the ideal police 
service revolver would be." 

I began to talk, little knowing that Andy was taking notes on the 
other end, and the result of the conversation would be the genesis of a new 
custom handgun that would embody both our ideas. 

Caliber. Because a revolver comes up short in number of shots, it wants to 
compensate with the power of each round fired. Good cases can be made for 
the bigbores, but in the harsh real-world of police shootouts, one round has 
proven itself to stand above anything in the .40-plus field including the .44 
Magnum when it comes to one-shot stops of armed human aggressors. This is 
the 125-grain semijacketed hollowpoint .357 Magnum bullet travelling in the 
1400 fps range from a four-inch barrel. On this, Andy and I agreed: the ideal 
handgun would be a .357 Magnum, and its concept would be built around this 
particular cartridge. · 

Frame size. For decades, only .44-frame guns could withstand the inten
sity of the .357 Magnum round. As metallurgy improved, Smith & Wesson 
found itself able to design the gun Bill Jordan inspired and called "a peace 
officer's dream": the Combat Magnum K-frame, that carried like a .38 but 
delivered Magnum ballistics. The 125 grain load, however, was hotter than 
the 158 grain .357 that was standard when the Combat Mag was born, and as 
Smith & Wesson flatly admitted, it beat the .38-framed "K" guns to death. 

I felt a gun taking a rigorous training diet of this potent round would need a 
beefy .41-caliber frame with concomitantly thick-walled cylinder, and the 
heavy, keel-weighted barrel pioneered by the Colt Python. Acceptable guns 
would be the Python or the then-forthcoming King Cobra from Colt, Ruger's 
XP-100, or S&W's popular Python clone, the L-frame. Because Andy does his 
best work on Smith & Wessons- many believe him the best tuner of that make 

Continued on page 59 
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INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP 

Can a Sportsl1Uln with scant competition experience win The Masters? 
A handgun hunter named Howard Roe came close when he was 

P rofessional shooters paid scant atten
tion to upstart Sportsmen invading 
their turf at The Masters. After all, 
what is there to fear from a bunch of 

greenhorns in their first Big Money 
Match? The shooting is difficult, enough 
to overwhelm an amateur, and if that 
doesn't squash them, surely the pressure 

STALKING 
VICTORY 

not from silhouette, but from handgun 
hunting. 

''Basically I'm just a hunter, competi
tion is secondary to me," explained the 27-
year-old Sportsman. 

How did Howard cope with match 
pressure? 

Howard laughed. Match pressure? 
of competing for $85,000 in cash would 
shake them silly. By AH Staff What match pressure? A little bit of 

nerves from a silly competition hardly 
compares to the edginess associated with 
his job. 

Divided into separate categories, the 
Professionals and the Sportsmen compete 
head-to-head for separate prizes. How
ever, the match winner, The Master, can 
come from either classification. 

Suddenly the sanctity of the elite clique 
was shattered as a Sportsmen blew past 
the Pros in the Long Range Event, the 
silhouette stage. It was the first day of the 
match and the Pros were posting scores in 
the low-20s. Up pops a 30 shot in Sports
man class. 

"Not to worry," think the Pros, "It's a 
fluke. This dude'll blow it on the other 
stages." 

Next day the dude shoots a highly com
petitive score on the Action Event with a 
stock, out-of-the-box Colt Gold Cup. 

Now the Sportsman is winning The 
Masters with only one stage to go, the 
Precision Event. Could a Sportsman win 
the Big Banana? 

As it turned out, the Sportsman's Preci-
sion Event was his undoing and dropped him from contention. The 
Pros let out a breath they'd held for two days. 

The Sportsman is Howard Roe of Lees Summit, Mo., and he's· 
never competed in a major match before The Masters. 

''I just shoot with local guys in local shoots," Howard explained 
adding that the only exceptions are when he competed in both Kansas 
and Missouri IHMSA state championships in which he won Standing 
Class in the Missouri match and aggregate winner in Kansas. 

What inspired Howard to enter The Masters? 
"You did," Howard confided. Howard had read an Insights Into 

IPSC column in the Handgunner in which the author asserted an 
IPSC shooter would win The Masters and that silhouette shooters 
may as well stay home as they couldn't compete against IPSC 
shooters. 

"That really fired me up. It made me practice three or four times 
harder to prove a silhouette shooter can do well," Howard explained. 

Asked how his silhouette skills contributed to his excellent shoot
ing in a multi-discipline event, Howard explained his prowess comes 
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Howard assembles nuclear bombs! 
The nuclear weapons technician went 

on to elaborate that his handgun hunting 
skills allowed him to shoot well within the 
fairly tight time limits of the three events. 
Tun shots in 90 seconds in the Long Range 
event would throw a new twist to a sil
houette shooter, but not to a hunter. A 
hunter is accustomed to identifying his 
target quickly and shooting accurately 
within a few seconds. 

His Long Range handgun has killed 
three pronghorn antelope and two mule 
deer. It also killed some Pros' egos. 

Howard shot a TIC Contender in 
7mm TCU with a 10-inch barrel and a 
4x EER Leupold scope. His load was 
a 154 gr. Hornday under 26.5 grs. of 
WW748. 

In the Precision Event, Howard shot an 
out-of-the-box S&W model 41 with Rem

ington Target .22 LR ammo. 
We wondered if Howard was aware of how much money he had 

clinched in the match. No, he hadn't even considered it. 
We had, and we told him he'd walk off with between $4,000 and 

$5,000 for his outstanding shooting in Sportsman class. 
''Wow!" Howard blurted happily. 
Howard says he'll be back next year at The Masters to give the 

Pros another near-stroke. He'll be a Pro then himself after his fine 
performance. 

''But what impresses me," Howard ventured, "is that there are a lot 
of good shooters out there in the woodwork. If these guys come to 
The Masters, the Pros would be in for a shock!" 

What is Howard going to do with his winnings? Spend it on more 
sophisticated guns for next year? Use it to cover lost wages as he 
practices more and more? Buy his wife a present? 

Oh, silly questions. We forgot the man's a hunter. Howard figured 
a Wyoming elk hunt would be money well spent, money ....... 
he earned as a Sportsman at The Masters. ~ 
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The .454 Casull over
shadows a .44 

Magnum (top right). 
The freedom Arms 

revolver c:an be had 
with a V-nokh rear 

sight and gold bead 
front or a traditional 

square-nokh rear with 
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post front (middle 
right). The special 

hardened steel throat 
bushing (lower right) 

allows for a very tight 
cylinder gap, whic:h 

ac:c:ounts for the 
amazing ac:c:urac:y, 

in part. 

Just how powerfal is the world's most powerfal revolver? 
How does 14% more energy than a .30-06 rifle grab you? 

By John Taffin 
Photos by Ichiro Nagata, 

H ere, John, try this one." Each time Dick Casull 
spoke those words he handed me another of his 
special loads for his .454. I spent three delightful 
days at Freedom, Wyo., much of that time spent 
visiting with, talking to, and above all, learning 

from Dick, the firearms genius behind the .454 Casull. 
We were spending the afternoon running some of his 

special purpose loads through his 12" octagon barreled .454 
Freedom Arms Single Action. He had claimed 2,350 fps from 
this gun with his 260 gr. cast bullet over a very stiff charge of 
WW296 ignited by Remington Bench Rest Rifle Primers. 

Now I had no reason to doubt his claims, but I had been 
experimenting with the .454 for almost a year prior to my 
journey to Freedom and the best I could do from my ten-inch 
was slightly over 2,000 fps and this resulted in stuck cases. 
That was before I learned a few secrets from Dick about 
special purpose loads for the .454. If Dick did manage to 
come through with his claims, a 260/2350, the muzzle energy 
would be 3188 fps! Now that is 14 % mnre than the energy 
produced by a 150 gr. bullet from a .30/06! This from a 
straight-walled pistol cartridge fired from a 12" revolver 
barrel! 

The gun was loaded, I nestled the .454 down on the 
sandbags, got a good grip on the stock, and squeezed the 
trigger. Recoil was fierce, and as the gun came down out of 
recoil I checked the velocity reading on my Oehler 33 chrono
graph: 2,344 fps! The next four rounds showed virtually the 
same reading, and all cases ejected with a tap on the extractor 
rod. No wonder this load shot through ¥s" steel as Dick had 
demonstrated the day before and which I was fortunate to 
capture on video tape. 

After trying this load, I did not think there would be 
anything else left to try. How wrong I was. Now it was time for 
Dick's big load, a 400 gr. cast bullet at 1600 fps. Compare this 
with a factory .45170 405 gr. bullet at 1300 fps from a 32" rifle 
barrel. The recoil of this load proved to be not quite as bad as 
the 260/2,350, but it was right up there. The clock again 
substantiated Dick's claim: 1,606 fps. 
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The story of the .454 Casull goes back 
more than 30 years. Even before the advent 
of the .44 Magnum, Dick, then a young Salt 
Lake City gunsmith and protege of P.O. 
Ackley, was working on his idea of a .45 
Magnum. In those days, beefed up Colt Sin
gle Actions with five shot cylinders were 
used to drive 230 gr. bullets at over 2000 fps 
using triplex loads of Bullseye, Unique, and 
#2400. 

During the 1960s, it was possible to have a 
Ruger Super Blackhawk converted to the 
.454, again with a five shot cylinder and 
using .45 Colt brass. Then in the early '70s, 
the catalogs started appearing announcing 
the .454 Casull but it was to be into the 1980s 
before the single action .454 Casull became 
available to the general public. Dick Casull's 
dream had become a reality. 

While visiting Freedom, it was my priv
ilege to tour the Freedom Arms factory 
under the guidance of Wayne Baker, the pres
ident. Both Dick and Wayne have the same 
philosophy when it comes to making guns: 
''Build the best or don't build it at all." This 
philosophy was evident as I went through the 
factory. Everywhere one sees the dedication 
to quality. I expected a small operation, what 
I saw was a modern, state-of-the-art facility 
that is continually expanding. 

Upon entering the factory, the visitor is 
treated to a display of the special edition 
.454s that are available. In presentation boxes 
one views the "First Among Equals," a 1 of 
100 octagon barreled edition. Then the "Dick 
Casull Signature Edition," featuring 28 extra 
hours of polishing. Then the "Hunter Spe
cial" complete with sling, scope, and padded 
case. And last, but not least, "The Wyoming 
Edition" with scrimshawed micarta grips and 
matching knife. 

All of the Freedom Arms. 454s are made 
with stainless 17-4 steel with the emphasis on 
precision and quality. Using completely mod
ern machinery, often built in-house as 
needed, Freedom Arms uses a number of 
innovations that make the .454 Casull a high 
quality revolver. For example, each Freedom 
Arms revolver is fitted with a throat bushing. 
The forcing cone is not part of the barrel, but 
is a specially hardened steel bushing that is 
fitted into the frame before the barrel is 
installed. This allows the replacement of a 
worn out throat without having to replace the 
whole barrel. The bushing forms a three
degree, 3/32" wide forcing cone, and as an 
added bonus, adds 100-200 fps in velocity 
over conventional barrels. 

Having a goal of perfect alignment with 
barrel and cylinder at the time the bullet 
transfers to the barrel, the technicians at 
Freedom Arms pre-drill the cylinders, fit 
them to the frame, and then line-bore them to 
the barrel. They do not make a supply of 
cylinders and barrels and then fit them to the 
frame. Each cylinder and barrel is specially 
mated for precision. 

This quality is carried through as the gun is 
detailed out with files and emery paper the 
old fashioned way. Even each pair of grips is 
individually fitted and if another set of grips 
is needed, the .454 must be returned to the 
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Bullets and Loads 
for the .454 Casull 

All handloading research was done with a 10-inch 
.454 Casull. 
All brass cases are Freedom Arms .454 with large 
primer pockets. Load 

26 grs. Hl 10 
27 grs. Hl 10 
28grs. HI 10 
29 grs. HI 10 
30grs. Hl 10 
31 grs. HI 10 
32grs. HllO 
21 grs. #2400 
22 grs. #2400 
23 grs. #2400 
24 grs. #2400 
25 grs. #2400 

Velocity 
1505 fps 
1561 fps 
1618fps 
1664fps 
1714 fps 
1785fps 
1806fps 
1329fps 
1442fps 
1485fps 
1548 fps 
1596fps 

All primers, except as noted, are CCI #200. Where 
loads are marked with * indicates Winchester 
#120 primer. 
Velocities were obtained in temperatures ranging 
from freezing to 70~ 

CAUTION: Neither the author nor American 
Handgunner accept responsibility for results 
obtained with this handloading data due to 
uncontrollable variations in firearms, reloading 
components and handloading practices. This data 
is presented for information only. DO NOT 
ATTEMPT TO FIRE .454 CASULL CARTRIDGES IN 
FIREARMS CHAMBERED FOR TH E .45 LONG 
COLT. SERIOUS INJURY MAY RESULT. SSK340gr. 

lead 

The massive Casull cylinder is cut with 
five chambers instead of six for extra 
strength (above) . The front sight is in
terchangeable with the lock-screw. 

factory for special fitting. This year Freedom 
Arms has added the .44 Magnum with the 
gun identical in every way to the .454 except 
for the chambering; plus if desired, an extra 
.45 Colt cylinder can be fitted to the .454 
revolver. 

The revolver itself is a traditionally styled 
single action five-shot available in barrel 
lengths of 4% 11

, 6", 7 1/z", 10", and 12". 
Fitted with a patented sliding safety bar, it is 
perfectly safe to carry fully loaded with five 
rounds. A number of sighting options are 
available on most barrel lengths beginning 
with standard fixed sights. Also available are 
low profile adjustable sights, Bo-Mar sil
houette sights with either wide or narrow 
rear notch and matching front blade which is 
undercut to replace glare, and finally the FA 
scope mount base and stainless steel rings, 
and a scope of your choice. The front sight on 
the adjustable sighted model is easily 
removed by the loosening of a socket head 
screw that enters from the front, and a 
number of different height replaceable blades 
are available both in plain black and bright 
red insert styles. 

Prices run from $960 for a standard 
sighted model, to $1060 for the adjustable 
sighted model to $1345 for a scope sighted 
(4 x Silver Leupold) model. An action job 
with a trigger pull of one's choice is $75 , Bo
Mar silhouette sights go for $95, and sling 
swivels are available, installed, for $45. The 
Freedom Arms single action can also be 
ordered with Mag-Na-Porting for $69 extra. 
I might mention that the Bo-Mar silhouette 
sights available on the FA SA are the best 
revolver sights I have ever encountered for 
precision long range shooting rather it be 
silhouettes or just plain long range rock 
busting. 

Continued 0 11 page 61 
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Load 
22grs. Hl 10 
23 grs. Hl 10 
24 grs. H110 
25 grs. Hl 10 
26 grs. HllO 

Load 
31 grs. Hl 10 
32 grs. Hl 10 
33 grs. Hl 10 
34 grs. Hl 10 
35 grs. Hl 10 
36 grs. Hl 10 
37 grs. Hl 10 
38grs. HllO 
28 grs. #2400 
29 grs. #2400 
30 grs. #2400 
31 grs. #2400 
32 grs. #2400 

Velocity 
1405fps 
1450fps 
1505 fps 
1542fps 
1585 fps 

Velocity 
1627fps 
1673 fps 
1737 fps 
1801 fps 
1831 fps 
1873 fps 
1927 fps 
1997 fps 
1671 fps 
1731 fps 
1806fps 
1864fps 
1924 fps 

SSK260gr. 
lead 

Load 
34 grs. WW 296 
35 grs. WW 296 
36 grs. WW 296 
37 grs. WW 296 
30 grs. #2400 
31 grs. #2400 
32 grs. #2400 
33 grs. Hl 10 
34 grs. Hl 10 
35grs. HllO 
36 grs. H110 
35 grs. WW 680 
36 grs. WW 680 
37 grs. WW 680 

Velocity 
1804fps 
1878 fps 
1961 fps 
1963fps 
1859fps 
1880fps 
1932 fps 
1789fps 
1866 fps 
1897fps 
1995fps 
1678 fps 
171 I fps 
1719fps 

Freedom Arms 
258 gr. lead 

Load 
27grs. H110 
28grs. H110 
29grs. Hl 10 
30grs. H110 
31 grs. H110 
32 grs . .H110 
33grs. H110 
34grs. H110 
35grs. Hl 10 
36grs. H110 

v.loclty 
1466fps 
1469fps 
1s12 fps I 
1554fps 
1574fps 
1602fps 
1644fps 
1726fps 
1744fps 
1866fps 

Freedom Arms 
260 gr. JSP 

Load v.locltr 
31 grs. WW296 1590fps 
32grs. WW296 1615fps 
33 grs. WW 296 1641 fps 
31 grs. HllO 1606fps 
32 grs. H110 1644 fps 

Freedom Arms 
300 gr. JSP 

Load* 
29 grs. Hl 10 
30grs. HllO 
31 grs. Hl 10 
32 grs. Hl 10 
33 grs. Hl 10 
34 grs. Hl 10 
35 grs. Hl 10 
36 grs. Hl 10 
27 grs. #2400 
28 grs. #2400 
29 grs. #2400 
30 grs. #2400 
31 grs. #2400 
32 grs. #2400 

Velocity 
1682 fps 
1705 fps 
1741 fps 
1809 fps 
1872 fps 
1919 fps 
1953fps 
2032 fps 
1769fps 
1809fps 
1848 fps 
1899fps 
1939fps 
1952 fps 

Lyman 249 gr. 
lead 

Load 
23 grs. WW 296 
24 grs. WW 296 
25 grs. WW 296 
26 grs. WW 296 
27 grs. WW 296 
28 grs. WW 290 
29 grs. WW 296 
25 grs. WW 680 
26 grs. WW 680 
27 grs. WW 680 

Velocity 
1383 fps 
1429fps 
1519fps 
1567fps 
1615fps 
J659fps 
1697fps 
1333fps 
1377 fps 
1434fps 

NEI 300 gr. 
Keith 

Load 
28 grs. WW 296 
29 grs. WW 296 
30 grs. WW 296 

Speer 260 gr. 
JHP 

Sierra 240 gr. 
JHP 

Load 
26 grs. WW 296 
27 grs. WW 296 
28 grs. WW 296 
29 grs. WW 296 
30 grs. WW 296 
31 grs. WW 296 
32 grs. WW 296 
33 grs. WW 296 
30grs. H110 
31 grs. Hl JO 
32grs. HlJO 
33 grs. Hl 10 
28 grs. WW 680 
29 grs. WW 680 
30 grs. WW 680 
31 grs. WW 680 
32 grs. WW 680 
33 grs. WW 680 
34 grs. WW 680 

Velocity 
1383 fps 
1431 fps 
1482fps 
1541 fps 
1624 fps 
1646fps 
1701 fps 
1760fps 
1607 fps 
1670fps 
1759fps 
1808fps 
1305 fps 
1360fps 
1430 fps 
1483 fps 
1514fps 
1574fps 
1646fps 

Lyman 293 gr. 
lead 

Load* Velocity 
32 grs. WW 296 1760fps 
33 grs. WW 296 1763 fps 
34 grs. WW 296 1801 fps 
35 grs. WW 296 1830fps 
36 grs. WW 296 1879fps 
37 grs. WW 296 1921 fps 
29 grs. #2400 1838fps 
30 grs. #2400 1873fps 
31 grs. #2400 1920fps 
32 grs. #2400 1943 fps 
33 grs. #2400 1987fps 
36 gra. WW 680 1666fps 
'JI grs. WW 680 1703fps 
38 grs. WW 680 1712fps 
39 grs. WW 680 1793fps 

Lyman 258 gr. 
Keith 

Hornady 
250 gr. JHP 
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By Massad Ayoob 
It's grey outside my window as I write this, and freezing rain is pounding at the layers of New 

Hampshire snow, laying bare fallen leaves that have turned dark brown. It is the last day of deer season, 
and the woods are calling strongly. When I was a much younger man and lived to hunt, it was days like this 
I treasured most. Bozo hunters don't frequent the woods in inclement weather, for one thing, but more to 
the point the whitetails lie close to their cover, knowing that their smell and hearing are compromised by 
the rain. Walking up whitetails in their beds is the most exciting deer huntin t ~ is, all the more so 
if you do it with your hand on the butt of a holstered Magn s ea of fro e O be rain-slicked stock 
of a high powered rifle. 

On days like this, I have to force myself t 
I suppose it has to do with why I became ah 

village in Northern New England where hunting .was part 
own first rifle into the woods, a 26" barrelled Winche 
I was, about like a grown man carrying an M-60 machine ~ , but every ounce of i t ~ 
responsibility and I treasured the weight. By high school, I was cutt~~g a week 
season, always with a Marlin .J5 carbine and maybe with .357 at my belt. 

The idea was to ge;t eer, after all, and handicapp'ng seaf b unti~ Q!tl1: with a belt gun was 
as incomprehensible tom as the i~ophy h~nters I rea~ about in the outdoo~ m azin~who would pass up 
fine deer to go home with an unf; :i;; ed tag bee1).use they hadn't see a set o r ~.ord-book antle 

By college, a .~2 targe,: handgun-Col~ Match Target Woodsman, S&V K-22r. o;r the then-new H,i-
Standard Supermatic Citation-was prynary ~un for sma"l game h~ting. Ne England isn't b g o squirrel 
hunting like the South, an~ he ~er-hunte ushytails h~re are sufficien~ easy to sneak up on that a 
shotgun just doesn't seem s~ ting. I had al~eady learned that a qualit~ ta~g~ pi.stol as e ery bit as 
accurate as the average .22 h tin,g rifle ¥it in 50 yards, it was easier to carry, an ~ince I as already 
a competitive NRA P~tqlAiiho er t • ractic d \jlth it a whole lot m~re. The rif1e, tho h, was ~till my main 
deer gun. , ;,/' 

But ther w 
hated to bring hmm,_,,. , ,, 
finish long sin~e w work-har ened brown, was good 
match revolvers, an nch S 
venerable S&W .4~ T~g t~ we 

Wit co~ t r 
holding bran s 
hunting b Uei;
stalker. b it 

Robert Ruark co 
nothing but day
spikehorn buck unh 
his eyes were downcaM'.~l&fJIS.d' 

shoulder. It would be \ M'l"JliliillliU 
And it would 

the young deer, seeing 
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and I flat 
.J8/55, its 
my bullseye 

d an equally 

r their first VW beetle, 
ss tiring, more 

anothert story. In November of my 

staring at 
been lived. Elizabeth was still in my 
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mind as I lowered the .JOB and watched the little whitetail for an interminably long time. Finally I 
yelled, "Run, ya' dumb blankety-blank, somebody's gonna shoot ya'!" 

He looked at me startle-eyed for a long moment, then sprang away into the trees, and I was 
laughing and crying at the same time, knowing that he'd have another year to smarten up and see if he was 
tough enough to live an allotted lifespan. And in that instant I knew why those trophy hunters I'd read 
about had gone home with unfilled tickets. I finally fully understood the power of the gun I had wielded 
for so long: it didn't just give me the power to kill. 

It also conferred the power to choose not to. 
For some time after that I didn't hunt. I wasn't reformist about it. I still understood the 

psychic and biological need for man to hunt, and reached the point where the only people I'd even debate 
the issue with were those anti-hunters honest enough to wear plastic shoes and plastic belts and eat 
nothing but tofu. To eat meat and wear leather yet spit on hunting is to hire Armour and Schonlands to do 
your hunting for you because you haven't the guts to do your own. I came to terms with myself: I had lost 
the stomach to do my own killing. 

And, inevitably, the day came when the forest called me back. I went with a handgun, and with a 
camera, almost never with a rifle. Sometimes I would take only pictures. Sometimes I would kill, and bring 
my prey home to eat. I would let the moment judge, and often didn't know whether or not I would kill the 
prey until it stood in front of me. 

There was the time I was hunting with Hal Swiggett at the fabulous Y-0 Ranch in Texas. I didn't 
feel the urge to hunt, and was perfectly happy just to take photos through the long lens. I was wondering 
when the moment came how I'd tell Hal that all the work of him and his guide was meaningless, because I 
wasn't going to kill, and then the trophy Corsican ram broke from cover and Hal yelled that it was my shot. 

The predator instinct took over. I do not remember reaching for the Bucheimer-Clark holster, or 
my hand closing over the Herrett stocks. I remember only tracking the running Corsican in the sights of the 
Moran-tuned Colt Python I'd borrowed from Hal, and the blasts of the .J57 as one hollowpoint tore into the 
ram's side and burrowed to the opposite shoulder. With a follow-up, another one cut his spinal cord in 
half, killing him instantly at 76 yards, double-action. I felt the blood sing in my veins as I had on the 
day of my first kill long ago. 

I had returned to my destiny, the destiny of all our kind, as I would again and again. We are Man, 
the most efficient carnivorous predator to ever stalk the Earth. Reach up to your face and touch your 
canine teeth. Touch the sockets of your eyes, set forward in the head to better focus on the quarry. Stand 
and feel the bipedal erect stature that allows us to look.out over the veldt, the better to seek our prey. 

Yet there were other times when the killing instinct would sublimate itself. Since childhood, I 
had yearned to hunt the fabled Russian boar I'd read about, and to do it with a handgun. On a game preserve 

J ~J1,{J/~~ r~~wdlvw~ 
~~ 0/1/th&~~ ~ B~ Pcudlwv 
di~~~ ''$~11Uf~l'' 

with my host Bill Ruger standing only a few feet from me, I saw my first Russian boar in the wild: a big 
male, his sow, and three adolescent pigs behind. As I brought up the Leupold-scoped Redhawk, I was struck 
by their non-porcine sleekness, the trimly coiled power of the beautiful black animals. 

And I lowered the revolver to watch them. In seconds, they were gone. As I put the .44 Magnum 
away, I looked sheepishly at Bill, the quintessential hunter, groping for an explanation that wouldn't 
sound wimpy. But I saw in his eyes there was no need, because he is the quintessential hunter. 

A hunting cycle established itself within me. Every three years or so, the atavistic bloodlust 
would return, and the need to go into the forest and hunt down an animal and kill it and take it home and 
eat it. Sometimes, a photograph would be enough. Sometimes, I chose the bullet. Neither conclusion was more 
satisfying than the other. The big SOW black bear and her two lanky cubs, caught on more than 20 frames of 
my J5mm, were ineffably satisfying. So was that 76-yard kill of the Corsican ram. Either satisfied the 
natural instinct. 

Over the years I would have the opportunity ~o hunt in many places with many handguns. The 83/a
inch .J57 exited my hunting battery the day I was starting my car to leave the woods, and saw a fine, fat, 
legal fox step onto the logging road. The Magnum was in its holster on the front seat, and as I swung it 
up, the end of the barrel slammed against the wind-wing window of the car door. CLANG! The fox was gone in 
a flash, and for the rest of the year I would be haunted by the silent sound of a fox laughing its bushy 
tail off. I foreswore super-long handguns. 

The Corsican was the next to the last animal I ever intentionally hunted with a .J57 Magnum. The 
following day, I shot a delicious little Axis doe at 45 yards, spang through the boiler room with a 125 
grain Remington hollowpoint from my six-inch Dan Wesson. The .J57's impact jerked her violently over and 
down on her flank, and I remember watching her rear legs scrabbling for traction as I started to roll the 
trigger back for a second shot. She disappeared into the brush for a moment, and when she emerged my 
yellow-painted sights were on her. The flash of the Magnum silhouetted a perfect sight picture on the front 
of the running deer's chest, but she showed no reaction and disappeared into the tangled brush. 

Hal and I and the guide fanned out searching for her. I was sickened. This was the first animal 
Continued on page 70 
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Hammerli Hunter harvested these bushy tails. 

By J. D. Jones 
V ou have probably never before read one 
.I word about a Harnrnerli that did not, in 

essence, say it is the best pistol money can 
buy. Read on if you want to read something 
negative about a Harnrnerli as well as about 
its good points. 

If your understanding of "Old World 
Craftsmanship" led you to think of unsur
passed workmanship in metal and wood , you 
were led down the same path I was. And led , 
I might add, mainly by people who wouldn't 
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know fine metal work from a load of coal . 
There was, and is, craftsmanship in 

Europe unsurpassed anywhere in the world. 
Except America . We have custom rifle 
makers , pistolsmiths, stockmakers , 
engravers and knifemakers operating in this 
country today who simply are as good as_ 
anyone in the world . It is my personal feeling 
that a certain few talented individuals are able 
to achieve a certain level of skill that is rela
tively equal to-and certainly higher than-

that of the general skilled artisan. 
Not all, in fact not much, of the Old or 

New World craftsmanship is on this level. 
This level of craftsmanship is so expensive 
only a fortunate few are ever able to afford it. 
I recently saw a very expensive H&H double 
rifle lavishly covered with engraving. That 
engraving looked to me of the quality found 
in brass shops dealing in trinkets from 
Pakistan and India. The proud owner had just 
purchased it for $20,000. 
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The Swiss gunma1cer Hammerli 
deserves its reputati,on for maki,ng the 
finest .22 target pistols. But their effort 
at converting a target pistol to 
a hunting pistol comes up short. 

The current European high quality guns at 
least in part fall into the high quality-high 
price range. The quality of workmanship 
varies. If you are looking for the "no cast
ings," ''no visible tool marks," you've heard so 
much about, you better expect to look for a 
Jong, long time. I'm not sure it exists in 
commercial, semi-mas!> produced guns. 

In any event, modern manufacturing 
methods are as prevalent in Europe as in this 
country and Hammerli certainly uses many 
of them to turn out guns of exceptional qual
ity. They win in international competition 
year after year. Their accuracy and reliability 
is legendary, and well deserved . 

Handgun hunting in Europe is almost 
unheard of. The fact of the matter is that few 
people can even hunt. You must generally be 
a landowner or be very wealthy to afford to 
hunt. Accordingly, the Europeans are either 
not involved in the handgun hunting market 
or are playing catch up. 

Harnmerli's largest potential market for a 
hunting pistol in .22 caliber is probably here, 
although I've seen it advertised extensively in 
Europe. 

Hammerli pistols are widely recognized as 
one of the top contenders to win any target 
competition in Europe. It appears to me the 
Model 208 ($1 ,295), Model 215 ($1,195), 

Model 211 ($1 ,195) and Model 212 Hunters 
Pistol ($1 ,025) are variationi> of the same 
gun . At least that's what it looked like to me at 
their display in Germany last spring. 

Apparently the Hunters Model 212 pistol is 
mechanically the equivalent of the target 
model 211 with the exception of the sights and 
safety. The European target model does not 
have a safety. The 212 has a trigger block 
safety that I frankly do not like. The sights are 
marginal in that the rear sight is adjustable for 
windage and the front by elevation. 

The 1>afety consist~ of an addition of a 
friction Jocking lever that is pushed forward 
to block the trigger. The i>an1ple's safety was 
difficult to use. First, it was hard to move the 
lever. If adju~ted to move easily, it may move 
100 easily resulu11g in an un1>afe gun . Second, 
it was awkward lv • ~a.::h and activate. Third, 
when I put ll 011 11 the field , I pushed it past 
center of the back ot the trigger and couldn't 
get it to release. I th.:::i unloaded and knocked 
the safety off on a stump. I found it necessary 
to turn the gun sideway~ in my hand to acti
vate the safety with my thumb. It's easy to 
point the gun in an unsafe direction while 
doing that. The safety satisfies the require
ment of a safety for importation and that':-. all 
I'm going to say on tl1at subject. 

The rear sight is well made, crudely 
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adjustable by loosening a set screw on one 
side and tightening another on the other side 
to adjust for windage. The front sight works 
like this-loosen, move and tighten to adjust 
for elevation. Crude adjustment. 

These sights belong on a $50 pistol, not 
one costing over a grand. No more than 
barely adequate for a hunting gun . There 
should be a high quality click adjustable 
sight. The gun is capable of keeping all of its 
shots in a squirrel's head at 50 yards with 
good an1munition. Buy a lot of the same 
ammo as you might run out sighting it in that 
fine with these crude sights. 

Weighing 28 ozs., it is fine for the woods 

Author found the Hammerli Hunter 
to be lacking virtually every 
requirement for a hunting pistol. 
Except accuracy. The Hammerli is 
indeed exceptionally accurate. 

walker and plinker. The guy that's trying to 
head shoot a squirrel at an upward angle of 60 
degrees sure could use more weight to aid in 
steady holding. The target gun holds much, 
much better and it is due to its JO ounce 
heavier weight. 

OK, OK, I won't knock it any more. Well, 
not much more. 

The basic gun is a very fine mechanism. It 
is very well made according to today's stan
dards and delivers accuracy unheard of in 
match rifles a few years ago. It works 
flawlessly. The trigger is great. The gun gives 
the impression tl1at if it's cleaned once in a 
while and not allowed to rust away, it will 
probably be punching out those tiny groups 
for your great-grand kids. It is what has made 
Hammerli one of the finest guns available in 
the world. 

I'm not even going to get into accuracy 
very far. I know this gun can shoot a hell of a 
lot better than I can shoot it. Besides that, ifl 
told you the size of some of the groups I shot 
with it off-the-bags you wouldn't believe it 
anyway. I don't believe it either. Figure it's 
accurate enough. Even with ordinary over
the-counter ammo. It really goes to work 
with expensive European match ammo. I 
really wanted to scope it with a 24X and see 
what it would do, but since I have no idea who 
owns the rig, I wouldn't know whom to watch 
out for - after whoever got it back with four 
holes drilled in it. 

Note tl1e photo of the muzzle crown. This 
is the way most European target guns are 
crowned. It's fine on the range but a recessed 
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For a hunting p istol, the rear sight is 
flimsy and frail. 

crown that would give the rifting more pro
tection in the field would be more 
appropriate. 

The construction of the gun is conven
tional ; just done exceptionally well. Grips are 
of ordinary walnut and of a pleasing configu
ration with hand checkering. I felt they were 
a little tight for my size l2 hands, but I could 
live with them. My wife (whose hands aren't 
large at all) found them to be all right too. She 
also liked the light weight - but didn't shoot it 
as well as some heavier guns off-hand 
although the Hammerli was the more accu
rate gun. She wasn't strong enough to work 
the safety with one hand. 

How did it work in the field? Fine. At least 
in squirrel hunting or recreational shooting. I 
use a rest against the side of a tree whenever I 
can and this seemed to balance out the light 
weight of the gun. Straight off-hand shooting 
was difficult though . The five-inch barrel 
length did not seem to be a handicap. I admit 
to being prejudiced in favor of moderate 
length barrels in .22 autos. Just like them. I 
didn't find any faults not already covered. 
Many individuals will not like the heel 
mounted magazine release, but it didn't 
bother me. A little awkward compared to a 
push button though . 

Well, how does it stack up to a S & W 41 , 
Ruger Target or High Standard Victor? 

All of the above can use some improve
ments in their safety levers for field use and 
may need a trigger job. Their cost is from 
18 3 to403 oftheHammerli. ln my opinion , 
I'd rather have any of them as a hunting gun. 
Even forgetting the money difference. Even 
forgetting the trigger job. 

To me it boils down to this: the Hammerli 
is a world class .22 target pistol. I'd love to 
own one. They have nearly all of the most 
desirable features right out of the box. They 
are practically custom made, individually, at 

· the factory. Trying to turn it into a hunting 
gun just didn't come off well. The target guns 
meet both ISU and NRA standards for com
petition. I think this is where their future is. 
The competition guns are simply as good as 
they come for that purpose. If you want a 
fine, super-accurate 22 buy one of the Ham
merli target guns. You can't go wrong with it 
and 1'1!1 sure you'll ..... 
enJOY It. ~ 
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The front sight (right) is adjustable 
for elevation. The "safety" (below) 
manually blocks the trigger. It was 
added as an aher-thought to meet 
US import restrictions. The muzzle 
(lower right) is not crowned. 
Squared-off rifling is more accurate 
than chamfered. 

HOW TO BUY A HAMMERLI 
HUNTER 

Most gun dealers don't stock Hammer! i 
pistols. If you wish to purcha5e a Ham
merli Hunter, or any other Hammerli 
model, ask your dealer to contact the 
importer: 

Osborne's 
P.O. Box408 
Cheboygan,MI49721 
(616) 625-9626 

Further information about the full line 
of Hammerli pistols can be obtained by 
writing Osborne's. 

Hammerli Hunter comes with a complete tool kit, spare magazine. 
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LEE TURRET 
Continued from page 36 

case at a time. The downstroke raises the 
ram, and, according to the die in station, 
performs a single operation on the case. Dur
ing the upstroke, which lowers the ram, the 
turret turns one-third of a revolution and 
stops on a ball-check. This happens as the 

The Lee Turret isn't a large press. It's just 
shy ofl3 inches tall and rises only 8 'h inches 
above the bench. The base, an aluminum 
casting with two side pockets into which 
spent primers fall, is four inches wide and 
three inches high. Three hex-shaped steel 
columns, 9/16ths-inch from flat to flat, sup
port the top member, also made of steel. A 
fourth hole exists in the left front corner of 
the base, but even in Lee's fully-automatic 
Pro-1000 it isn't used . The press is nonethe
less sufficiently strong, and not using a fourth 
support column permits easier access to the 
shellholder. The handle can be attached on 
either side of the linkage, and the front col
umn can be relocated, right to left, to accom
modate southpaw handloaders. 

The Lee Turret Kit is well made, and it 
includes a satisfactory complement of 
instructional material. Its design and opera
tion are free of troublesome complexities. 
Compared to other presses with similar 
capabilities, it represents good value. The 
only component that is subject to fatigue is 
the little plastic ratchet that engages the auto
indexing rod. Wear-out of this part may 
occur a few thousand rounds down the line, 
but it's easy to replace and Lee Precision 
puts a couple of spares in with the ..... 
kit. ~ 

STREET "L" 
Co11ti1111ed from page 59 

for street work in the country - and because 
so many cops prefer the uninterrupted one
stage pull and even trigger resistance of the 
S&W action, Andy chose the L-frame as the 
base gun. 

Action. If a .41 frame was to be the skel
etal structure of the gun, a glass-smooth 
action would be the heart of the beast. When 
14 pounds of trigger pressure are applied to a 
two-pound gun, and the trigger finger meets 
uneven resistance from rough parts as it 
goes, the muzzle is jerked off the target when 
firing under stress. This is the main reason 
why so many cops with double action 
revolvers miss man-size targets when firing 
on the street. That failure occurs with about 
75 % of rounds fired in action. All tests and 
studies indiciate a glass smooth (not neces
sarily light) trigger pull will go far toward 
curing that. Andy agreed that the ideal gun 
would, if made in his shop, have his deluxe 
action tune, which results in mirror polishes 
on the 18 or so contact surfaces that interact 
when an S&W revolver's trigger is pulled. 

The trigger surface itself would have to 
be narrow and polished smooth, with the 
sharp edges broken. This would allow the 
finger to slide imperceptibly between the 
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IPSC 
SHOOTING 
SU PPLIES 

All items are FREIGHT PAID to the original 48 states 
ERNIE HILL SPEED LEATHER 
Colt Govt. & Comp models. Holsters are made in 1/2" incre
ments for perfect gun fit. 5;' 51/2 ;' 6;' 61/2;' 7". 
All items in stock. Black Basket available by Special order. 
Call for help when ordering if needed. We're always glad 
to help. Plain Brown 

Brown Basket 
666 Leatham/Enos Series . 74.00 84.00 
666F UE New Fender Model . . . . . . . 84.00 94.00 
Fender model holds gun slightly away from body for faster 
draw. 
666F Now available for S&W 645 & 745 84.00 94.00 
Revolver S&W K-L-N Frame 4" & 6" . . 85.00 95.00 
PPG 6" K Frame open front for ribs & 
Scopes . . . . . . . . . . . 85.00 95.00 
Single Mag Pouch-Angle Adjustable .. 20.00 26.00 
Double Mag Pouch - Available Straight, 
Angle Front, or Angle Back 
Double Speed Loader Pouch w/tension 
Screw ......... . . 
Triple Speed Loader Pouch w/tension 
Screw .... . 
Competition Belt (spring steel lined). 

ROBERS HOLTERS 
Combat Assault. 
Steel Challenge 4" rev or 5" auto . . 
Steel Challenge 6" rev or comp auto . 
Cup challenge round or slab barrel . . 
Competition Belt add $8.00 for Buckle 
Double Mag Pouch ............. . 
Triple Mag Pouch . 
Idaho Reloader (adjustable) . . . 

Please specify when ordering: 

28.00 34.00 

28.00 34.00 

32.00 38.00 
38.00 48.00 

Plain 
Brown 
68.00 
62.00 
67.00 
68.00 
37.00 
21.00 
31.00 
16.00 

Black 
Basket 
74.00 
68.00 
73.00 
73. 00 
37.00 
21.00 
36.00 
16.00 

Holster cant, R or L hand, finish, and gun model & barrel 
length. Model P-Muzzel forward. 

WILSON COMBAT 
Match Trigger . . ...... 15.00 
6 Shok Buffs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Extended Thumb Safety (Blue/Stainless) . . .... 24.00 
Extended Slide Release (Blue/Stainless) . . ... 26.00 
Commander Hammer . . . . . . .. . 19.00 
Stainless Commander Hammer ............. 23. 00 
Recoil Springs 12 & 20 lb. for commander . 4.00 
Recoil Springs 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18112 lb. for Govt . 4.00 
Group Gripper GovVCommander .. ... .. . 22.00/27.00 
Barrel Bushings (Blue/Stainless) . . . 13.00 
Extended Ejector 45 or 38 Super. . . . .... 19.00 
7 Round 45 Auto Magazine . . . . . . . . . . ..... 21 .00 
8 Round 45 Auto Magazine . . . . . ... 25.00 
Recoil Guide Rod Kit W/Springs & Shok Buffs .... 33.00 
Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue/Stainless) ...... ... 19.00 
The Combat 45 Auto Book by Bill Wilson .... 12.00 
Checkered Front Strap (Blue/Stainless) . . .. 15.00 
LE-K 45 Auto Compensator Kit . . . .. 245.00 
LE-K 38 Super Compensator Kit ..... 265.00 
Barrel Link Kit Includes 5 Links .. .. ... . . ..... 21 .00 
Slide Thumb Guard . .. .................. 14.00 

1 Piece Guide Rod . . . . ... 24.00 
2 Piece Guide Rod . . .................... 34.00 
Extended Magazine Release. . . . ... 21.00 
Checkered Mainspring Housing . ... ... .••.... 35.00 
Mag Well (Blue/Stainless) . . . . ..... 30.00 
3-Dot Sights . . . . . .. 34.00 
Deluxe High Visability Combat Sights . . ... 35.00 
High Visability Combat Sights .. ........ .. .. . 27.00 

SHAW·VIDEKl·PRO TIMERS 
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 00 
"Shootto Win" by John Shaw. . . 12.00 
Pro Timer I .... 195.00 . ... Pro Timer Ill .... 265.00 
Videki Match Triggers 
Long Match . . . 12.00 
Long Match w/3 holes .. .. .... . ... . ...... 13.00 
Gold Cup w/3 holes . . ............. . ..... 14.00 
Rubber Mag Base Pads . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 
6 Shaw Base Pads w/self tapping screws . . . . 9.00 
Shaw speed E load Mag Well (Blue Stainless) . 26.00 
Ballistic Nylon Pro Shooters Bag . 40.00 
Roger E-Z Mag Well . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00 
Rogers combat 12 ga Shell Holder . 8.00 
Ultra Vib 18 Brass Polisher . . . . . . 115.00 

METALFORM 
High Quality Match Grade magazines by Metalform 
Blue Steel w/Flat follower: 
9mm ... . . .... ... . . 
.38Super ..... . . 
.45ACP... . . . ......... . . 
Stainless Steel w/Flat Follower: 
9mm .... 
.38 Super ......... ..•......... ... . 
.45 ACP .. . .... . 
Rounded Follower: 

11.00 
10.50 
9.50 

15.50 
17.00 
14.00 

.45 ACP, Blue only .... . 

.45 ACP, Stainless Steel. .. . _ 
Shaw Mag Pad installed w/screws .... 

10.00 
... 16.00 

3.00 

.38 SUPER SHOOTERS 
In stock & Ready for Immediate Delivery 
Remington .38 Super+ P, unprimed Nickle Brass 
$95.00 per 1,000 freight paid 
$180.00 per 2,000 freight paid 
Call for pricing on larger quantities 

EASY TO ORDER! 
Mail in your order along with certified funds, 

OR 
Call in your order between 1 Oam-5pm est. 
We accept Visa, MasterCard and ups COD. 
We will process your order and have it on its 
way back to you the same day. Please 
describe your order as clearly as possible 
and be sure to include your phone number. 

Feel free to call anytime if you have 
questions about any of the items listed or for 
help with ordering. 

l)enny's Shooters S upply, Inc. 
P.O. Box 402-A, Cedar Falls, IA 50613 

Dealers: Send FFL for dealer prices. 
LifememberUSPSA(319) 277-3171 Life member NRA 
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It's a i(JflQ way to the top of the mountain. 
But sometimes a real climber can get 

there a little quicker than others. 

'

he Springfield Armory 1911·A1 pistol 
has reached the top in record time, by 

becoming a popular favorite among 
shooters, gunsmiths, and firearms writers. 
How did we attain such heights so 
quickly and pass so many others on the 
way up? 

first, we designed our pistol as an exact 
duplicate of the original M1911-A1 

military pistol, with 100% interchangeable 
parts. All components are forged from 
steel for strength and stamina (Stamina 
is a must tor serious climbers.) Our 
1911-Al is hand assembled to guarantee 
perfect fit and uncompromising reliability. 
We've also included several of the features 
preferred by serious shooters and gun
smiths, like a factory lowered ejectflllt port 

various "positions of mechanical advantage" 
during the fraction of a second in which it 
dragged the trigger back over the large part 
of an inch, without moving the muzzle off 
target. A trigger stop that couldn't possibly 
become maladjusted would have to be in 
place to prevent backlash; Andy opted to 
scrap the factory internal trigger stop and 
weld one on the back of the trigger itself, with 
no adjustment to go out of kilter. 

The ideal weapon would be double
action only. Cocking guns creates a hair
trigger effect that is seen as leading to acci
dental discharges, and I had done two court 
cases where an officer was wrongfully 
accused of cocking a gun and negligently 
shooting the suspect by accident, when in 
fact he had fired double-action. To prevent 
such frame-ups, the ideal revolver would be 
double-action only. The hammer spur would 
be shaved off to speed ignition time and ham
mer momentum (more accuracy, more relia
bility with magnum primers), and to prevent 
snagging when drawn from concealment. 
Andy and I also agreed that the ultimate 
service revolver would lend itself to 
plainclothes and off-duty wear. 

Accuracy. Today's cop needs an accu
rate revolver more than ever. Studies from 
LAPD to NYPD show that the average dis
tance in police gunfights is increasing, and 
criminals are learning to take cover and pre
sent smaller targets. Our ideal gun would 
deliver 3" groups at 50 yards with the 
Federal 125 gr. Magnum load we used as a 
benchmark, 1 V2" clusters at 25 yards: eye 
socket accuracy. Andy agreed; the ideal gun 
would include his accuracy tune with a refit
ting of parts to maximum performance spec 
with tolerances still totally functional under 
abuse. 

Sights. Adjustables would ride high for 
clearer dim-light sight picture, and would 
allow for the low impact of light, fast bullets. 
We agreed on Millett, which stands up very 
well on revolvers. The edges of the rear sight 
would be rounded (no cutting of the conceal
ing jacket), and the front would be an under
cut Patridge post, with razor-sharp edges. 
This gives the best sight picture in all light 
conditions, doesn't snag in a good holster, 
and if someone grabs your gun (something 
the bad guys are training to do daily) the front 
sight will slice his hand like a knife as you 
jerk your gun back, instead of just sliding 
through like a ramp sight and leaving his 
hand healthy enough to try to disarm you 
again. I think of them as "weapon retention 
sights," not "target sights." 

Recoil Comp. More likely than ever to 
face multiple targets, and now armed with a 
hard-kicking gun, our cop would need a gun 
that put its muzzle back on target by the time 
the trigger returned forward if the cop knew 
how to handle it properly. MagNaPort would 
do it. So would CannonComp, Andy's inte
gral compensator milled out of the barrel 
itself for durability, and proven thoroughly 
effective. 

Speedloading. With only six shots at a 
time, speedloading would be essential. We 
agreed that the ideal revolver would have the 
chamber mouths very slightly rounded to 
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facilitate speedloading, and that the cylinder 
latch would be rounded and "shaved" to allow 
clearance of all speedloaders. This would 
also eliminate thumb-bite in the hard, thumb
locked-down hold needed to control the 
rapidfire .357. 

Grip. We agreed that most factory .357 
revolver stocks are abhorrent, either too 
small or too large and usually poorly shaped. 
Our ideal would have a small grip to allow 
the muscle and bone of the fingers to more 
completely encircle it: this would maximize 
control of hard-kicking ammo in the one
handed fire cops often have to engage in, 
would give the officer more leverage for 
weapon retention in a struggle for the gun , 
and of course, would improve concealment 
for plainclothes carry. Chopping the frame to 
round-butt "K" dimension was the logical 
choice. Because the service revolver is 
drawn often and shot seldom, and because 
most cops keep their finger out of the trigger 
guard until ready to fire, we also agreed on 
the Bill Jordan mode of shaving out half the 
front of the trigger guard on the strong-hand 
side; speed of firing under stress increases 
with no loss to safety. 

The Package. When Andy told me a year 
or so later hetl done it, I liked the way hetl put 
it together. For $275 he'd re-do a cop's own 
L-frame Smith to this format, and he ordered 
IO beautifully engraved special editions set 
aside and specially numbered, at $1495 per. 
He called it the '~yoob-Cannon Street 'L '." 

The result is a phenomenally effective 
streetfighting revolver. Of course , I'm 
prejudiced. 

I must admit, though, it was one of the 
single most productive phone calls I've ever 
been party to. Maybe next time we rap long 
distance, Andy and I should discuss foreplay. 
Now, if we can advance state of the ~ 
art there . . . ~ 

.454 CASULL 
Co111i11ued from page 53 

Loading, or I should say reloading, for the 
.454 Casull is basically the same as for any 
straight-walled pistol case with a few excep
tions. When I first contacted Wayne about a 
. 454, he mentioned that .45 Colt dies proba
bly would not work as they were not precise 
enough. He turned out to be 100% correct. 
The sizing die needs to reduce the .454 cases, 
or .45 Colt case if the reloader so desires, to a 
diameter that will enter the tight .454 cylin
der. My regular .45 Colt carbide sizing die 
will not accomplish this. 

I made a big mistake the fust time I 
reloaded for the .454, a mistake that should 
not have been made by someone who has 
been reloading for 30 years. Since I was 
using .454 brass, .454 dies, and .454 bullets, 
I broke a cardinal rule: I did not try the 
rounds in the gun to see if they would fit 
before I loaded a quantity of ammunition, 100 
rounds to be exact. I wound up with 100 
rounds that had to be pulled because they 
would not fit the cylinder. 

Using cast bullets from the Freedom Arms 
bullet moulds for the 260, and 300 gr. bullets, 
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HereAre500 
Prime Examples Why. 

Get 500 free CCI 
primers when you buy any 
RCBS Carbide Die set 

Talk about more bang 
for the buck. You get the pre
cision and durability that 
make RCBS the ultimate in 

reloading dies, plus a mail-in 
certificate good for 500 CCI rifle 

or pistol primers . 
Free primers aside, RCBS 

Carbide Dies make plenty of sense if you do a lot of reloading. 
They eliminate· the need for case lubrication because cases 
won't stick to the die's smooth, tungsten carbide interior. 

Better still, RCBS Carbide Dies are backed by our life
time warranty: If they don't work for any reason, just send them 
back. We 'II fix or replace them free. 

Look for specially-marked boxes at your favorite reloading 
dealer. 

RCBS products are always a 
superior value. But with an offer 
this good, there may never be a 
better time to load up. 

RCBS 
Your Shoo!ii}g Partnet 

CCI, Speer, RCBS, Oiirer.. & Wewer 

For a 1987 full line catalog, send $2. 00 for postage and handling to: Catalog, PO Box 1538, Lewiston, ID 83501 1987 
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C. T. BRIAN - PISTOLSMITHING 
" I WORK CLOSELY WITH MY CLIENTS TO BUILD THEIR 
ULTIMATE DUTY OR COMPETITIO PISTOL. RELIABLE FUNCTIO 
MATCH ACCURACY, AND EXCEPTIONAL COSMETIC APPEAL 
ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED." 

CATALOG - 51 .00 

C.T. BRIAN - PISTOLSMITHING 
1101 INDIANA COURT 
DECATUR, IL 62521 
217-429-2290 

•l.P.S.C. •P.P.C. •DUTY - HOME DEFENSE •BULLSEYE •N.R.A. ACTION 

l Please send yo.;-n~ free color 
catalog. 

Name 
Address 
City/State/Zip 

I ON THE STREET. .. 
ON PATROL ... 

Mail to: Desantis Holster and Leather J HOLSTERS ~ --
149 Denton Avenue ""' , 

- THE FINEST~ 

New Hyde Park, NY 11040 MADE " ~ 
BACKUP 

~~,"" w"n o• <m'"""' '"o """o" m. B!!l,'i.tl'S 

I had sized the bullets to .454" in an RCBS 
sizer. This works in the .45 Colt but not in the 
.454". What happened was quite simple; the 
RCBS sizing die did not size the front shoul
der of the FA bullet unless it was allowed to 
enter the sizing die deep enough to cover both 
the crimping groove and above with lube. 
Sizing the bullets in my Star Lubri-Sizer, 
which allows the bullets to completely enter 
the die and pop out the bottom, solved this 
problem. Bullets must be sized to .454" or 
smaller for their entire length or they will not 
enter the tight chambers of the .454. 

In talking to Wayne about reloading for the 
.454 Casull, he made a claim that no other 
manufacturer would dare make for their 
product. Asking him about how far I could 
really go in loading up the .454, his advice 
was to use all the powder I desired among the 
conventional powders, #2400, WW296, 
HllO, and WW680. His words were that 
there was no way I could possibly hurt the 
.454 Casull revolver. I might ruin some 
cases, but the gun itself could not be hurt. My 
original .45410" has thousands of very heavy 
loads through it and is still just as tight as 
ever. The barrel/cylinder gap is still .002" 
and there is virtually no end play or side play 
in the cylinder. You simply carmot hurt this 
revolver using the above mentioned pistol 
powders and any weight bullet. 

Pressures for the .454 Casull factory loads 
and reloads run to 60,000 CUPS and more. 
The gun is built to take it and indeed has 
tremendous safety built into it. Primer 
pockets will blow and cases may split if pres
sures are too high but the revolver will take it. 
Because of the high pressures involved , 
higher even than many rifles, only rifle prim
ers should be used in reloading for the .454 
Casull. Dick himself recommends Reming
ton Benchrest Rifle Primers. 

The original brass for the .454 was noth
ing more than .45 Colt brass lengthened from 
1.285" to 1.385" . The case was lengthened 
imply to prevent its entering .45 Colt cham

bers. Some .45 Colt chambers on the sloppy 
side will chamber the .454 and anyone that 
tries something like this is literally playing 
with dynamite. No .45 Colt will even come 
close to handling a .454 and will probably 
blow with the first round and could have 
disastrous results. Don't even think of trying 
it. 

The new batch of brass has been beefed up 
in the web area and has a small primer pocket 
for the use of small rifle primers. Older brass 
is headstamped: "454 CASULL NAA" while 
the newer batch of brass is marked with : 
"F-A 454 CASULL." The newer brass, even 
though heavier, will give slightly less muzzle 
velocity than the older brass because of the 
change from large rifle to small rifle primers. 
My original lot of 500 rounds of brass has 
been loaded heavily 10 times or more and I 
have lost two cases, one with a neck split and 
the other with a vertical split down the side. It 
is amazing what this brass will take when 
used in the tight chambers of the .454 Casull 
revolver. 

Prior to the advent of the .454, there were 
very few suitable cast bullets available for 
loading hunting-type .45 caliber rounds. 
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Only three bullets come to mind: the Lyman 
#454424, a semi-wadcutter of 250-260 grs. 
depending on alloy used. This bullet was 
designed by Elmer Keith in the 1920s. Copies 
of this same bullet are available from other 
mould manufacturers. The second bullet 
goes back to the 1950s, Lyman's #452490, a 
250 gr. SWC-gas checked design of Ray 
Thompson. The only other suitable bullet has 
been the Lyman or RCBS 300 gr. .45170 
bullet sized to .451-.454. 

Now there are six more cast bullet designs 
that really take advantage of all the hunting 
potential of the .454. NEI has two semi
wadcutter "Keith" bullets available, #310.451 
and #325.451 with the first three numbers 
indicating their weight. Freedom Arms, in 
connection with Lyman, offers two Dick 
Casull designed flat point bullets, #454628, a 
260 grainer, and #454629, designed to ca~t 
out at 300 grs. Finally, SSK Industries offers 
two JD Jones designed bullets, #270.451, and 
#345.451. Both of these latter two are manu
factured by NEI, but available only through 
SSK, and are flat-point designs. 

I have used all of these bullets with satis
faction, casting them from pure linotype for 
the most part, and even up to as soft as three 
parts lead to five parts linotype. No leading 
problems have occurred with any loads. 

The .454 CasulJ is first and foremost a 
hunting handgun. Larry Kelly used the .454 
with 300 gr. jacketed flat point bullets, loaded 
by Freedom Arms to 1700 fps, on his recent 
Afric<)n safari. Kelly used the .454 on hippo, 
crocodile, Cape Buffalo, and lion. Only one 
bullet was recovered, that used on a Cape. 

Kelly said of the .454: 'The .454 Casull 
left nothing to be desired-accurate, depend
able, and capable of taking any animal on 
earth." High praise from the premier hand
gun hunter. The .454 has also been used with 
success in America on elk, moose, and 
Alaska brown bear, plus many deer and black 
bear. 

Freedom Arms offers three jacketed bul
lets for the .454. In addition to the 300 gr. 
bullet used by Kelly in Africa, both a 240 gr. 
JHP and a 260 gr. JFP are available. AU of 
these bullets are designed to withstand the 
tremendous pressures of the .454 Casull. The 
jacket is .032" thick and the core is a tin and 
antimony mixture. These bullets not only are 
built to hold up to the muzzle velocities of the 
.454, but also to stay together for deepest 
penetration on big game. 

There are three other jacketed bullet 
designs available for the .454 that were 
designed originally for the .45 Colt. All three 
are jacketed hollowpoints and will give excel
lent service and accuracy when used with 
reasonable loads. Sierra's 240 gr., Hornady's 
250 gr., and Speer's 260 gr., have all been 
used by this writer with excelJent success on 
silhouettes with velocities up to 1600 fps. 
Because of their lighter jacket construction, 
they may or may not hold together if one 
pushes them to the velocities possible with 
the .454. 

Both Lyman and RCBS offer 400 gr. cast 
bullets that can be used for special purpose 
loads in the .454. These bullets were 
designed to be sized at .457-.458" for use in 
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SHOOT A HANDGUN 
Reveals the expert's way to use your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. It 
describes, with helpful illustrations, the accepted techniques of shooting, and shows you how 
to choose the best handgun for your particular needs. Learn how and where to shoot, the 
care and cleaning of your weapons, firearms responsibility, what ammunition to purchase, 

and much more. Features detailed photos of popular handguns plus 
a special chapter on defensive pistol shooting. SHOOT A HANDGUN 
is the complete manual of handgun instruction that you'll refer to 
again and again. Includes a glossary of handgun terms. Make it part 
of your home library now! Only $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and 
handling. HANDGUNNER BOOKS Suite 200 Dept . 24 HG-7 

591 Camino de la Reina , San Diego, CA 92108 
_ __ Send me a copy of SHOOT A HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95 
plus $1.00 for postage and handling. 

Charge my Credit Card __ Visa MC 
Number__ _ _ Exp. Date _____ Initials _ _ 
NAME 
ADDRESS _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ 
CITY___ _ STATE ZIP 
California residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

WE TAKE PRIDE ... 
IN OUR 1SPECIAL' WORK: 

• Revolver action jobs 
• IPSC auto conversions 
• Metal checkering 
• Sight installation 
• One piece compensator 

barrels. 
• Fine welding 

If you demand professional 
workmanship, send $3 for our 16-page 

color brochure and price list. Refundable. 

PROFESSIONAL SHOOTERS CHOOSE -

COMPENSATOR BARRELS 
By 

Jim Stroh, American Pistolsmiths Guild 

• Solid, integral construction • Muzzle lift is greatly reduced 
• Machined from one-piece Douglas blank • Individually fitted to slide and frame 

• Front sight integral with compensator • Three week shop time-Guaranteed· 

• Areas of greatest stress are hardened • One piece recoil spring guide and plug 

• Perfect bore-compensator alignment • From $2951blued and fitted 
• For standard 5-inch barrel Colts 

For free literature, send large, double stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 

Jim Stroh 
ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 07 

Route 1. Box 35·1. Gqod Hope. Georgia 30641 (404) 26Hi163. 
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--~Made In the U.S.A.,"'---~ 

FOR INCREASED 
FIREPOWER NEW! 

•Constant 
force spring 
holds 2 
extra rounds. 

•Made of 
alloy steel. 
•Blued 

Item MAP 9015 
15 rounds for: 

Browning 
High-power, 

Beretta 
Compacts, 

Kassnar PJK-9HP 
Item MAS 9017 

16 rounds for: 
Beretta 92S, 

92SB, 92F, 92FB, 
Taurus PT92AF-99AF, PT92-99, 

$19 95 
or SIG Sauer P226 

-'----·--"- Item MAW 9117 
16 rounds for: 

Smith & Wesson 459, 559, 659 
or Marlin Camp Rifle 

RAM-LINEiNc. 
Suite 12N11, 15611West6th Ave., Golden CO 80401 

Law enforcement inquiries invited. 

Learn How To 
Open Your Own 

Gun Shop 
BE A "GUN PRO" 
-the man other 
men respect when 
it comes to guns. 
Your love of guns and 
shooting can be the 
first step toward an 
exciting career. 
BE YOUR OWN 
GUN EXPERT-We 
show you how to buy 
and sell guns,..cus
tomize, repair and 
accunze them,.. fit and 
finish stocks. Learn all 
about balhstics,..black 
powder,..how to im
port guns. 
We Show You How 

Train at Home 
in Your S are 
Time 
No 
pre
vious 
experi
ence 
needed 

to Apply for a Federal Firearms License-Buy 
and sell guns, ammunition and accessories while you 
are still a student at North American. Start making 
extra cash almost immediately-order guns for others 
on cost-plus basis with no investment. 
First lesson reveals secret that increases 
hunting accuracy. Your friends won't believe their 
eyes when they see how your shooting improves. A 
simple, easy-to-understand chart included in your first 
lesson gives you new accuracy. 

1·800·228-5300 ~wii/51 
CALL ANYTIME- ?• hours a day. 7 days a week 

No cost No obligat1on No salesman will v1s1t =-- OR MAIL COUPON TODAY! ---
North American School of Firearms, Dept NH057 I 

I 925 Oak Street. Scranton, PA 18508 
I Rush me information telling how I may become a GUN PRO 

1
1 

I No cost. No obligation. No salesman will v1s1t you. 
I Name Age __ I 
I Address _ Apt. # _ I 
I City/State/Zip _ I 

L~~L-~-------~-~J ~ A Sub•idiary of Nat ional Education Corporation 
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the .45/70 and I size them in stages, first to 
.458, then to .454, and then to .452. If this 
sequence is not observed the bullet will 
become mis-shapened and the crimping 
groove will be obliterated. Brass must be 
trimmed to approximately I. 30011 to allow for 
cylinder rotation. Velocities of 1400 fps are 
possible in the 4% /1 barrel and a full 1600 fps 
can be achieved in the longer 1011 barrel. 
Recoil is severe in both cases, but especially 
so in the 4% /1 "Paclcin' Pistol." In using these 
heavy bullets, I never carry more than two 
rounds backed by other lighter bullets as 
number-three-round usually, and number
four-round always, jumps the crimp because 
of the heavy recoil. 

Even though I have tested well over 200 
loads for the .454, I do manage to come up 
with some favorites. There are a number of 
bullet/powder combinations that are real 
standouts. Lyman's #454424 Keith bullet has 
been around for nearly 60 years and still is a 
top performer. Five shots with this bullet 
over 28.0 grs. of WW296 give an average 
muzzle velocity of 1660 fps with an extreme 
spread of only 8 fps. Accurate plus signifi
cantly more powerful than any .44 Magnum 
factory load. Like all loads, it is assembled 
with large rifle primers. 

For a mild, accurate shooting load for 
silhouettes, I stumbled onto the SSK bullet 
over 21.0 grs. of #2400 for about 1400 fps. 

Heavy bullets perform exceptionally well 
in the .454 and the SSK 340 gr. bullet over 
32.0 grs. ofHUO gives velocities in excess of 
1800 fps. A more manageable load is the 
same bullet at 1600 fps using 28.0 grs. of 
HllO. When used in the 4 %" "Packin' Pistol," 
I prefer the 340 gr. bullet at more sedate 
velocities like 1200-1300 fps with 23.5 to 
24.5 grs. ofWW2%. 

For this short barreled powerhouse, I also 
have a special fondness for the NEI 310 and 
325 gr. Keith bullets loaded in .45 Colt cases 
using WW2% at 1300 fps. I will not give 
these loads, as I don't want someone trying 
them in a regular .45 Colt sixgun of some 
other manufacturer. The massive cylinder of 
the .454 Casull will handle the pressures, 
other .45 cylinders may not. 

With jacketed bullets, either the 240 
Sierra, or 250 Hornady, or 260 Speer, all 
make excellent silhouette bullets when used 
over29.0 grs. ofWW680ata very mild 1300 
fps. At the other end of the scale is the 300 gr. 
Freedom Arms JFP over 31.0 grs. of either 
WW2% or HUO for 1600 fps. Either load 
shoots one hole groups at 25 yds and the 
accuracy continues as the range increases. 

Best results with the .454 for heavy loads 
will be achieved with either Hl!O or WW296. 
Up to a certain point #2400 will give excel
lent results and then pressures seem to sky
rocket. The only brass I have lost has been 
with the use of #2400. 

The .454 Casull has made its reputation as 
"The World's Most Powerful Revolver." This 
it is, and it is not likely to be challenged by 
any production gun. It is also an extremely 
accurate revolver. My 10" , even when 
equipped with iron sights, seems to have 
built-in radar. It is one of those all too rare 
revolvers that seems to shoot everything 

This 

BRASS 
CATCHER 

attaches to 
your hand . .. 
not your gun. 

It works! 

Catch ejected casings 
from automatic handguns 
with the CATCH-ALL brass catcher. 

• saves time & money- eliminates 
searching for lost or scattered brass 

• adjustable strap attaches to right 
hand, allows flexibility 

• no weapon alteration necessary 

• will not obstruct sight picture 

• 2~ oz. total wt., space-age plastic 

CATCH-ALL s24ss 
ppd. 

patent applied for USA 

Place your order today! 
Call Department 206 TOLL FREE 
1-800-824-6853 or (503) 686-9844 in 

Oregon. Visa and MasterCard accepted . 

No Risk 30-Day Moneyback Guarantee 

Catch-All Products. Dept. 206 
P.O. Box 2522. Eugene, OR 97402 

IT'S BACK! 

CATTLE BARON 
LEATHER CO .. Now 

rlW' Original 
Dlrfy Harry@ 
Shoulder Holster 

For ALL 
HANDGUNS 

'Marauder'tm 
Black Model 

w Black 
Holds The Rights to this Suede Lining 

WORLD CLASS HOLSTER 
WORN BY SHOOTERS IN OVER 21 COUNTRIES 

• HOLSTER & HARNE~S made Ent1rely Of TOP
GRA IN l EATHER NO ELASTIC NO Split 
CG> wh1r1P is Used NO STRAPS VIS IBLE 
ACROSS CHE' ST 

• HOL STE'R Is Made From EXTRA HEAVY 
HAND SELECTED TEXAS SADDL E LE ATHER 

• HOL STER Is Lint>d With GENUINE SUEDE 

•This Is THE ORIGINAL- Recommended As 
The 'Best' By More Gun Writers Than Any Other 
Holster in The World 
•PRICES: 6-1 / 2" barrels or under $89.95 

7-1 / 2''. 8" or 8-3/ 8" barrels $99.95 
10710 '12 " or10~ · barrels $109.95 

(Left Hand Models-NO EXTRA CHARGE) 
COLOR CATALOG $3.00. Please add 5°'0 to total of order for sh1ppmg & ms 
m Cont U S ALASKA, HI, APO- Add 10%-FOREIGN- Add 20% 
DEALERS Send S3 00 & F F l for catalog 

Credit Card Orders (512) 697-8900. 
Send check M.0 . VISA or M.C. to: 

CATTLE BARON LEATHER CO. 
P.O. Box 100724 Dept. AH- 7, San Antonio , TX 78201 

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS 
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well. The reason for this is the close toler
ances held to by Freedom Arms and also the 
barrel twist of 1:24 which not only stabilizes 
250 grain bullets but is perfect for the 
300-340 grain bullets. 

How accurate is the .454? With the 10" 
model equipped with Bo-Mar sights, five
shot, one-hole groups are not uncommon 
with this shooter and I have shot many one
inch groups at 50 yds. If all goes well, I can 
manage 2-3" at 100 yds from a sand-bagged 
rest. I have used mine for silhouetting for the 
past year and shot a 70 x 80 with it at the 
Internationals. That is the best I have ever 
done with any revolver. The 4%" .454 
requires more concentration and I have not 
been able to shoot it as well as the longer 
barreled .454. However, using 400 gr. bul
lets at 1400 fps from the short barreled .454, I 
have put five shots in 7 /8" at 25 yds. Even the 
4 % /1 Casull shoots extremely well at long 
range and a 300 gr. bullet with a muzzle 
velocity of 1400 fps is still traveling 1150 fps at 
225 yds. That is a lot of down range energy. 

I will not insult any reader's intelligence by 
saying that the .454 is pleasant to shoot. 
Exciting, yes; exhilarating, definitely; fun , 
absolutely. But it does recoil heavily. The 
grip design is a good one and helps lessen felt 
recoil, but there is no way to have as much 
muzzle energy as the .454 is capable of with
out paying for it in the hand. If, however, you 
can handle a heavily loaded .44 Magnum, 
you can also handle a .454. 

The .454 Casull from Freedom Arms is 
the most expensive American-made produc
tion revolver available. It is also the strong
est, probably the best built, and capable of 
astounding accuracy. Freedom Arms gets a 
lot of repeat business and I am working on 
buying my third one. Needless to ...... 
say, I think it is worth the price. ~ 

.454 RELOADING 
COMPONENT 

MANUFACTURERS 
Freedom Arms 
#1 Freedom Lane/PO Box 150 
Freedom, Wyoming 83120 

SSK Industries 
Route 1, Della Drive 
Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910 

Lyman Products Corp. 
Rte.147 
Middlefield, Connecticut 06455 

NorthEast Industrial Inc. 
405 N. Canyon Blvd./PO Box 249 
Canyon City, Oregon 97828 

Omark Industries 
Box586 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(Speer bullets and RCBS molds) 

Hornady Manufacturing 
PO Box 1848 
Grand Island, Nebraska 68802 

Sierra Bullets, Inc. 
10532 S. Painter Ave. 
Santa Fe Springs, California 90760 
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--Custom 
Pistols 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 
Highest quality workrnanshlp by a champion 
competitor: 
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold" 

Pistol Team, 1982 
•Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld 

Championship, 1980 and 1982. 
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981 
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System 

For more information and gun specifications: 
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787 

g>~g>~y~ 
/@\ 101 Pittston Ave. Scranton, PA 18505 ~ 
~ (717) 343-7352 ~ 

Is pleased to offer the ullimate in Defensive 
Handgun Ammunition - Pure Copper Projectiles 

with 
Excellent Tactical Power 

MSC 
Maximum 

Sub-Caliber 
25 acp (29 Grains) 

Velocity In Excess of 1200 FPS 
More Stopping Power Than 380 Ball 

Excellent Feed Reliability 

Seven Round Pack 

Retail $14.95 

MAP 
Maximum 

Auto Pistol 
9mm (67 Grains) 

Velocity.In Excess of 1700 FPS 
Expands To Over 70 Caliber 

Nylon Tip Feeds Better Than Ball 

Six Round Pack - Retail $14.95 

MPP 
Maximum 

Pocket Pistol 
380 acp (54.5 grail) 

Velocity In Excess Of 1300 FPS 
Expands to Over 60 Caliber 

Nylon Tip Feeds Better Than Ball 

Six Round Pack 

Retail $14.95 

MMC 
Maximum 

Major Caliber 
45 acp (100 Grains) 
Velocity In Excess 

of 1400 FPS 

Expands To Over 80 Caliber 
Nylon Tip Feeds Better Than Ball 

Five Round Pack - Retail $14.95 

None of the above will defeat threat level (11 A) Soft Body Armor 
Sold only through reputable full-time gun shops. If your shop does not have in inventory, have 

them contact Personal Protection Systems, Ltd. or one of the below listed distributors: 
API Marketing Arms & Ammo Supply Bumble Bee Wholesale 

1600 Moncavia Avenue 119 El Camino Real 12521 Oxnard Street 
Newport Beach, CA 92663 San Bruno, CA 94066 N. Hollywood, CA 91606 

Central Gun Exchange Euclid Sales Hi Vel, Inc. 
1016 First Avenue 1145 Euclid Avenue Rural Route 2, Box 664-C 

Seattle, Washington 98104 Atlanta, GA 30307 New Haven, Kentucky 40051 

Republic Arms 
2126W. 34th Street 

Houston, Texas 77018 
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BRASS CATCHER* 
"It's the handiest on the market" 

~ $12.95 
The BRASS CATCHER * fits on your hand, not on 
your handgun. No more clumsy distractions. Specifically 
designed for Browning, Colt, Mac 10, Uzi and other popular 
semi-autos. The BRASS CATCHER* adjusts for either top 
or right side ejections. Recommended for right hand shooters. 

Send check or money order to: 

GAGE MANUFACTURING 
663 West 7th St. San Pedro, CA 90731 No C.O.D. 

Pin Guns 
IPSCComps 
Basic to 
Full House 

Caliber Conv e rs ions 
Action Tuning 

Smytho n s Built 
Sq Butt t o 

Rd Butt 

Call for details 

NU-LI NE GUNS, INC. 
Dept. AH 

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD 
HARVESTER, M ISSOURI 63303 

(314) 447-4501/441-4500 

Use what the Masters use -
Mike Dalton 
Mickey Fowler 
Mike Plaxco 
Rob Leatham 

Beeman P1 -World 's Most Powerful Ai r Pistol! 

• High Power, Top Accuracy 
• Dual Power-In .177"and Smm 
• Excellent Firea rm Trainer 

Colt .45 and Pachmayr rubber grips fit the P1 to ma111ta111 
the "feel" of your f11earm. Makes the Pl a perfect firearm 
trainer. Best of all, 1t costs only about 1 c per shoti A dual power, 
spring-piston a1rgun, the P 1 reaches velocl11es up to 600 fps on 
high power, 350-400 on low powe1. Sugg. Retail $219.95. 

Send for Beeman Adult Airgun Guide/Firearm Catalog, reg. $2, FREE with 
mention of code HG?. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. For fast, 1st class mail 
add $1; $3 for overseas delivery. At your local dealer or direct. 

Beeman Precision Arms Inc. 

THE AYOOB FILES 
Co111i1111edfro111 po[!,e37 

"Please," Bumpus said professionally, "put 
your hands on the wall." But Kirk moved 
suddenly forward , trying to pass between 
Bumpus and McCarthy. Shorter at 5-11 but 
outweighing the tall man by perhaps 30 
pounds, Bumpus stepped forward and lightly 
touched his flashlight against the taller man's 
chest, asking him once more to put his hands 
against the wall. 

Kirk growled . "I'm goin' out of here, 
motherf---er," and stepped back away from 
the officer, his hand flashing back to his right 
hip pocket area. At that moment the nervous 
one on Bumpus' left screamed, "He's got a 
gun! He's gonna shoot!" 

It was at this point that everything started 
to go into slow motion for young David 
Bumpus. 

He doesn't exactly remember clearing the 
Model 60; he remembers only that his prac
ticed hand reached for it and suddenly the 
little .38 was in his hand. At the same 
moment, he saw the blue steel barrel of a 
revolver come out from under Kirk's coat, 
and he saw that the tall man was holding it in a 
firing position. 

He's got a gun! 
He's gonna shoot! 

To this day, he is not totally certain why he 
did not fire then. He thinks it's because he 
knew a .38 slug couldn't stop Kirk from firing 
at least one shot. Instead, he lunged for the 
gun, which was coming up vengefully, not on 
the officer, but on the young black man who 
had shouted the warning. 

Bumpus threw himself between the gun 
and the black kid as Kirk brought it up, and 
simultaneously, his left hand opened and 
dropped the Mag-Lite, then reached and 
closed over the cylinder and hammer area of 
the blue steel revolver. This was no Saturday 
Night Special: the suspect's weapon was a 
Smith & Wesson four-inch Combat Master
piece Model 15 .38 Special, reported stolen 
years before from the Indianapolis Police 
Department. 

At the same time, the taller man's left hand 
snaked out and grabbed Bumpus' right wrist, 
trying to hold the Model 60 away so he could 
bring his Model 15 to bear to kill the officer. 
The gun swung toward Bumpus, and he 
deflected it. Then came a shout from their 
right: McCarthy had seen what was happen
ing and had turned away from his suspects, 
drawing his own snubnose S& W to defend 
his partner's life. 

With all his strength, Kirk swung the gun 
toward the other officer. The only thought 
that went through Bumpus' mind was, "Bill 
isn't wearing a vest!" He pivoted sharply to 
his right, placing his own body between the 
muzzle of the Combat Masterpiece and his 
partner as he again forced his opponent's gun 
hand down, and he threw his shoulder into a 
body check that slammed the other man 
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against the wall. 
But they were still toe to toe, belly to belly, 

grappling for one another's .38s. McCarthy 
and Bumpus were both yelling "Stop or I'll 
shoot!" Still the offender tried grimly to get 
his gun muzzle onto the cop. He pulled the 
trigger again and again, but Bumpus remem
bered his survival training and slipped the 
web of his hand between the hammer and the 
frame. As it kept rising and falling, the ham
mer and its sharp firing pin tore into Bumpus' 
flesh, but he didn't let go. The attacker still 
struggled violently to shoot the officer. 

Feeling the opponent's almost superhuman 
strength, Bumpus realized that disarming 
him was hopeless. He didn't want to have to 
kill this man. Yet he knew he was in a fight for 
life, his life and that of his partner. 

Knowing he was on the precipice of death, 
Dave Bumpus' body and mind had gone into 
"fight or flight reflex," the ancient mam
malian response that channels all the 
organism's powers of preception and move
ment and response into the single over
whelming imperative of survival. And the 
young officer felt something he had never 
experienced before and has not experienced 
since. 

It was as if he was outside his own body, 
seeing the whole thing from a third-party 
perspective. He saw himself wrestling hand 
to hand. He was aware that one of the other 
suspects was fleeing, while the other three 
stood rooted to the spot in fascination and 
terror at the death-battle that was unfolding in 
front of them. When his partner Bill McCar-
thy cocked his own Model 60, Bumpus heard 
it "as loudly as an anchor dropping," and there 
was time for him to think, "Dammit, Bill, 
that's your old police academy training com
ing back. You and I always practice double
action." 

Bumpus heard himself yell, "Drop it or I'll 
have to shoot you!" And he heard Kirk grate 
back, "F--k you!" 

Then the tall man's gun arm was surging 
up against him, trying with maximum force 
to deliver the death shot, and Special Deputy 
David Bumpus could wait no longer. 

He thrust his gun hand forward , burying 
the two-inch barrel of his Model 60 as hard as 
he could into his attacker's abdomen, and he 
pulled the trigger. 

The muffled blast rocked the tall gunman 
backward, jack-knifing him at belt level. The 
upward pressure against Bumpus' left hand 
was gone, but the deadly revolver was still 
firmly in the gunman's fist, and just as firmly 
in Bumpus'. "I've been shot!" Kirk screamed. 

The Scorpion Hydra-Shok is a 146-grain 
all-lead cup point bullet. It is the thinking 
man's version of the old trick of the hol
lowbase 148-grain wadcutter loaded back
ward. Unlike the handloaded version, it does 
not tumble or lose accuracy, due in part to a 
scientifically designed post in the center of 
the hollow cavity. It is factory-loaded to about 
the same velocity as a mid-range target 
wadcutter. 

Bumpus' Hydra-Shok entered the taller 
man's belly to the right of the navel, coursing 
upward and to the suspect's left. Its mush
rooming began almost immediately. the bul-
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Ex ten ded Magazine Release 
Assembly for Col t 45 type Autos. 
Replaces existing release flu J11i l· 
ing and tapping. Available as a 
complete urnt for $19 95 or just the 
enlarged button and screw for 
$9.95. Enlarged button & screw 
comes in blue or stainless. 
Replacement ca tch comes in blue 
Stainless $4.00 extra 

... ..,.-..._· -· .... _ .. .......... ,.... 
...... ·~ 4A4·,"'~ 

.. "'.•.~ - ..... Jll ... 4 .... 

·"~":~ ....... ~ ...... .,....._ .. 
~·. ','1·~·?' .-'-· 

~ .... 
DEALER INOUI RIES INVITED. 

Bianchi B-9 Belt or G Davis #114 Belt 
G. Davis Cal Challenger Low Cut II 12450 L-C 
G Davis Cahlorma Challenger # 12450 
G. Davis Wheel Whiz Revolver Holster 
G Davis Phoenix Special #11450 
G. Davis Double .45 Mag ix;iuch 23000 
Blocker Matchmaster Holster 5 " or 6" 
8'ocker Double Mag Ppuch, 45 Slant or Stra}ghl 
Blocker Belt (All Sizes) 
Rogers Steel Challenge Holster (6 ~ Auto or Revolver) 
Rogers Steel Challenge Holster (Stan Auto or 4 ~ Rev.) 
Wilson Shok-Bufl Kit (Govt _ or Commander) 
Wilson Shok-Buff Washers 
Wilson Extended Eiector 
Wiison Commander Hammer 
Wilson Trigger . 
Wilson Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue or Stainless) 
Wilson/Rogers Competition 45 Magazine 
Wilson #61 Deluxe Sight 
Wison LE-K Compensator Unit 
Clark Pinmaster Compensator Untt 
Pro Timer I. 185.00 . . Pro Timer Ill 
Bomar BMCS Sight 
Breskovich Advanl age Grip System for 45 Auto 
John Shaw Speed-E-Load Mag Well •• 
King Drop In Wide Grip Safety (blue/stainless) ... 
King Extended Combat Safety (blue/stainless) 
Swenson Ambidextrous Safely for 45 
Extended Replacement Pads for Wilson Mags 
Wiison "Combat 45 Auto" Book 
"Shoot to Win" by John Shaw 

26 00 
69 00 
69 .00 
76 00 
74 00 

Single 14 00 
69 95 
28 95 
28 95 
6700 
6100 

5 50 
1 00 

20.95 

23.95 
16.50 
20.95 
22.95 
34 00 

250 00 
270 00 
265 00 
5000 
45.00 
26 00 
29 00 
22 00 
48 50 

"Life Without Fear· by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton 
Magazine Slam Pads Black Checkered Neoprene ... . . 
Quickloader Magazine Well 

1 75 
12.95 
11 95 
9 95 
1.25 
6 00 
1 75 
4 25 

John Shaw's Magazine Pad 
"I Shoot Hostages" Hat Pin . 

IN STOCK: 

ERNIE HILL 
SPEED LEATHER 

Holster ... . 
Belt ..... . 
DBL Pouch 
Fender Single Pouch. 

. 74.00 
38.00 
28.00 
20.00 

Send order & payment to: 

COMBAT CORNER 
RD #1, RT 60, Dept. AHG 
Fredonia, NY 14063 

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK 
MASTERCARD/VISA ACCEPTED! 
Give number & Expiration Date 
Phone Orders Mon-Fri 4-1 O PM EST 
Jim (716) 672-4218 Mike (716) 627-3762 
ADD $1 .00 per order for postage 
New York State residents add 7% Sales Tax 
Ask for FREE Catalogue 
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EAGLE GRIPS 
ART JEWEL ENTERPRISES, LTD. 

let tore into his spleen and lodged there, 
perfectly mushroomed to about . 72 caliber 
and tearing through numerous blood vessels 
en route. 

Though badly wounded, the gunman was 
still on his feet and fighting. "Drop your gun 
and I won't have to shoot you again," Bumpus 
yelled, but Kirk only hung onto the gun and 
kept thrashing and shouting, "I've been shot!" 

EXOTIC HAND-CARVED 
ROSEWOOD GRIPS 

FOR YOUR REDHAWK 
We offer the la rges t selection o f ivory, 
mother-o f-pea rl, horn, stag, rosewood and 
ebony grips for most production handguns. 
* Custom knife handles, presentation cases and 

matching accessories also available. 

SEND $1 FOR COMPLETE COLOR CATALOG 
DEPT. H3, 421 IRMEN DRIVE, 
ADDISON, IL 60101 

Custom .45 work. checkering. trigger 
guard modification and accurizing. In
dustrial hard chrome. PPC revolver 
work. barreling and installation of all 
types of sights. Complete machine shop 
for all of your needs. 

2200 Series Holster 

JACK's GUN SHOP 
4311 W. Waters Ave. 

Tampa. FL 33614 
(813) 882-9147 

The new adjustable strap enables each size to accommodate numerous 
handguns. In addition to its nexibility, it is light in weight and long on durability. 
• ll sizes fit most handguns • Available in right and left hand • Patent pending 
Send $2 for complete catalog P.O. Box 467 , Westminster, CO 80030 

'3995 
plus $3.50 

sh pg & hdlg 

Made in U.S.A. 

McCarthy, meanwhile, had nearly shot 
Kirk himself. When he heard the blast of the 
.38 and saw the two struggling figures jerk, 
he couldn't tell whether his partner or the 
perpetrator had been shot, but he didn't want 
to risk shooting Bumpus. Uncocking his 
Model 60, McCarthy ran around behind 
Bumpus and grabbed the tall drug dealer. As 
the younger officer maintained a death grip 
on the gun, McCarthy drove the big man to 
the floor. Bumpus, now with two extra hands 
on his side, was finally able to pry Kirk's hand 
off the stolen Smith & Wesson . 

They managed to handcuff the bleeding 
suspect. McCarthy punched the six live car
tridges out of the chambers of the gunman's 
revolver. There were two hollowpoints, three 
round nose lead cartridges, and a .38 wadcut
ter. Some of them had lightly dimpled prim
ers from where Bumpus' hand had slipped 
while Kirk was trying to murder him, and the 
web of his hand had slid up and away from 
the firing pin, blocking the hammer just 
enough to keep the nose of the pin from fully 
impacting the primers. It had been that close. 

When the ambulance team arrived, they 
found Dave Bumpus performing first aid on 
the man hetl shot, the man who had tried to 
murder him. Bumpus' Chief Special was in 
McCarthy's pocket; one of his first reactions 
after the would-be copkiller was handcuffed 
had been to hand the gun to his partner to 
preserve the evidence. 

Hospitalized for many months and numer
ous surgeries, Lloyd Kirk survived. When he 
was ambulatory and, incredibly, free on bond 
while awaiting trial, Dave Bumpus would 
note two things about his former mortal foe 
the several times their paths crossed on the 
streets of Indianapolis. First, Kirk was limp
ing; the surgeons had removed blood vessels 
from his legs to replace the ones in his belly 
that Dave's bullet had shredded. Second, as 
soon as Kirk saw his erstwhile intended 
murder victim, he would limp away as fast as 
his lame legs would carry him. 

A s soon as a cop perceives a potential 
./"\..arrestee getting "hinky," his alarm bells 
should go off. The bells rang for Bumpus and 
McCarthy, and probably saved their lives. 
Lloyd Kirk proved to have a four-page rap 
sheet for repeated assault , burglary, and nar
cotics arrests, and had in fact been arrested 
three times in the two weeks preceding the 
shooting on assorted felony charges. There is 
not room here to hypothesize why he was still 
walking the streets of Indianapolis with a 
stolen gun. Kirk pulled the trigger on 
Bumpus multiple times, and there can be no 
doubt that if the officers had been less alert, 
they would probably have been murdered. 

As close as he was to Kirk, it's doubtful 
that Bumpus could have reached cross-body 
and drawn his .357 revolver from its shoul-
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der holster before being shot. The backup 
gun where he could reach it saved his life. 

Some critics will say that Bumpus was too 
much of a "Mr. Nice Guy" in the early 
moments of the confrontation. Having spent 
considerable time debriefing career cops 
who work Indianapolis - IPD, Marion 
County SO, and State Police District 1-I 
disagree. Indianapolis law enforcement is 
particularly sensitive to any situation that can 
be interpreted as "hassling black citizens," 
and these two white cops were acutely aware 
of that. 

I recall one shooting trial I was involved in 
where a not-too-dissimilar shooting trig
gered a major race riot that resulted in 
another death, numerous injuries, and mil
lions of dollars in property daµiage. Why did 
that not happen here? First, because the 
officers went by the book . . . second, 
because all evidence and testimony showed 
they had been polite instead of overbearing 
... and third, perhaps most important, 
because the young black man who had 
shouted "He's got a gun" went on television 
the night of the shooting and stated how the 
white policeman had saved his life by throw
ing his own body between the youth and the 
gun Lloyd Kirk was pointing at him. Thus, 
the shooting of a black suspect by a white 
officer on Martin Luther King's birthday 
caused no racial backlash whatsoever. 

In a Mexican Standoff with an armed man 
trying to kill him and his partner and a third 
party, Dave kept everyone but the bad guy 
from getting shot. ("Sure," he told me, "I still 
think that the best situation ends with no shots 
fired, but unfortunately, that can't always be 
the case. I'm still a cop and proud.") 

I know unarmed combat jocks who would 
tell you that they would have simply ripped 
Kirk's gun out of his hand . As one who 
teaches weapon retention, defensive tactics, 
and disarming to police, I can only note that 
none of the current training systems of this 
type even begin to address the situation of 
you and the suspect each having a gun in your 
hand, and each struggling to disarm and con
trol the other. I believe Bumpus' tactic was 
absolutely the correct one. 

Bumpus was in a Mexican Standoff with a 
man who was trying to pull the trigger on 
him, and he got off the first effective shot, 
thus controlling the encounter. I can't argue 
with that. 

Shoving the muzzle into the opponent as 
you pull the trigger will usually greatly mag
nify stopping power, since the violently 
expanding gases of the muzzle blast are 
directed into the body. Such a wound from a 
125-grain .357 like the load Dave had in his 
Python produces a wound reminiscent of a 
close-range shot from a 12-gauge rifled slug. 
The Hydro-Shok in Dave's two-inch .38 was 
expressly designed to have limited muzzle 
blast, ergo, there was limited contact distance 
blast injury to supplement the shock power of 
the bullet itself. While the Scorpion round did 
everything it was supposed to and more in 
terms of penetration, remember that it left the 
barrel at slow, mid-range velocity: it dumped 
all its energy, but it didn't have that much 
energy to dump. It will be noted that Dave 
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DEALER INQUIRIES 
INVITED 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping . For calibers up 
through .357 Mag . Available in silver or black finish . 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson , Dan 
Wesson , Colt and Ruger. 

Send for free catalog 42H. 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA s4ssa 

MORETHANJUSTTHETOMMYGUN. 

The Auto-Ordnance I 9 l l A-1 
is a c~tition prwen pistol. Used by the winner of the 
1986 Steel Challenge, it is an established and popul.ir Choke in tt1e pistol 
marKet. Just as you would expect from the company tl1at stiff manufac:taes 
the legendaiy Thompson. See your deafer or send S2.00 for our beautiful 
new color catalog. 

Auto-Ordnance Corporation ~ 
BoxAH-7, WestHurley,N.Y.12491 (914)679-7225 ~ 
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BAER 
CUSTOM GUNS 

DES IGNER COMP II SYSTEM 
PATENT PEND ING 

KART N.M. BARREL - TAPERED CONE SYST EM 
FULL LENGTH GUIDE SYSTEM - PERMAN ENTLY FIXED 

WITH OUR UN IQUE SILVER BRAZING TECHNIQU E 

GUARANTEED 2 1/2" - 10 SH OT GROUPS AT 50 YDS. 
ALL IP SC. MODIF ICATIONS AVAI LABLE 

SEND A 
BUCK FOR 
CATALOG 

PISTOLSMITH PROFILE JULY-AUGUST 1985 

P.P.C. AND BIANCHI REVOLVERS 
X-RIN G ACCURACY - DOUGLAS BA RRE LS 
BAER CUSTOM REVOLV ER PORT SYSTEM 
FULL LENGTH RIBS - SMOOTH DOUBLE ACTION 

CUSTOM X-P 100's - LONG RANGE CALIBERS 

1725 MINESITE ROAD ALLENTOWN. PA 18103 PHONE 215·398-2362 

5" & 6" 
Brls. 

PISTOLSMITH 
I have 34 years experience repa iring and building all ty pes of sporting 
fi rearms. Complete faci lit ies fo r the type of work tha t is required . 

Combat • Pin sh ooting • Target • Si lhouette 
COLT FACTORY WA RR ANTEE SERVICE CE NTER 

HIGH STANDA RD SPEC IALIST- ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER IMPROVEMENTS 

A one man shop tha t cares. an d a shooter who kn ows w ha t th e se ri ous 
shoo ter wa nts . Satisfaction Ass ured. Price List $1.00 . 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
Ha rt la nd Blvd., East Hartl a nd, Conn . 

Te l. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027 

QUADRA-LOK lltm 
COMPETITION BARREL SYSTEMS 

DROP-IN ACCURACY 
FOR THE .45 

CENTAUR ADJUSTABLE 
SLIDE STOP - A totally 
new approach to Specia ll y 

machined 
slide stop 

Roller 
& shims 

Oversized 
lug Pivot 

band 

(Kits include 
$ 791A 90 Brl, Slide 

'I"• Stop & Buffered 
(comp. version) Recoi l System) 

C€ntauR syst€rns. me. 
Suite 114/ 15127 NE 24th 
Redmond , WA 98052-5530 
(206) 392-8472 

2.5 oz. 
Comp 

*Prices start at $144.95. 

Send $1.00 for Brochure 
and Operating Principles. 
Dealer Pricing Available. 

Bumpus now carries Glaser Safety Slugs in 
his backup .38 Special. 

Though it does not show up in the official 
reports I have of the shooting, medical per
sonnel who attended Kirk told Bumpus that 
the drug pusher was "pilled up" at the time of 
the shooting. This could be a contributing 
factor to Kirk's ability to take the severe 
wound he absorbed without instantly drop
ping, and may be the sole reason for his 
ability to stay on his feet struggling with the 
officers until he was overcome and disarmed 
by physical force after being shot at contact 
distance with the .38 Hydra-Shok. 

A warning with contact distance gunshot 
wounds : the blast effect can throw back 
enough blood and gore and hair and whatnot 
to jam the pistol. This has been observed on 
numerous occasions and is a factor in a 
shooting case the writer is presently about to 
go to trial with . No such flesh or clothing 
debris was thrown back into Bumpus' gun, 
probably because the shooting went down in 
the coldest part of a midwestern winter, and 
all involved were wearing heavy clothing. If 
Kirk had been barechested in summer, it 
could have been different: I've seen both 
revolvers and autos jammed by flesh debris 
from contact or close-contact impacts in 
meat. In this case, the drug pusher's clothes 
effectively contained any backsplatter of 
blood and tissue. 

Dave Bumpus is now a career police 
officer in Paris, Tennessee. He frequently 
lectures on officer survival at the area police 
academy. Since the shooting he has become 
happily married, and a doting father. He 
advises his police students, "You'll find your
self becoming complacent, but you must 
strive to prevent it . ... Prepare yourselves 
and treat your job attitude so you can go 
through such an encounter if you have to. 
Don't go around mis-using your authority, 
and you can be sure that public opinion will 
be with you afterward. Train your mind and 
condition yourself, and be prepared for the 
worst. Remember: pre-train! No one else can 
do it for you." 

When Lloyd Kirk recovered from the 
gunshot wound Dave inflicted, he went to 
court. His long arrest record indicates great 
success in manipulating the system and stay
ing on the street, and the system didn't make a 
liar of him this time. After attempting to 
murder two police officers and the young 
man who shouted a warning-and who 
testified that Kirk was trying to rob him 
and the other dopers- Lloyd Kirk plea-bar
gained on charges of attempted assault with a 
deadly weapon, attempted strongarm rob
bery, and possession of a deadly weapon, and 
received a prison sentence of six lllllM-
years. °' 
AYOOB'S ODYSSEY 
Continued from page 55 

I'd shot that looked like it might escape 
crippled . Within 10 minutes , the guide 
found her: she was down and almost com
pletely bled out from two devastating chest 
wounds, but still alive enough to lift her 
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head weakly toward me and wiggle her 
ears. A .22/250 slug in the brain ended her 
suffering immediately. 

From that day to this, I've never hunted 
deer again with a .357 Magnum. With the 
load I used it's probably the king of one-shot 
stops in the anti-personnel context, but ani
mals of the wild have vitality and tenacity 
beyond a human's. 

I went to other guns, staying pretty much 
with .44s and .45s with the exception of a 
long flirtation with the .357 I .44 Bobcat 
Magnum, a wildcat round that drives a llO 
grain bullet at about 2000 fps, with incredi-
ble accuracy out to 200 yards. This was the 
only single-action I ever seriously hunted 
with, a Ruger New Model Blackhawk 
super-customized by Larry Kelly's MagNa
Port crew. I came a hair's breadth from 
giving it to Bill Ruger one time: he had 
praised the gun when we'd hunted together, 
and I owed him a gift, and it was my conceit 
to give a gunmaker a gun from his own 
factory that he admired after customizing. 
Then it hit me: why give a hunting handgun 
to the man who hunts only with rifles? 
Indeed, give a revolver to a guy who owns 
the factory it came from? I sent Bill a more 
practical present of the same value, and 
socked the .357/.44 away. 

Usually I hunt with a double-action 
revolver. The lighter hammer fall is less 
disturbing to aim, they feel better in my 
hand, and being an old PPC shooter I prefer 
double-action at long range anyway. You 
don't break your hold to cock the gun; igni
tion time is quicker for better accuracy; and 
there's no "click-click" sound to alert the 
quarry. Besides, the idea of being in a 
moment as exciting as the culmination of a 
hunt and holding a cocked gun with no 
safety, when I might have to move quickly 
over broken ground, is not a big thrill in my 
life. No firearm in the world is safer during a 
buck fever attack than a double-action 
revolver, and I've always wondered why 
handgunners defending their choice of 
weapons don't stress that fact more often. 

I found early that with heavy hunting 
loads, the Smith 29 is quickly pounded out 
of time by .44 Magnum recoil. I prefer the 
beefy Dan Wesson .44 and particularly the 
brawny Ruger Redhawk for the sustained 
full-power practice that handgun-hunting 
skill requires. I've been remiss in not getting 
a .454 Casull, but a full factory 240 grain 
jacketed softnose or semi-wadcutter .44 
Magnum is all I or anyone needs for white
tail deer. 

Now that my training school, Lethal 
Force Institute, has a top-flight S&W
trained armorer on staff, I've gone back to 
my slick-actioned Model 29s. The N-frame 
S&W has always fit my hand beautifully, 
and Rick Devoid (67112 Rumford Street, 
Concord, NH 03301) not only makes sure 
my 29s are refitted nice and tight before a 
hunt, but does a dynamite action tuneup on 
the big Smith & Wesson. 

The next gun I'll take handgun hunting 
domestically is a four-inch 29 superbly 
tuned by Devoid, and rechambered to the 
wildcat .44 JAG. Designed by ingenious 
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CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-GET GRIP IN CALIFORNIA 
CALL 805 I 466-6266 

For FREE brochure, information and the location of your 
nearest Hogue dealer. Models to fit all popular revolvers 
and automatics starting at $12.95. 

HOGUE GRIPS ORIGINATORANDMAKER 
OF THE MONOGRIP 0 

HOGUE HAS THEM ALL ... 

FANCY HARDWOODS • ORIGINAL NYLON 
NOW IN SOFT RUBBER 

If unavailable at a dealer close by, order direct. 

One shot 
resets targets 

Motsey's Enterprises 
Department A 

15600 Morro Rd. 
Atascadero. CA 93442 

1-805-466-6457 

Q-22 

2'x2'xl 3/4" plates 
4"x4"x24" 

4'x4'x4" 
4"xlO"x4' 

17 lbs. 
69.95 +6.00 ship. 

70 lbs. 
274.00+18.00 

CA. RES. SALES TAX 

THE44MAG. 
The ultimate twilight scope. 

Here's the perfect 3·1DX twilight rifle 
scope. It gathers 21% more light than 
other scopes because of its large 44 
MM lens. This translates into better 
vision for you at the darkest times of 
dusk or dawn. And because it is con
structed in one piece. it is 400% 
stronger and insures flawless lens 
alignment. Plus the internal parts are 
solid brass. The 44 Mag. is water
proof. shockproof. and has 1/4 min. 

dick adjustments and a non-reflective 
satin finish. It's loaded with features. 
One of the most popular, the Simmons 
philosophy: 7b build the very best. and 
keep it at an affordable price. 

GSI~ONS' 
Send $1.00 for catalog Sunmons Outdoor Corporation. 
14205 S.W 119th Ave .. Miami. Fl. 33186. 
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vUetoQoy 911dugtl!leg, 911c. 
THE METALOY 

HARD CHROME FINISH 
-Phenomenal molecular bond, will 

not chip or peel 
-Extremely hard satin finish 

(R/C 70) 
-Super lubricity 
-Excellent protection against rust 
- All internal and external parts 

processed 

METALOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 

DELIVERY 2 TO 6 WEEKS 
Dealer & Law Enforcement Inquire 

Route 3 , Box 211-DM 
P.O. Box 578 

Berryville, Ark. 7 2616 
Ph. 501 -545-3611 

SS K HANDCANNONS 
UNCOMMON GUNS FOR UNCOMMON MEN 

Custom CONTENDER Barrels from 17 through 50 ca!iber. J . D. Jones design 
cartridges, 22 through 475. HEAVYWEIGHT cast bullet molds . T'SOB Scope 
Mounts that stay on any handgun. Custom DOMINATOR Barrels, TCR-83 Barrels, 
XPs for target or hunting. ARRESTOR Muzzle Brakes, REBARRELING, RECHAM
BERING, SSK KHROME and many other services for handgunners. 

Two Stamps for Brochure 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
Rt. l{AH), Della Drive Bloomingdale, OH 43910 

614/264-0176 

The Affordable Alternative 
No Gunsmlthing Required 

$99.95 without sight 
(Model WIC-1) • 

The Wichita lnsta-Comp has been 
designed for the competitive and 
non-competitive shooter. 

The gas chamber inside the Wichita lnsta-Comp is designed to capture 
the gas and exhaust it through the two vertical ports. With this arrangement. 

combined with the additional weight. the muzzle jump is reduced significantly. 
EASY INSTALLATION No Special Tools. No Fitting . Nothing else to buy. 

Remove your barrel bushing and recoil spring plug . Replace with the Wichita 
lnsta-Comp and our recoil spring plug . You are now ready to shoot your comped gun . 

Model WIC-2 has a front sight (target or combat, your choice) ...... S 119. 95 
Model WIC-1 or WIC-2 and our slide conversion'• ......... , .... $234.95 
(Bury rear Wichita Sight. permanently mounted Front sight on slide or comp Mill flat on top 
of slide . and lower port for easier ejection) 

'F1rearm, slide or rear sight not included 
' ·We need your sllde sent to us for this work Wichita Arms, Inc. 

Dealer prices available 
Send signed FFL 

custom gunsmith Russ Jefferson (Bullseye 
Sports , 7 Daniel Plummer Road, 
Goffstown, NH 03045) , the J.A.G. wildcat 
is a .44 Magnum-length rimless case 
formed from .308 rifle brass, and can take 
considerably higher pressures than conven
tional .44 Magnum casings. I'm particularly 
fond of an upper-medium pressure load built 
around Denver's superbly accurate 290 
grain flat nose bullet. For game sturdier than 
deer, the JAG is deadly accurate with Hor
nady 265 grain softnoses powdered up to 
max "ram loads" that are also phenomenally 
accurate. Russ rebuilds the 29's to take mod
ified full-moon clips for the rimless case, 
permitting a speedload for Second Chance 
style matches that's faster than anything con
ventional quickloaders can do in a .44 
Magnum. 

Why a four-inch barrel? It gives the max
imum all-day carrying comfort that is one of 
handgun hunting's raisons d'etre. The 
Patridge front sight is cfoser for my aging 
eyes to focus on. And for me, a short sight 
radius permits more effective tracking of a 
running target. Sensible handloading for 
maximum performance makes up for any 
power I'm losing when I drop back from the 
longer barrels that were my preference in 
hunting revolvers. 

More important than your gun is your 
training. Once you've found an adequately 
powerful load , drill yourself on deer targets 
until you're putting every bullet in the boiler 
room at what you've determined to be your 
maximum range, and then stick religiously 
to that self-limiting distance. You became a 
handgun hunter to prove your sports
manship; don't succumb to the temptation of 
an over-reaching shot and violate your 
noble ideal. 

The darkness has fallen outside now, and 
my local deer season is over for another 
year. But, somewhere inside me, the preda
tor stirs. This time I've anticipated the Cycle 
of the Hunter, and have made plans to hunt 
Africa with my friend and editor, Cameron 
Hopkins, 10 months from now. The four
inch Ruger at my side will be a conventional 
.44 Magnum in case I need more ammo 
indigenously, though the loads I'll bring will 
be hot. I may take some plains game with it 
if the conditions are exactly right. Other
wise, it'll be be backup in the field and a 
personal defense weapon the rest of the 
time, loaded with Glaser Safety Slugs when 
I'm off-hunting-duty. For primary hunting, 
I'll be using a .338 Win Mag and a .375 
H&H Mag, and a couple of long-lensed 
Nikons, and I probably won't know 'til the 
moment of the shot which system I'll 
trigger. 

Hopkins will be fun to do this with, since 
he is a walking repository of horror stories 
where handguns failed on tough African 
game, even when fired on by the best Amer
ican pistol masters. Like Charlie Askins, he 
feels handgun hunting is more stunt than 
sport. 

He and Col. Askins make some good 
points. One of my favorite letters from a 
reader began, "Dear Mr. Ayoob: You are 
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my second favorite gun writer" - I knew 
right then that this was gonna be interest
ing- "and I am writing you because my 
favorite gunwriter, Col. Charles Askins Jr., 
has failed me and insulted me. I wrote ask
ing him what handgun I should use for my 
hunt of a lifetime, using my .44 Magnum 
revolver against Kodiak bear, and he called 
me a fool for even thinking of doing this. 
Therefore, I want you to tell me what .44 
Magnum handload will work best for 
Kodiak bear." 

I pondered this for a while. I have few 
qualms about stalking New England black 
bear with a max-loaded .44 Magnum, since 
they don't run a whole lot bigger than my 
size-bred Great Dane, Jeremiah Pup
pybeast. However, a Kodiak bear is a whole 
different ballgame. These big browns are 
man-killers, bearing less resemblance to a 
big dog than to a Hyundai Excel with teeth 
and claws. The best answer I could give that 
gentle reader was this: 

"Sir, Col. Askins and I have both faced 
the Kodiak bear at close range. However, 
Charlie did it on Kodiak Island and I did it at 
the St. Louis Zoo, and I think you should 
take his advice. My experience is that I don't 
mess with great big bears, great big bears 
don't mess with me, and this has worked out 
well for me and for the great big bears and I 
see no reason whatsoever to upset that bal
ance. However, if I were to mess with great 
big bears I would do it with a .375 H&H 
Magnum rifle minimum, and another one in 
the hands of a friend backing me up, and 
would carry a .44 Magnum only in case the 
great big bear snuck up behind me in what
ever passes for a men's room on Kodiak 
Island." 

I must still cleave to this advice, remem
bering that one of the only two things Dirty 
Harry ever got right is, '/\ man has got to 
know his limitations." Yet I've often won
dered about that reader's next letter, which 
probably began, "Dear Mr. Pickles: You are 
my third favorite gunwriter ... " 

While I would no more chase Kodiak 
bear with a revolver than stand on the front 
steps of Black Panther Headquarters and 
yell "Shine my shoes," anticipating an 
equally foreshortened life expectancy with 
each endeavor, I do still use the handgun as 
my primary hunting firearm. I like the com
fort, the freedom, the challenge, the height
ened sense of accomplishment that follows 
the more difficult kill, and- let us be frank 
with ourselves here-the sense of elitism 
that comes in being the one in a thousand 
hunters who can kill his winter meat with a 
pistol. 

There's something else, too, something 
too often ignored. I enjoy being part of the 
fraternity of the handgun hunters. They are, 
to my mind, the ultimate sportsmen. Their 
challenge is the sarne as the primitive 
weapon's is to the bowman or the muzzle
loading enthusiast, yet the .44 Magnum's 
killing power is more efficient and humane 
than the broadhead, and I've seen far too 
many animals require a followup shot, in 
front of my own gun and in front of others, 
to ever hunt any animal with any single-shot 
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LaRocca Gun Works, inc. 
Basic Street 
to Full House 
Competition 

For the highest reliability, quality 
& craftsmanship. Let us work with 
you to design and customize 
your gun. 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 

Home of the Rock-Well Mag Funnel 

51 Union Place 
Worcester, MA 01608 
(617) 754-2887 

The Chapman Academy of Practical Shooting offers 
the latest and best training in tactics and techniques 
for defensive, practical shooting . 

Training courses are available for handgun, shotgun 
and special weapons. Beginners, law enforcement 
personnel , military personnel and world-class 
competitive shooters have attended and benefited 
from Ray Chapman's expertise and personalized 
instruction. 

For information about the best training available write: 

Chapman Academy 
Hallsville, MO 65255 

(314) 696-5544 

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS 
"MATCHMASTER" 
This holster has been in the making for 
well over a year at the request of Mike 
Dalton and Mickey Fowler. The most 
complained about problem in a compe
tition holster has been all the leather be
hind the trigger guard forcing the Nothing behind trigger 

shooter to either go around or over this guard, allowing quicker 

obstacle to obtain a shooting grip. Our access and shooting grip. 

new "Matchmaster" holster eliminates Adjustable tension device 

this and many other problems by using welded in back to prevent 

some of the features of our ever popular turning . 

P.P.C. holster, such as folding the hol- 1a gauge steet tined. Deeper and wider sighttrack. 

ster from the back and placing the tension device just under the trigger guard making it much more effective. 
Stitching the welt in front creates a much deeper and wider sight track. We have also used our four screw 
belt slot system which secures the holster to the belt. This holster can be used either cross draw or strong 
side. It can also be ordered with no angle or butt forward on special request at no additional charge. Rigs 
are available for the follbwing guns: Colt Commander, Government model , Gold Cup, Brng. H.P., Guns 
with Compensators, 6", 6V2' and 7" guns. 

MATCHMASTER PRICE LIST 

Complete Rig as pictured . . $126.95 Holster $69.95 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Please include exact waist size, gun make and model , barrel length and all other modifications. State 
whether magazine pouches are to be worn on right or left side. 

California residents add 6% sales tax. All orders must add 10% for shipping and handling. Send cashiers 
check or money order. You may use MasterCard, Visa or American Express when ordering directly from 
Ted Blocker. Please include card number and expiration date. No C.O.D. 

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters 
409 West Bonita Ave. 

San Dimas, CA 
(714) 599-4415 
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CASE - GARo®so6 
Hand Gun . Case 

~ 

A rugged, but economical one-gun carrier 
that provides protection as no pistol 

"blanket" or "rug" can. An outside shell of 
super-strong plastic, combined with thick 
interior cushioning makes this a typical 

MTM product - Functional, Long-lived, and 
Affordable! 

Designed for autos, and revolvers with a 
barrel length up to 6 inches. 

Covered by MTM's 3 Year Guarantee 

$10.95 at your MTM Dealer 
(add $2 00 for postage and handling 1f ordering from the manufacturer) 

mtmMolded Products Company 
P.O. Box 14117 • Dayton, Ohio 45414 

1 Mail today to reserve your Fall issue. 1 · 
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firearm. 
I enjoy the company of humans who 

handicap themselves without undue risk of 
suffering to the quarry. Men and women like 
the members of Handgun Hunters 
International, (Box 357, Bloomingdale, 
OH 43910) an organization you should 
belong to if you dig handgun hunting. I 
enjoy talking with J .D. Jones and Hal Swig
gett and Larry Kelly, the men I consider the 
ultimate masters of handgun hunting, true 
sportsmen who handicap themselves with 
the short gun and demand more of their own 
woodcraft during rifle season, and not 
because the Game and Fish Commission 
tacked on an extra season they could use to 
kill more meat with a trickier weapon. 

Hunting is the heritage of the predator 
Man. Even during the two years out of three 
when I hunt with a camera instead of a gun, 
I'll defend the hunter's right to claim his 
quarry. Hunting with a handgun is, to me, 
the ultimate hunting, the final challenge to 
the woodsman who has already proven him
self, and I will vociferously defend that con
cept, too. 

Finally, hunting with the handgun is the 
ultimate realization that we, the dominant 
species, have the power of life or death in 
our hands. For one of us to hunt mindlessly 
with no other goal but to kill is to misunder
stand that power, to cheapen it, unless we 
need the meat to feed our families. Thus it 
was that handgun hunting was for me the 
first step to realizing the factor of choice, the 
power to photograph the animal in my cam
era or my memory, and to let it live and 
breed and breathe, that was the ultimate 
power of the armed homo sapiens. 

Handgun hunting taught me much about 
the balance of power and responsibility, 
taught me much about myself and the des
tiny of me and my species. And, as a part
time handgun hunter, I'll defend 
that concept with the last bite of ~ 
my canine teeth. ~ 
Teaching the defensive handgun to police 
and qualified civilians throughout the free 
world for a living through his school, Lethal 
Force Institute (Box I22, Concord, NH 
0330I), Massad Ayoob is frequently offered 
enviable exotic hunting opportunities, 
from moose in Nova Scotia to jaguar in 
Maracaibo. Sometimes he takes them, 
sometimes he do~sn't. 

CENTIMETER: GUN 
Co11ti1111ed from page 4J 

defy the slightest hint of tooling marks, evi
dence of welding or signs of an add-on. The 
magazine chute is the most tasteful execution 
of this popular option for facilitating rapid 
magazine reloading that I have ever seen. 

Bo-Mar adjustable sights are not merely 
dovetailed into a hogged-out slide. The Bo
Mar unit is manicured. Rather than just lop
ping off the back of the slide, Paul makes four 
cuts instead of one and the result is a buried 
Bo-Mar with more finesse than is usually 
encountered. 

Needless to say, all internal bearing sur-
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faces are polished like a shining marble floor. 
The ejection of spent cases is tediously 

refined until all empties sail out at a 35° 
angle. In test firing, I fired several maga
zines, just blindly pointing downrange, and 
watched the hulls fly. I couldn't tell the 
angle-I usually don't shoot with a protractor 
in my hand- but all the empties zinged in a 
consistent arc and landed in a tidy pile. Paul 
explained this is accomplished with a care
fully modified ejection port and precise hon·· 
ing of the extractor and ejector. 

Such attention to minutiae is indicative of 
the many subtle fine points of the Centimeter 
pistol. 

Another fascinating innovation from 
Pistol Dynamics is the compensator. Perhaps 
I should say "a'' compensator instead of "the" 
compensator because Paul offers three differ
ent comps. Paul has done extensive research 
into comps, with the help of ballistician Whit 
Collins, and has discovered that compen
sators affect accuracy. Also, he's uncovered 
three designs that differ in their accuracy 
potential and recoil reduction. 

The three compensators allow a com
petitive shooter to select a balance between 
recoil reduction and accuracy according to 
his needs. The most accurate comp is the 
least effective at muzzle jump reduction, and 
the most effective recoil reducer is the least 
accurate. However, the differences are sub
tle. Were talking less than an inch difference 
in accuracy at 50 yards and less than two 
inches of difference in the printing of double
taps at 15 yards. 

For IPSC shooters, the favored choice is 
the comp most effective at recoil reduction. 
For Bianchi Cup shooters, the most accurate 
comp is the best bet. Comp No. 2, in the 
middle, is the best compromise for the 
shooter using the same gun for both styles of 
competition. 

The Centimeter pistol I tested has the 
recoil-effective compensator. It is an expan
sion chamber design with the "scoop nozzle' 
as pioneered by Jim Boland and his Double D 
comp. Paul improved on the Double D 
design by sculpting the sides and changing 
the free-bore dimensions. 

The accuracy is beyond reproach for IPSC 
applications. The gun shoots an inch-and-a
half at 25 yards from a hand-held rest. By 
way of comparison, the most accurate comp 
shoots a half to three-quarters of an inch at 25 
yards. I did not test the other comps, but I 
inspected test targets provided by Pistol 
Dynamics. 

The compensator is threaded onto the Bar
Sto barrel and utilizes a solid bushing for the 
lock-up. Paul claims the cone-style lock-ups 
are inherently less accurate and subject to 
faster loss of tolerances through wear than a 
conventional bushing lock-up. A recoil 
spring guide rod is fitted beneath the barrel 
and comp. 

Shooting the Centimeter pistol is a plea-
sure. I shot several different loads, but the 
runaway favorite is the 165 grain lead flat . 
point. The sensation of the pistol firing - the . 
recoil, the slide movement, the muzzle rise, . 
the over-all cycling-is more like a .45 than a 
.38 Super. The feeling is one of a gradual 
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l!!!.Advantage Grip System 
GET A GRIP ON YOUR '45' 

AND REDUCE RECOIL 
• Guaranteed 17% recoil 

reduction 
• Built in magazine loading 

chute 
• Faster shot to shot recovery • Milled for ambidexterous 

safety • Thick tapered hand-filling 
grips • Simple screw on installation 

New improved Advantage Grip System complete with checkered wal nut 
stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and handling. CA residents add 61'1% 
Sales Tax. Dealer inquiries invited. Write for brochure and mathematical 
calculations to prove the recoil reduction. 

Jack c!!~~~~~Ya!~~ A1.4,r,gntaqe 
P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695- 4134 
For more information on our complete 
product line , call or write today. 

Passon the 
Traditi n 
BURRIS HANDGUN SCOPES 
DOMINATE THE 1986 
BIANCID CUP over 50% of 

the scopes used 
were Burris. Whether 

you're competition shooting. 
varmint or big game hunting, 
Burris has the scope with the 
quality and accuracy you need. 
• Patented recoil-proof reticles 

that withstand the recoil of the 
largest magnum calibers. 

• Superior optical system gives you the 
brightest, clearest image possible. 

• Precision click adjustment for positive, ac
curate movements without backlash. 

• "O" ring sealing and nitrogen fill 
for a lifetime of fogproof 
performance. 

• Competition models feature parallax ad
justment (25 to 250 yards) and new, re

designed target knobs for improved 
accuracy. 

gged, magnum proof construction insures reliability. 
• BACKED BY A LIFETIME WARRANTY. 

Burris offers the world's largest selection of pistol scopes 
.. .ll/zX-4X, 2X, 3X, 4X. 5X, 2X Mikro, 3X Mikro, 7X 
and !OX models. Pass on the tradition of Burris quality
American craftsmanship-100% made in the USA. 
For catalog, send SOC to: Burris Company, Inc., P. 0. 
Box 1747 HY, Greeley. CO 80632. 
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I 
(1) WESTERN 

I SINGLE ACTION . 
22-1186/G .... $40 PPD 

I (2) GEAMAN P-08 
01-200 ....... $75 PPD 
(3) U.S. G t. M191 1 

I .45 AUTOMATIC 
01-300 ....... $79 PPD 

I FREE CATALOG OF 100's 
OF MILITARY COLLECTIBLES fs\ 

I AND CLASSIC FIREARM MODELS \V 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS: (800) 638-2000 lOLL FREE 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L:
COLLECTOR'S ARMOURY, Dept.AH :J 

SLATERS LANE, P.O. BOX 59, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313 

- - I SATISFACTION GUARANTEED I - -
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MINI <aJ!IC> 
SIGHT 

ADJUSTABLE 
PRECISION SIGHTING 
- COMPACT SIZE -

Only $49.99 
IDEAL FOR POCKET 
PISTOLS AND MANY 

LARGE FRAME AUTOS 

MINIATURE MACHINE CO. 

210 E. Poplar St . - Deming , NM 88030 

(505) 546-2151 

DUNK-KIT 
THE FAST, EASY WAY TO 

CLEAN YOUR GUN!! 

Dunk-Kit cleans out malfunction causing c11..:d 
and fouling. 

Dunk-Kit cleans. lubricates and displaces 
moisture all in one easy operation. 
Dunk-Kit is reusable and should last for 
years. 

Dunk-Kit loosens light leading allowing it to 
be brushed out of bores. 
Dunk-Kit Is also Ideal for cleaning and 
protecting small parts. reels. cycle chains 
or almost anything. 

• Dunk-Kit is available In :Y. gal., 1¥• gal. and 
large 4 gal. sizes. 

• Ounce for ounce, Dunk-Kit Is the least 
expensive cleaner on the market. 

$3195 ~ l"r.I ONLY - "'""'"""'USA. 
~ '.-;wJ 1¥. gal. size ~ =eei:,; 

Send $3 {$6 outside U.SA) !or iTIOfe lnl'oonollon on Dunk·Klt ond a 
complete CPtolog of custom handgun moclflcotions and ports. 

I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

shove rather than a sharp jab. I have shot a 
number of custom Supers and I have always 
perceived them as being "sharp." I shot and 
compared a Pistol Dynamics .38 Super out
fitted identically to the Centimeter pistol. I 
did not shoot a Pistol Dynamics .45. 

However, other loads did not compare 
favorably to the .38 Super. A 200 grain flat 
point jumps just a tad less than a .45. A very 
slight difference- the Super is certainly supe
rior in recoil reduction to the 200 grain 
Centimeter. 

I also tried some 170 and 175 grain Cen
timeters, and while they are improvements 
over the .45, they are not less jumpy than the 
Super. 

Conclusion - the 165 grain Centimeter is 
the clear choice for an IPSC competitor. I 
found it softer than a Super. 

All of the loads power factored (bullet 
weight x velocity over 1,000) between 168 
and 175. 

I found double-taps could be consistently 
kept in the elongated A-zone of the IPSC 
target out to 15- 18 yards. Out at 20 yards, 
frequently the second shot flew into the neck 
or shoulder areas. Personally, I do not dou
ble-tap (one sight picture, two fast slaps on 
the trigger) beyond 15 yards in a match 
because that is just too dicey. The Centimeter 
is more than capable of A-zone hammers out 
to 15 yards. 

The Pistol Dynamic's gun tested and pic
tured here costs $1,500 with all these refine
ments, excluding the price of the base gun. 
Add in the retail price of a Colt Series 80 
Government Model, and you're looking at 
two grand. 

The driving force at Pistol Dynamics is 
master "reconstructor" Paul Liebenberg. 
Paul was formerly the manager of 
Pachmayr's custom pistol division before 
Pachmayr shut down their in-house custom 

ERNIE HILL 
SPEED LEATHER 

"Featuring the new Fender Model 666F. Four 
angle options for perfect gun position. Colt 
Govt. & Comp models: 5". 5112 •, 6 " , 6V. • , 7". New 
Fenderrevolver holsters: 4", 6 " , 51;,•, 7". 

666UE Std. 1-piece design. 
666F New 2-Piece Fender Model. 
666F S&W K-L-N Stock guns. 
666F S&W K-L-N PP<; & Bianchi. 
Single Adj. Pouch. 
Double Mag. Pouch, 3 angles. 
Double Mag. Pouch, Adj . angle. 
Triple Mag. Pouch Fender model. 
Double & Triple Speed Loader Pouches. 
Comp. Belt. steel lined w/stitch. 
Umberger Shooter Bags & Pistol Cases. 

CALL 
FOR 
NEW 
PRICES 

24HR. SHIPPING-FREIGHT PAID 
480RIG. 

MAIL CERTIFIED FUNDS WITH ORDER OR 
CALL FOR COD'S. 501-561-3540 OPEN 
EVENINGS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE TIL 
10pm CST. ASK ABOUT OUR CUSTOM 
GUNSMITHING, COMPETITION PROVEN 
WITH 26YRS. EXP. AUTO'S, REVOLVERS, 
RIFLES, & SILHOUETTE. 

HANDGUNS LTD 
909 BENTON ST. 

MANILA, AR 72442 

DRESSED FOR 
PEACE ... 

ARMED FOR 
TROUBLE! 

THE ULTIMATE 3-PIECE CONCEALMENT RIG: IWB 
HOLSTER, MAG-CASE and Iv." BELT 
Available for: Colt 45 , Commander, Officers 
Madel, Hi-Power, S&W 39, 59, 469, 645, Walther 
PS, PP. PPK, BRNO CZ-75 and Copies, Tanarmi 
TA-90, H&K P7, P7M8, P7Ml3, PSS, SIG-Sauer 
220 , 225 , 226 , Beretta 92SB, 92SB-F and 
Compacts, Bren Ten, Llama Omni. 
Prices: Tan $58.00, Black $67.00 
Please add 10% for Airmail and Handling 
When ordering, state make and model of 
weapon, calibre, waist size for belt. 
Send $2.00 for full colour catalog. 

Se nd Check. M.O to: 

Andy Arratoonian 
HORSESHOE LEATHER PRODUCTS 

The Cottage , Sharow, 
RIPON HG4 SBP. England 
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GIVE IT 
YOUR BEST 
SHOT ... 
WE GIVE 
YOU • 
OURS! -

SHOOTER'S" 
CHOICE 

See Your Dealer or Write: 

VENCO INDUSTRIES, INC., 
16770 Hill Top Park Pl. AH 7 
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 (216) 543-8808 

Tanks Rifle Shop 
offers U.S.P.S.A. 
and l.P.S.C. 
competition proven 
conversions of: 
•REMINGTON 1100 
•REMINGTON 870 
•BROWNING AUTO 5 
•HK BENELL/ 

• For more information, send $2 for our 
complete illustrated price list. 

Competition-proven, match grade 
modifications for MIA/M-14 rifles also 
available. All work performed by Jon 
Tank, USAMU and Rock Island Armory 
trained specialist. 

P.0.Box937 
Fremont NE 68025 
Ph: (402}721-4277 
M-F 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM CT 

shop. Now under outside contract from 
Pachmayr Gun Works, Paul and his associ
ates at Pistol Dynamics build all the 
Pachmayr Combat Special and Pachmayr 
Presentation models. 

Pistol Dynamics also operates indepen
dently by offering a wide variety of custom 
pistolsrnithing services, including the Cen
timeter conversion. 

A simple rebarrelling to Centimeter on 
your gun costs $250 and that includes a Bar
Sto barrel, breech face work, fitting and 
accurizing. 

A top-end conversion (you supply a 
frame) costs $750 which includes a new Colt 
slide, Bar-Sto Centimeter barrel, compen
sator system, Bo-Mar sights, 35° ejection 
port work and all fitting and accurizing. 

For more information on Pistol Dynamics 
complete services, write Pistol Dynamics, 
Dept. AH, 4442 York Blvd., Unit 7, Los 
Angeles, CA,90041. 

Paul's assegai is the Centimeter pistol and 
whether or not he vanquishes the Super, 
like Shaka massacred his rivals, ....._ 
remains to be seen. ""°' 
CENTIMETER: CTG. 
Continued from page 40. 

door," blowing out in the classic .38 Super 
three-sided vent. 

The 35,000 psi-plus levels needed to meet 
major caliber in the Super can make for a case 
failure that sifts plenty of hot brass out 
through the 19ll's slide rails and frame clear
ances. Report and recoil may be like a "puff' 
load, but there is usually enough blast and 
particle sting about the face and hands to be 
unmistakable. Wear your shooting glasses 
any time you're on the range, heavy loads or 
not. 

A really harsh blow-out from an unsafe 
load will also force the Super's magazine out 
of the grip frame. Occasionally, double 
charges offast powders split the rnag's seams 
and detonate one or more rounds in the top of 
the stick. 

2) A second much-noted drawback to 
stressing the .38 Super is that of erratic 
accuracy. It gets back to the crux of all gun 
systems: bore expansion characteristics and 
their dynamics at muzzle exit. 

The Super's powder column is long in 
comparison to bo.re diameter/bullet base. 
Turbulence from powders of necessarily 
rapid burning rates goes on far into the bar
rel's length. Multiple vibrations and shock 
waves are set up in the leading edge of the 
propellant gases. When this powerful column 
of still-dynamic gases reaches the muzzle, 
there is a wide variation in the pressures on 
the bullet's base as it exits. 

When a ballistic delivery system is over
stressed, even slight variables make errors 
out of proportion to the components 
involved. The only way to make an IPSC 
Super more consistently accurate is to either 
lower the stress on the cartridge; or further 
complicate gun modifications. From a design 
standpoint, just the two points above justify a 
trip back to the drawing board. 

Requirements for a new IPSC benchmark: 
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CHECKER • CUSTOMIZE • ACCURIZE • 
SPORTERIZE •BLUE AND BROWN• RELOAD• 

• BASIC AND MASTER &UN REPAIR • 
PLUS MUCH. MUCH MOREi 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEEO TO KNOW TO 
GET YOU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANT! 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE AT NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRO/ 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 

Send for FREE FACTS or call 602-990-8346 

Please RUSH FREE facls on how I can become a professional gunsmith 
the QUICK easy home study way No Obligation No salesman wi ll ca ll 

1 CHECK FOR VA or GI D ACTIVE D RETIRED 

AGE __ I NAME 

ADDRESS ___ _ 

I CITY --- STATE - ZIP ___ I 
MOOE RN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept MF 7 7 

L 2~ N ~ S!..:.J!o~31!..:fH~X .£.!15~ _J 

DIMPIESS DESTROYS 
with rust , corrosion, mildew ruining valued 
guns, precision-finished equioment, etc. 

Silica Gel Unit Drinks 
Dampness from the Air 
360 gram unit protects 27 
cubic ft. Ideal for display 
cabinets, safes, etc. The 
desiccant of choice by 
gov't and industry, silica 
gel adsorbs moisture to 
create a protective shield ~~::=::::'.::::J 
of dry air within any enclosed area. Indica
tor built·in to foil carton signals when to re
activate. (Reactivates easily in any oven.) 
Money back guarantee. $9.50 each Send 
printed name and address with check. 

(NY residents add sales tax) 
Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10580 

Herrett's 
Walnut Stocks. 

For exceptional control 
and appearance. From your 

dealer or direct from Herrett's. 
1-800-635-9334. VISA and MC. 

Single Action Shooting Star 

Smooth, tine line or 
skip creckered 
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Patent Not ccep Substitutes 
Rib & Sights for the competitive shooter. The 1984 CAMP 
PERRY NATIONAL PISTOL championships 1st & 2nd place 
won using BO-MAR's. Also '82, '83 & '84 PPC National 
Championships won with Bo-Mar Sights. 

BO·MAR C°Ln 
World 's Finest Handgun Sights t___J 

al affordable prices Serrated blade ., I 
I Roule 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-4784 

Send stamped self-addressed envelope for catalog I 
•••••••••••••••• 

EXTENDED SAFETY 
Positive safety operalton with no more 
"fumbles- Rounded oorners e!1m1nate 
snagging on holsters or clolh1ng ~mpJe 
111Stallatl0fl 

COMBAT MAGAllNE 
RELEASE 

' 34" 

Sculptured magazine release w~I not 
snag or release acc1C1en1ally Designed 
for Browning Hi-Power and Colt autos 
Easy to install. JUS! dnN and tap one 
hole 

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT 
SAFETY 
Now nght or left hand salary operation 
!Of the Hi-Power Ex.elusive design v.11 
positively hlandworic PractJcally 
1ndestructable end guaranteed against 
breakage 

'75" 

WIDE TRIGGER 
Reduces felt trigger puK for bener 
control_ f)(duswe design is better than 
a trigger shoe. will not SMg holster on 
draw or msertlOrl. Simple JOStaltatoo. 
also ehm1nates magazine safety 

COMMANDER STYLE 
HAMMER 

s34gs 

Combines the best features of an past 
and present Browning hammers 11'1 a 
luMy machllled. heal treated hammer 
Short spur design will llOt blte web of 
hand and is less prone to snag When 
~tailed with our spring k11. will reduce 
lngger pul Must be fitted by a 

l.!:::=~~~-__!!!!!!J competent gunsmith -~~~~05 
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EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 
Release shde without sMtmg gnp 
speeds reloading wheo you ·run dry" 
Specially designed for the H1·Power 
smply replaces standard release 

' 38" 
PLEASE NOTE ... 

STAINLESS STEEL 
MAGAZINE 
Genuine stainless steel magazine with 
teed hps custom reshaped to feed 
properly 

'34" 

AK pnces are tor blued parts. sta•nless finish is available at S 10 e:w::tra per part 

Hi-Powers guaranteed to feed fill types of factory ammo includmg 
hollow points and Silver tips Please call for details 

Extensive combat modifications are available ! Please 
send $3 ($6 outside USA) for our complete catalog. 

TO ORDER 
Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only MasterCard'V1sa orders welcomed 
please supply complete card information including e:w::pirallon date Sorry. no COO 
orders Phone orders ac.cepted for credit cards onty All orders please add $2 SO 
for UPS m the continental US Alaska Hawa11 and Canada please add $6 00 per 
order Please furnish street address fof delivery 

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

1) As stated before, it should be adaptable 
not only to the 1911 system, but also to others 
having specific advantages for IPSC. These 
might be a high magazine capacity, or 
improved handling qualities resulting from a 
more compact action and control loop. 

2) This benchmark's momentum values, 
both at the ballistic pendulum and in its 
muzzle-gas impulse should be usefully 
higher than the Super's without stressing the 
system. Chamber pressures should be mod
erate, not near-overloads. 

3) As a corollary to the above, adaptation 
should be much closer to "drop-in" in any 
pistol. Elaborate rebuilding of breeching or 
feed-cycle surfaces should not be needed. 

4) A subsidiary requirement would be to 
hold bullet weights below those of IPSC .45 
loads, for primary control of recoil forces 
before compensation. 

5) Interior gas-handling performance 
should give an advantageous expansion col
umn of larger diameter, even if similar in 
momentum impulse to Super's. This would 
permit a more compact and efficient compen
sation system to be installed. 

6) As a result of the efficiencies achieved 
by the above design targets, accuracy poten
tial should be high and demonstrably 
consistent. 

It should be obvious to the reader, once 
you've read this article and the one on the 
Centimeter pistol, that Paul Liebenberg of 
Pistol Dynamics, and myself, firmly believe 
that the .401-bore, 9mm P-cycle length 
Centimeter is the IPSC round of the future. 

If you will bear with me for one more list 
of points: 

1) The Cm round has proven excellently 
adaptable to any 1911 Colt or near-copy sys
tem. Better, in fact, than the .38 Super con~ 
versions. Paul starts with a 9mm Colt slide 
and does relatively minimum proprietary 
alteration to the top end . .45 ACP magazines 
work with no changes, holding nine rounds. 
Paul claims he will produce custom mags of 
ten rounds. His IPSC conversion is as close 
to "drop-in" as you can get, and still have a 
major caliber-competitive gun. 

Additionally, the Cm adapts to many 9mm 
systems. The earliest version of the Cm was 
converted into a Browning High Power, and 
functioned fairly well. The offset trigger link
age and related clearance problems stopped 
development early,, but the Cm can be made to 
work well through large-capacity staggered
column magazines. Pistol Dynamics is work
ing on adaptation "kits" for several non-Colt 
systems. 

2) An IPSC gamesman's load in the Super 
requires a propellant charge of fast powder, 
in a column height of .500" or more, to 
generate momentum level of .385 to .395 
pounds-feet per second. The same level of 
momentum is created in the Cm using a 
.370" column of bulkier, more progressive 
powder. Cm powder gases exit the muzzle 
more evenly burned. This is a large-diame
ter, high-speed volume of gas which gives 
very useable levels of compensator flow, 
while holding chamber pressures at 30,000 
psi in five-inch barrels. 

3) The .401 bullet's piston area allows a 

Replaces Standard TIC Bushing to Tighten 
Barrel to Frame Lock Up. The Ad1ustable 
Shur-Loe Bushing Improves Accuracy• Reduces 
Headspace • Reduces Vertical Stringmg 
• Easy to Install 

$19.95 Plus Postage & Handling $1.00 
CARONE RESEARCH 

r. '1 19 Fulton St ., Dansville, NY. 14437 r. ~ 
tYISAJ (716) 335-58BO L!-1.C-" 

#60 TK ROADRUN
NER HOLSTER FOR 
COLT GOVT MODEL. 
COMMANDER. ANO 
BROWNING HP 

MILT SPARKS 
BOX 187, DEPT. AH * IDAHO CITY, IDAHO 83631 * 

(208) 392·6695 

HANDCRAFTED HOLSTERS 
AND BELTS FOR SERIOUS 
HANDGUNNERS, 
FEATURING PRACTICAL 
DESIGNS FOR 
COMPETITION AND 
CONCEALMENT. 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR 

BETTER SHOOTING 
with this improved 
cast Aluminum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For Colt, 
S & W and Ruger D.A. 
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL. 

BROCHURE. 
# 300 SU MMER SPECIAL 
CONCEALMENT RIG 

THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS. 
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50 

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colts, S & W, 
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns . 
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00 
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send 
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please . Add $1.00 
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine 
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Accessories . 

Buck Knives-Hand-mode Leather Holsters & Belts . 

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 w. Britton Rd. • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma • 
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grip screw BUSHING 

$9.95 plus $3.00 postage and hand/mg. 
Michigan residents add 4% sales tax 
BOB KRIEGER , GUNSMITH 

2271 Star Court • Auburn Hts., Ml 48057 
(313) 853-6171 

FIRING 
SIMULATOR 

r ' 
INSTALLS EASILY 
RAPID FIRE TIMING 
DRAW FROM HOLSTER 
C02 or COMPRESSED AIR 
CYCLES SLIDE AND RECOILS 
INEXPENSIVE, 80 SHOTS 1 CENT 
OVERCOME FLINCH, TRIGGER JERK 
15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
PRACTICE TRIGGER CONTROL 

& FOLLOW THROUGH P~oJ•~:t~~/ 

SIMULATOR for std . .45 (you supply C02) . $120.00 
SIMULATOR w/C02regulator, 150 PSI ... $156.00 
SIMULATOR w/reg. & full co2 bottle . . . . $236.00 
"This system is a must for anyone serious about 
improving their 'defensive' or competition' pistol 
skills ." Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton International 
Shootists Inc. 

,_pVANC~D 

r ~-;- ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY 
. --~ ''( Dept. AH 

.45 _j 1031 Elder Street, Oxnard. CA 93030 
?>~CHNOLoG;;.c. (805)485-0113 

JARVIS GUNSMITHING 

~$29 
AI M POINT MOUNT ~~so 
• For Bull Barrel Rev shp 
• Fits MK·3 & New 2000 

Almpomts & Scopes 

MT-2 
AIMPOINT/SCOPE MOUNT 

JARV IS 
COM PETITI 0 N 

L-FRAME 

JARVIS L FRAME 
UNDERWEIGHT 

• 6' a·· 1 o· barrel l frames & • Slips over barrel lug 
some K & N frame models • Adds 9 oz. under barrel to re-

• A...-<11, in blue & silver duce recrnl & muzzle JUmp 
• S & W sights may be used w' • Avail. blue or silver 

mount attached Blue $50; Silver $54 + 3.50 SHP 

$35 +3 50 SHP BU LL BARRELS FOR S&W 
,.., _ ______ .,_ ~~<!'.1~~.li!~ ~~~~~e: 

• 1" or 11/4" Diameter 
• Slab Side or Round 
• Cal .38. 44, _45 

Pin Guns/PPG Guns • 7-in Gas Ported 

"""""'""""'"""~ 

" ., F .. _,..._ Compensator 
~ Kits 

4418 Larkstone Cr., Orange, CA 92669 ·(71 4) 771-141 2 
Send $100 for Catalog of Compet1t1on Handguns 

wide range of throw weights, ranging from 
just below 140 grains to just above 200 grains. 
Lead-bullet loads of 165 grains, 1075 fps are 
proving to be optimum for IPSC, giving 
power factor of 177. 

Super, Centimeter and .45 ACP all actu
ally have the same momentum levels in 
gamesman's loadings, as well as kinetic 
energy. However, the Cms piston area gives 
slightly over 4000 psi at the breech face, 
from a 30,000 psi load. The Super's 35,000 
psi level gives 3300-odd psi breech-face 
pressure. Very similar levels of recoil and 
action function, but much lower stress on the 
Cm's gun, other things being equal. 

4) Real firearm performance is measured 
in its exterior ballistics and target effect. 
Accuracy is reliably high in the smooth
shooting Cm loads. Consistent gas pressures 
provide efficient muzzle exits. Even in my 
earliest, single-shot test fixtures, the Cm 
bullets would cut clover leaves regularly 
after passing through the chronograph 
screens. 

Cms ballistic coefficients are much higher 
than Super's. The 165 grain .401 gives .116 
BC, while the 160-grain .38's is .113 BC. 
Centimeters 1075 fps muzzle velocity has 
fallen only to 985 fps at 50 yards. Zeroed at 
50 yds, MRT is 1.1 inches. Another way to 
say it is to note that Super's 50-yard drop is 
3.7" to Cms 3.8", practically identical at 
MRT. The Super's remaining velocity is 1100 
to Cm's 985 fps. In the real world, Cm would 
have a higher Hatcher RSP at any range. 
In the IPSC world, Cm is simply a more 
efficient , accurate device to deliver 
gamesmanship power levels, with less altera
tion to its original system. 

The Centimeter is demonstrably more effi
cient for IPSC, and for any handgun use 
reminiscent of IPSC demands. It is a tough, 
straightwalled round that operates at 
unusually moderate stresses for what it deliv
ers. To the best of this designer's knowledge, 
its envelope adapts it to the largest number of 
service-type autoloading pistols possible. 

Long-term study of the Centimeter led the 
author to develop a series of chamberings 
based upon Cms unique efficiency and flexi
bility. This resulted in a novel cartridge/ 
chambering system for which initial patent 
papers were forwarded to the Commissioner 
of Patents early in 1987. At the same time, 
Pistol Dynamic~ prepared a set of patent 

METAL 
FINISHING PRODUCTS 

Buffers, Belt Grinders , Band 
Saws, Buffs, Compounds , Abrasive 

Belts , Micarta, Exotic Woods, Books , 
Blades , Rivets , Pinning Materials , Bar 
Stock, K & G Bluing Salts , Ivory , 440C 

and Turkish Damascus . 

P.O. Box 13522 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Phone 817/274-1282 

KNIFE & GUN 
FINISHING SUPPLIES 
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When that wallhanger 
comes out of the brush 
right under your nose, 

your scope' ll be useless. 
But your mounts could save 

the day - if they're SCOPE-SITE"' by 
MILLETT. Because there's a pair of 

rugged, true .Millett Sights'" right on top 
of the SCOPE-SITE"' Rings. Just $69 .95 

for a set of SCOPE-SITE '" rings w/ 
adjustable rear sight; $39.95 w/ fi xed rear 

sight; 2-pc . base set $20.95 . 

Front 
Sight 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 

Adjustable 
Rear Sight 

Fixed 
Rear Sight 

Now also for Ruger M77 & Angle- Loe" for Weaver-style bases. 
(714) 842. 5575 

------~ ·------
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Rapid Hru>o model 
of Ille weapon 
of the future. 
Comes with 8·shot 
rNgazme an~ 
detachable telescope 
styleslQht. 

"CIMl'ETlTIDN CWSIC" 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
TAll&ET l'ISTOL 

Thts accurate target 
pistol looks an<I 
!eels like the famous 
snub nosed revotver 
m use by most detectives The cylmder 
sw1nos out to take eight pellets 

MAINIM .44 
•DEL-111 
This model handgun 
fires pellets as 
fast as you can 
pu ll thetnooer 
Load all 50 pellets 
and f1reaway 

CILT "I.Jiii& IUFLE" 
TAll&El l'ISTill 

SEMI· 
AllTIIMATIC 
MACHINE 
l'ISTOL 

Elllra long target barrel and 
he-man gnps combme to give 
unusual accuracy The real1st1c 
cylmder reloads quK:kly with 
10 pellets PELLET FOUlfti! 

TAlUiE'l' PISTOLS! FREE: 
TARGETS AJID 50 REUSABLE PEIJ.ETS 
YES, please rush me the 100% super tough plastic pellet-firing 
target weapon(s) I've checked below. Also include my FREE targets 
and 50 harmless reuseable plastic pellets with each weapon. I'm 
enclosing S4 . 95 plus 95¢ for postage and handling for each target 
weapon I'm ordering. If I'm not completely satisfied you'll refund my 
money ngh1 away. 0 SEMI-AUTOMATIC MACHINE 
0 INGRAM M-11 PISTOL 

SEMI -AUTOMATIC [' ·TARGET MAGNUM '" 
0 MAGNUM 180 REVOLVER 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC 0 COLT LONG RIFLE 
[1 SNUB-NOSEO REVOLVER SEMI-AUTOMATIC 

0 LASER SEMI-AUTOMATIC O ~~~~~OA~l~~~'h 
Name 

Address 

City/S1a1t/Z1p 

NO PERMIT REOUIREO. MICH. RES AOO SALES TAX 

BUARMTEED DISTRIBUTORS, Dept. 499AN84 
C.llfJ lloM 117, "-tfanl, lllc~lpn 49057 

models covering this entire system, pre
paratory to the Commissioner's evaluation. 

The current IPSC version of the Cm is a 
portion of this new system, which is exclu
sively offered through Pistol Dynamics. 
Centimeter proprietary technology is avail
able only from Paul Liebenberg's firm. 

Centimeter, Cm and CmC are trademarks 
belonging to me and Pistol Dynamics. 

Whether the Centimeter will sweep 
the IPSC/ Action Match world remains 
to be seen. If it does, it will be that hoped-for 
next benchmark in the competition auto 
environment. If not, it won't be because 
it di~'t have everything needed ...... 
towm. ~ 

MAGNUM HUNTER 
Continued from page 45 

shooter chronographed more than 250 hot 
loads in three hours without suffering hand 
discomfort. 

ACTION TUNING 
Double-action (DA) revolvers fresh from 

the factory have acceptable actions, but 
there's always room for improvement. Pro
duction methods and price ceilings dictate 
that most guns still have burrs and high spots 
which make trigger pull heavy, creep and 
overtravel noticeable, and DA pull jerky. For 
this reason, hunters using stock revolvers 
usually shoot in single-action (SA) mode, 
which defeats the purpose of having a DA 
gun. 

Wilson has long been noted for his self
shucker action tuning expertise. He does just 
as well on the Magnum Hunter line, maybe 
better. Our test gun had a crisp, smooth 2 '12-
pound SA pull without any detectable creep 
whatsoever. A small Wilson-added alien 
screw at the rear of the trigger guard limits 
overtravel ; in our Redhawk, total trigger 
travel to squeeze-off a SA shot was less than 
1132-inch. 

The Magnum Hunter really shines in DA 
mode, however, with a buttery smooth pull
through of about 10 pounds. The tuned action 
is so incredibly smooth that we shot all chron
ograph tests in DA; normally, we use SA over 
the chrono to lessen the chance of blasting 
one of Doc Oehler's electronic screens into 
oblivion. It's no trick to lay the Leupold's 
duplex reticle on target and squeeze through 

Co11ti11ued 011page82 

203 204 206 

Send $2 00 for our NEW Catalog of Custom Handgun 
Accessories Refundable with f1 rst order To order 
call (818) 956-6010. We accept MasterCard /Visa 

'iiNos· KING'S GUN WORKS, INC. 
""""' 1837W. Glenoaks Blvd. Glendale, CA 91201 

e> 
powder 
measure 

New polished steel drum, 
allows handle to be on 
either side or position
ed for up or down 
stroke. Base threaded 
to fit any 7/e" standard 
bench stand or multipfe 
d ie tool. Body is alumi· 

and precisely 
machined. Drum and 
body are NON SPARK
ING. 
Rifle Micrometer adjusts 
from 2 to 100 gra ins of 
4831 . Pistol micrometer 
adjusts from 112 to 12 
grains of Bullseye. 

You'll like this tool and you'll like the price. See 
your dealer, II he doesn't have them In stock, send 
$2 for a catalog. We'll give you $3 credit on your 
first order over $25. Phone (715) 229-2146, use Visa 
or MasterCard. We ship Immediately. · 

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION 
Dept AH, 106 North Harding Street 

Owen, Wisconsin 54460 

WAIT TO REACH THE GUI EITHUSI
AST MA!lXET WITH YOUR ME!lCHAl
DISE~ IIQUI!lE ABOUT HAIDGOI 
MA!lXET CLASSIFIEDS. 

SUPPORT 
THE 

ADVERTISERS 
IN THESE 

PAGES! 
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READ ABOUT THE WORLD'S 
MOST POWERFUL REVOLVER ... 

AND THEN GET A CHANCE TO WIN IT! 
Beyond the smooth lines and sleek stainless steel 

finish of the .454 Casull, is a superbly crafted and 
You'll also get the inside scoop on "Paint War" 

games, a provocative examination of two hand shoot
ing stances, and a special look at a "Super 9" custom 
Colt plus much more. 

powerful gun. 

The 1987 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Annual lets 
you examine this classic up close, through pages of 
beautiful color photos and incisively written informa
tion. And after you've read about the .454 Casull, 
you'll get a chance to win it through the Annual's 

Only in the 1987 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Annual. 

ON SALE NOW! "Custom Gun Giveaway." 

But that's not the only reason to read the '87 • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Annual. 

l SllECIAL REllllllI: J 
Get all the facts before your next buy through the pages 
of the 1987 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Annual : 

• CUSTOM GRIPS-What's available and how to pick 
your next pair. 

• HANDGUN SCOPES-A complete Buyer's Guide. 
• SHOULDER HOLSTERS- The most encompassing 

article ever written. 
PLUS: handgun holsters, iron sights and a look at what's 
new for 1987. 

YES! Send me __ copy(s) of the 
1987 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Annual. 
Enclosed is $4. 95 tor each copy ordered. 

Name _________ _ 

Address ________ _ 

City _ ____ State _Zip __ 

TOTAL $ _ _ D CHECK/MO D VISA/MC 
NO. 
INITIAL ____ EXP. DATE _ _ _ 

SENDTO:AMEmCANHANDGUNNER 
591 Camino de la Reina, #200 

San Diego, CA 92108 L---------------



Co11ti1111ed from page 80 

a full DA cycle without disturbing the aiming 
point. 

This translates into the hunter's ability to 
talce a second, even a third, accurate shot at 
dangerous game which is about to run him 
down. There's no way to place a value on 
such peace of mind, but many gunsmiths will 
charge in excess of $100 for it. 

As a side note, shooters who tune their 
own Redhawk actions at home, with after
market spring kits and a little stoning, often 
end up with hammer fall too light for 100% 
reliable primer ignition. We never had this 
problem with our test Magnum Hunter. 

CARRY CASE 
Wilson ships the Magnum Hunter in a 

Doskocil Gun Guard Model 404 case, which 
will hold four iron-sighted or two scoped 
handguns. A fine gun deserves protection, 
and this case does the job. 

COSMETICS 
By way of advertisement, and so his 

custom gun owners will stand out a bit, 
Wilson marks the barrel's right side just 
ahead of the frame with ''Wilson MAGNUM 
HUNTER." The lettering is etched then filled 
with silvery material. 

FIELD TESTS 
We fired several types of factory anlmuni

tion in the Redhawk Magnum Hunter, and a 
whole slew of hot handloads. Functioning 
was ideal , with never a problem of any sort. 
That's one of the advantages of buying a hunt
ready revolver: you know it's going to work 

right when that once-in-a-lifetime trophy 
strolls out of the brush . 

The Redhawk's 7 1h-inch barrel gave away 
some velocity with both factory ammo and 
handloads. Just that tiny difference between 
7 V2 and 8 :Ys inches can mean a loss of muzzle 
velocity. 

The first chart details factory arnmo per
formance. Note that only two rounds topped 
the 1,000 ft.-lb. energy level recommended 
for deer hunting by some experts. That figure 
needs interpretation, however, because a lot 
depends on bullet performance and the 
intended game. Remington's 180-grain semi
jacketed HP or JHP rounds would be devas
tating on deer at practical woodland pistol 
ranges (out to maybe 125 yards), if shot 
placement is correct. But any of the other 

SUPPORT 
THE 

ADVERTISERS 
IN THESE 

PAGES! 

The MIL-SpecSight 
for MIL-Spec Rifles. 

The Elbit FALCON Sight packs all the advan
tages of electronic, red dot 
aiming into a rugged MIL
SPEC configuration. 

You can be sure that any sight 
that was designed, tested and proven with 

the help of the Israel Defense Forces is both tough 
and effective. 

Quick target acquisition, ease of mounting and 
consistent accuracy are the advantages of a good elec
tronic. red dot sight. Build a sight that never fails to 

deliver those benefits in the toughest battlefield 
conditions and you describe the Elbit FALCON 
Sight. 

As a limited time introduction, just $249.00 
with both AR-15 and "Weaver-type" mounts. 
Make sure you ask to see the Elbit FALCON 
Sight. For descriptive catalog contact: 

FC The l ELsC.,.n ·M 
OPTICAL G UNSIGHT 
INFRAMETRICS· a wholly owned subsidiary of Elbit 
12 Oak Park Dr. Bedford, MA 01730 
617/ 275-8990 

SKEETER SKELTON'& 
CUSTOM GRIP DESIGN 

Now available in 
exotic woods of your 
choice. Traced 
outline of gun hand 
assures a tailored 
grip fit . Send $1.00 
for new brochure. 

Bear Hug Grips 
P.O. Box 259«, A H 
Colorado Springs, CO 
60936 • (303) 598-5675 

- -

~ Bear 
,,, H ,-: ug 

r. Gr1ps 
t t -----~~---------

High Quality-Reliable Pistols 
Basic to Full House Competition 

Member American Pistolsmiths Guild 

Richard Heinie-Pisto1smith 
821 E. Adams 

Havana, IL 62644 
Please send $1.00 for Brochure 

and Accessory Catalog. 

# 1245 

California 
Challenger 
Many new products 
for practical pistol 
shooters and law 
enforcement. Send 
$1.00 for current 
catalog. 

Pat. Pend ........ 

VISA or Mastei<::harge Accepted . 
• ~"f,,_ Davis Leather Company 
I 3930 Valley Blvd. Uni1 F 
,& l Walnut. CA 91789 (714) 598·5620 

SPORTSMANS STEEL SAFE CO. 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER SPECIAL 

750 LBS 68Hx30Wx25D S 599.95 
Chrome Cross Bolts, Combo Lock 

Locks Interiors Optional 

500 LBS S 559.95 
63Hx30Wx200 
Heavy 11," Door 
Chrome Bolts & 
Combo Lock 

Special 42· Wide 
835 LBS $799.95 
42Wx72Hx250 
Chrome Bolls & 
Combo Lock 

We beat everyone's prices 

COMPARE 
Send for our cok>r brochure 

+ 800 PH. NO. to order 

SPORTSMAN SAFE MFG. CO. 
20314 Ta1uata St. Cali or write to order 
Dept. AH . Carson. CA 90746 213-635-7322 
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rounds would be effective too, as long as the 
hunter does his part and puts the bullet in the 
right spot. 

On the other hand, the 180 grain Reming
ton doesn't have the weight or penetration for 
anchoring game like bear or wild porkers. 
The best choice here is Winchester's 240 
grain lead SWC bullet, which fairly sizzles at 
l ,477 fps. This slug will drive deep through 
bone and muscle, without blowing up or 
mushrooming so much that it stops short of 
the vital organs. 

For small blacktail deer, Winchester's new 
210 grain Silvertip bullet would work well, 
with the added benefit of negligible recoil for 
shooters who don't like hanging onto an 
artillery piece. 

Wilson leans heavily towards Hornady 
240-grain JHP bullets with Winchester 296 
powder. 

Hercules Blue Dot appears to be the best 
powder in the Redhawk, at least with bullets 
of normal weight (compared to the huge SSK 
320 grain moose-dropper we tested). My 
Sierra 180 grain JHP load used a mild 19.0 
grains ofBlue Dot and clocked 1,513 fps with 
almost 1,000 fpe. This light-recoil load is 1.9 
grains below the max shown in Hornady's 
reloading book for 200 gr. slugs. 

Wilson recommends the SSK 320 grain 
truncated cone bullet, a monstrous torpedo
like slug cast from NEI aluminum molds. I 
loaded up many of these and never reached 
energy levels above 1,137 ft.-lbs, sticking to 
maximum loads per manual data. These 
heavy bullets have been successfully used 
against large African game animals, where 
energy isn't quite as important as extreme 
penetration. 

ACCURACY 
The weather was rotten when we fired for 

accuracy- typical Western Washington driz
zle and mountain-spawned winds, just like 
actual hunting conditions in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

We fired standing, unbraced, at 40 to 50 
yards against an Outers Brand deer target, 
which is smaller than a genuine deer and thus 
approximates a 100 yard shot. It's also deer
colored and not as easy to hit as a black 
bullseye on a white sheet of paper. We felt 
these were more realistic hunting conditions 
than firing from a sandbag or fixed machine 
rest at standard targets. 

Once zero was established for each load, 
we managed to put all shots in the killing zone 
firing double-action. Three-shot groups were 
four to six inches plus an occasional called 
flyer, which isn't anything to write home 
about but OK under the poor but realistic 

4-power scope is installed in place of the 2X, 
and $30 ($40 for stainless) gets you a nylon 
sling and swivels on S&W revolvers only. 

Wilson offers a "Magnum Hunter Com
panion" revolver, which is either a 5 Y2-inch 
Redhawk or S&W Model 29 or 629 in four
or six-inch barrel length. The Companion 
has everything its bigger brother has but the 
scope, QD mount and Gun Guard case. New 

Companion revolvers are $550 blued and 
$585 in stainless, and work on the customer's 
gun is $150 in either finish. 

Other accessories available through 
Wilson's Gun Shop include holsters for 
scoped guns, trigger tuning kits , cart
ridge carriers and hip holsters, plus the 
320 grain hard cast hunting ...._ 
bullets. ~ 

HANDLOADS FOR WILSON MAGNUM HUNTER* 
Bullet 
SSK 320 gr. SWC 
SSK 320 gr. SWC 
SSK 320 gr. SWC 
SSK 320 gr. SWC 

Powder Charge Velocity Standard Deviation 
21grs.WW296 1241 fps 24 

21.5 grs. WW 296 1270 fps 8 
21grs.HIIO 122lfps 21 

21.5 grs. HI IO 1260 fps 21 

Sierra 240 gr. JHC 
Sierra 240 gr. JHC 
Hornady 240 gr. JTC 

23.5 grs. WW 296 
24 grs. WW 296 
23 grs. WW 296 

1348 fps 
1387 fps 
1246 fps 

19 
19 
23 

Hydra-Shok 180 gr. JHP 
Sierra 180 gr. JHC 

19 grs. Blue Dot 
30 grs. HI IO 

*All handloads were assembled using 
Federal twice-fired cases and CCI #350 
Magnum large pistol primers. A heavy roll 
crimp was used. SSK cast bullets were sized 
.429". 

WARNING: Neither the author nor 
American Handgunner accepts responsibil
ity for results obtained with these handloads 
due to uncontrollable variations in hand
loading practices. 

1479 fps 
1544 fps 

18 
44 

FACTORY AMMO IN THE WILSON MAGNUM HUNTER 
Brand 
Remington 
CCL Lawman 
Winchester 

CCI Lawman 
Winchester 

lllTERlllTIDllAL I 

Bullet Velocity Standard Deviation 
180 gr. JHP 1602 fps 31 
200 gr. JHP 1472 fps 38 
2 IO gr. JPH 1277 fps 11 
(Silvertip) 

240 gr. JSP 
240 gr. lead SWC 

1354 fps 
1477 fps 

IO 
22 

Be a full-fledged member of IHMSA for only $ 20 per year. 

: ~ l y 4P 
METALLIC I 

SILHOUETTE 
'- ASSOCIATIDll ) IHMSA MEM BERSHIP APPLICATION 

Membership in IHMSA is $ 20 per year, which includes an attractive membership and classification 
card , a handsome patch which is the official emblem, a set of scale templates for making full·size of· 
ficial silhouette targets, and a subscription to The Silhouette. the official publication of IHMSA, which 
contains the rules , a schedule of match dates and results from all over the coun try. Your membership 
kit will be mailed first class together with a current copy of The Silhouette the same day your ap· 
plication is received . 

--------------------------conditions. 
Wilson sent test targets which show group I I 

sizes averaging two to three inches at 50 I If this is a renewal . put your IHMSA number her I 
yards from a sandbag rest. One lovely group I I 
with Hornady's 240-gr. JHP was a 2 Ys inches Name ______ _____ ______________ _ 

at 100 yards, fired prone from a sandbag. I I 
Suffice it to say that a good handgun shot I Address I 

can get the job done with one ofBill Wilson's I I 
custom revolvers. 

The Magnum Hunter package takes about I City State Zip I 
four weeks for delivery of a complete gun, I Mail this coupon with check for s 20 made out to: I 
and about six weeks if the hunter's personal I I HMSA * Box 1609 Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 I 
gun is customized. For $35 extra a Leupold - - - - - - - - - - 1111!1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
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Own the gun 
John Wayne carried 
from D-Day to 
Iwo Jima to Viet Nam 

: THE JOH\ \\W\E : 
.;P:<E : i t'(•RL =:s ~"- \''.'El.:·-1R.:. - rrE 

:. .:.. : .:.LT·:·'L!.T'L ! 

Display shown smaller than actual size of 14-1/4" x 12-9/16". "John Wayne" is a trademark of Wayne Enterprises used under license. 



...... 

HE WAS ONE OF A KIND. The international 
symbol of the American fighting man. 

In films like Sands of lwo Jima, The 
Longest Day and The Green Berets, he created 
dramatic portraits of men in every service. 
Honoring their deeds as he shaped our image 
of the American hero. 

And now, on the 60th anniversary of his first 
film, you can share in his legacy. 

For the Wayne family has authorized 
a unique tribute-to him and to all 

American fighting forces, of every era. 

This historic commemorative centers on a 
precisely detailed re-creation of the classic 
.45-caliber automatic pistol he carried in all 
those great military films. 

Designated The John Wayne Armed Forces 
Commemorative .45, it honors not only "The 
Duke" but all the brave American military men 
and women he represented so long and so well. 

And it's a beauty. 
Pick it up. Savor its weight and balance. Pull 

back on the slide-and-barrel assembly to cock 
the hammer. Squeeze the trigger. And discover 
for yourself the great satisfaction that John 
Wayne must have felt the first time he handled 
this awesome automatic. 

Visually and functionally, it is identical to the 
pistol carried by American servicemen from 

World War I to the 1980's-except that, in the 
tradition of the very finest imported display 
replicas, it will not permit the chambering or 
firing of ammunition. 

And it, too, is one of a kind-forever 
distinguished by your personal serial number. 

Authenticated by John Wayne's own signature, 
your replica will be mounted for immediate 
display on a richly grained hardwood rack. 

Fitted with solid brass pistol mounts in the 
form of .45-caliber cartridge headstamps, this 
handsome wall rack is accented with enameled 
insignia of all five American military services, 
set against a field of khaki. It's a really striking 
unit. Ideal for the walls of your office or den. 

A specially prepared biography of John 
Wayne and a Certificate of Authenticity will 
also be provided. All for the issue price of 
$395, which may be paid in convenient 
monthly installments. 

It's distinctive, satisfying and totally safe. 

John Wayne's .45. An impressive tribute to a 
remarkable man. And to the country he loved 
so much. 

To acquire it, please send your order to the 
official distributing agent-The Franklin Mint, 
Franklin Center, PA 19091-on or before 
August 31, 1987. 

Note the distinctive 'JW' serial number. 

C1987 FM 

JOHN WAYNE'S .45 
The Franklin Mint 

ORDER FORM 

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
Please enter my order for The John Wayne Armed Forces Com
memorative .45. 

I need send no payment now. I will be notified when my signed, 
serially numbered, non-firing re-creation is ready and will be billed 
at that time for my deposit of $79.* I will then be invoiced for 
the balance, after shipment, in four equal monthly installments of 
$79. * each. •Plus my state sales tax. 

SIGNATURE 

Please mail by August 31, 1987. 

NAME 

ADDRESS ___ _ 

CITY. STATE, ZIP _________ _ 

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks from date shown above for shipment. 8 



HANDGUN 
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ACCESSORIES 

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure
ment Index featuring specialty equipment used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics, dis
guised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 to 
over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box 
18595/AH, Atlanta, GA 30326. 

45 Auto match barrels, new superb quality. With inside 
fitted bushing (other fittini:: required) $84.95. New Stan
dard barrels $32.50. Ten-Rmg Precision, 1449 Blue Crest 
Lane, San Antonio, Texas 78232. 1-512-494-3063. 

BOWLER'S OLYMPIC GRIPS Custom made, superb an
atomical grips in walnut, individually craved to your hand
print by experts. Satisfied clients from over 30 countries. 
Give your shooting a chance! Target grips suitable for 
U.I.T., N.R.A., bullseye shooting (including l'istols fitted 
with Clark, N.P.C. and Cl grip mounts) hunters pistol, long 
range etc. Details: LESLIE BOWLER LTD., Dept AH, Post 
Office, Little Bytham, Lines,.. NG33 4QJ. ENGLAND Tel: 
078-081-200. THE BEST uF BRITISH CRAFTSMAN
SHIP. 

GENUINE GJ. M-16/AR-15 30 round magazines, used, ex
cellent, $5.00, 10 for $40.00; COLT made $6.00; M-14/Ml
A 20 round, used, excellent $8.50; .30 CARBINE 15 round, 
brand new $2.50, 10 for $20.00; 30 round, brand new $6.50, 
5 for $30.00; FN-FAL 20 round, brand new $15.00, 5 for 
$65.00; UZI 25 round, used $9.00, 5 for $40.00; .45 AUTO 7 
round, brand new $6.50, 10 for $50.00; BROWNING HI
POWER 20 round, brand new, $12.50, 3 for $30.00; MINI-
14 GENUINE RUGER MAGAZINES brand new, $16.50, 2 
for $30.00; Satisfaction Guaranteed. Include shipping, 
$3.00 minimum. MONEY ORDERS ONLY. BIRD
WORKS, POB 449, ORACLE, ARIZONA 85623. 

MASTERS COMPETITORS- You have 90 seconds to load, 
aim and fire 10 tnpoint accurate shots. That's ONLY 9 

~~~d~speN0°Ti~in r!~e e~~~- rpR~CYS1&Nec~~UNTE~ 
DOWN TIMER shows time remaining at a glance. Pace 
yourself to maximize time and accuracy. $14.95, $1.00 ship
ping. Free info. SASE, ENGINEERING RESEARCH AS
SOCIATES, Dept. AHM7, P.O. Box 3563, Hollywood, FL 
33083-3563. 

AMMUNITION 

EXCALIBER WAX PELLETS, for .38 sf,l., 9 mm Luger, 
.380, .41 mag., .44 mag., .45 L.C., .45 acp. nexpensive prac
tice approximately 112 velocity of factory ammo. No ricoch
etting, no reloading tools, no gun powder, uses shotgun 
primers only. 100 pellet sampler w/6 reusable cases $5.00. 
Special weapons catalogue $1.00. M & M ENTERPRISES, 
Box 64 AHG, Island Lake, IL 60042. 

ATTENTION Shooters & Sportsman, if you are consider
ing theJ'urchase of any sportsman supplies, you owe it to 
yoursel to see our new DISCOUNT sales catalog, Send, 
$1.00 TO: H & H Inc., P.O. Box S, Gonzales, CA 93626-S. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMO AND MUNITIONS. Reload 
your own: Tracers, A.P., Incendiary, Thermite/Smoke Gre
nades, Grenade Launching Cartrid~s and many others. 
~1_S9~~~~free list. T. Tyler, Box 2700 , Huntington Beach, 

SAVE UP TO 50%. New law allows direct ammunition 
sales. All types available. Free details. Atlanta Discount 
Ammo, Dept. 0, Box 627, Norcross, GA 30091. 

BOOKS 

ST ATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying,_purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$2.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New 
York, NY 10150. 

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. LARGE CAT
ALOGUE $1.00; Booklook, 51AC Maple Ave., Warwick, 
N.Y.10990. 

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How and 
when to use a gun, authoritatively written by an active 
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes pos
tage) to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept.GE-H07, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from 
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1.50 post. GUNS BOOKS/ 
Dept.NS-H07, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San 
Diego, CA 92108. 
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Classified ads $.75 per word per insertion. ($.60 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including 
name and address (20 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Copy and rerun orders must be 
accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received 
with advance payment no later than the 15th of each month. Example: Closing for Sep/Oct 1987 
issue (on sale July 1) is May 15th. Ads received after closing will appear in the following issue. 
Please type or print clearly. PLEASE NOTE*** NO PROOFS WILL BE FURNISHED. Include 
name, address, post office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as 
one word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE, 591 Camino de la Reina.Suite 
200, San Diego, California 92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your 
handguns safely, effectively and withm the law. Learn how 
and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive 
pistol shooting, _plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only 
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept.SH-H07, 591 Camino 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1987 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! All new arti
cles showcasing:''The Glock Strikes","Yesterday's Military 
.22's", Derringer's Ste,\'.r Model 1912 and the Great Gun 
Trivia Quiz. Airguns, 'Practical Knife Handles" and"the 
Truth About Dry Firing". Plus how"You Can Shoot PPC: 
Just $4.95 postpaid. While supplies last: GUNS ANNUAL, 
Dept. GA-H07 , PO Box 16025, San Diego, CA 92116. 

FIREWORKS - Jeff Cooper's entertaining blend of essay 
and fiction, including observations on violence in America, 
terrorism, hunting on three continents, the proper mental 
conditioning for combat, and much more. Hardcover edition 
only $16.95 postpaid. Send check to: GUNS Books, Dept. 
FWH-07, PO Box 85201, San Diego, CA 92138. 

DEAD AIM- Lee Echols' outrageously funny book about 
shooters. Author signs each copy. A must for every shooter's 
Bookshelf. Send $9.00 (postpaid) to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. 
DAH-07, P.O. Box 16439, San Diego, CA 92116. 

THE MINl-14: THE PLINKER, HUNTER, ASSAULT, 
AND EVERYTHING ELSE RIFLE--firearms expert Dun
can Long presents the history of the Mini-14, descriptions 
of its variations, specifications, available accessories, and 
major suppliers. 5-11.!x8-lf2, softcover, 58 photos, 120pp. Send 
$13.00ppd to: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-MAG, 
Boulder, Colorado 80306, (303)443-7250. 

NEW CATALOG every two months! Get the best new books 
on weaponry, revenge and dozens of other subjects! For 50 
page catalog detailing over 300 titles send $1.00 to: PALA
DIN PRESS, P.O. BOX 1307-MAC, Boulder, Colorado 
80306, (303)443-7250. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Be a Licensed Firearms Dealer full or part-time. We have 
helped thousands of dealers get their license. We send the 
same day order received: latest 3 year Official Application 
Forms, complete instructions, Wholesale Directory, advice 
on how to start your business. Send $5.00 now and receive 
a free Dealer ID Card and Wall Certificate. Moneyback 
guarantee. Interstate, Box 19466-AH, Houston, TX 77224. 

FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE FAST!!! Newest kit con
tains Evei:,ything needed to get your Application Approved 
The First Try! Included Application, Wholesaler Directory, 
Phones, Advice on seJling from Home!! Same Day Service! 
$5.00 Sandhill Arms, Box 56-AH, Poratales, NM 88130. 

FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSEES make money! Sell 
guns and ammunition to others. Order guns for non-licen
sees on cost-plus basis. Buy wholesale. FREE: Starting 
Your Own Gun Business" and''What To Do After Apply
ing". Other benefits. Licence guaranteed or refund! $7.95. 
Metro, Box 2161-AR, Boulder, CO 80306. 

FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE application kit! Official 
forms/instructions. Wholesale sources, Licence guaranteed 
or refund! $5. Monarch, Box 65-RA, Golden, CO 80402. 

BECOME A GUN DEALER -Professionally Prepared kit 
includes Official Forms, covers Licensing, Purchasing, Rec
ords--EVERYTHING! Lists HUNDREDS of Top Whole
salers. GUARANTEED! $4.95: BUSINESS CONSUL
TANTS, P.O. Box 1232-H, Uniontown, PA 15401. 

ATTENTION BUSINESS OWNERS Collect $1 net profit 
per transaction from customers. This is a repeat business 
JUSt watch it ~ow. Everyone tells their friends about your 
service. Distributors show this to your accounts. $3.95 + 
$1.00 P&H For Info to: E.V. Products, 2496 64th St. N., St. 
Petersburg, FL 33710. 

FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE NEW COMPLETE KIT, 
LISTS, SUPPLIERS, PROVIDES APPLICATION AND 
INFORMATION BOOKLET WITH TIPS ON STARTING 

· YOUR OWN BUSINESS. GET STARTED TODAY! SEND 
$5 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: JENCO, P.O. BOX 
610, YORBA LINDA, CA, 92686. 

COLLECTORS 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-Enameled Pins, 
Your Design, Low Minimum, Excellent Quality, Low 
Prices, Free Booklet. A.T. Patch Co., Dept. 93, Littleton, 
NH 03561. (603)444-3423. 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-DECALS-PINS. 
Free catalog/Quotes. Highest Quality. Guaranteed Lowest 
Prices. Rush Sketch. STADRIAH, 61 Jane Street. N.Y.C. 
10014. (212)929-2293. 

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR 
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50, 
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary 
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only 
$11.00 post(>aid. GUNS Patches, Dept. FW-H07, 591 Cam
ino de la Rema, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

"GENUINE AMERICAN AND FOREIGN MILITARY 
MEDALS!" WWII , Korea, Vietnam, Ribbons, Badges. 
Handsome Display Cases. Guaranteed! Manual,"How to 
claim Medals Free from Government!" Illustrated Catalog 
$1.00. Write"MEDALS", 8893LJ Pendelton, Indianapolis, 
IN 46226. 

FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple 
easy method, my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diver
sified, Box 53, Fishers, Indiana 46038. 

FIREWORKS, COLORED SMOKE DYES, ROCKET 
CASTING, CANNON FUSES,etc. for signaling or survival 
iSf~~i~~o~: Catalog $1.00. NorStarr, Box 5585, Pocatello, 

FIREWORKS-Looking for information? All kinds of tech
nical reports and manufacture manuals available. Send 
$.25 for complete listing. RSA, Box 146, Willow Grove, PA 
19090. 

Cannon Fuse Cutting Device. Manually cuts 7 ,200 fuses or 
more per hour. $39.95. Cutter, P.O. Box 5733, Kent, WA 
98064-5733. 

FIREWORKS: Fun, safe, top quality, lowest prices, catalog 
$1.00: WESTSHORE FIREWORKS INC. , 6641 E. Dewey 
AH7, Fountain, Mich. 49410. 

EXPLOSIVES-CHERRY BOMBS, M-80's, M-lOO's, Aerial 
bombs and more! All in a complete how-to manual. Only $5. 
Whitelitening, Dept.-H, P.O. Box 14028, S.L.0., CA 93406. 

FOR SALE 

HUNTING OR MILITARY INTERESTS? HUNDREDS OF 
OFFERS. FREE BROCHURE FOR SELF-ADDRESSED 
STAMPED ENVELOPE. BSC, Box X718, Sykesville, MD 
21784. 

GERMAN MARCHES. $9.95 per cassette. Set of seven cas
settes $49.50. Free list. Send SASE: NSDAPAO, Box 6414-
AH, Lincoln, NE 68506. 

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH 
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! 
CALL 1-312-742-1142 EXT. 6279. 

GUN PARTS 

STAINLESS DOUBLE ACTION Viking Combat .45 ACP 
KITS. RANDCO will be liquidating the entire stock of the 
ODl/Viking Firearms Company. SPECIAL: Viking Combat 
DA"KIT" $339. Postpaid FFL Required. Dealers Inquiries 
Invited. RANDCO, P.O. Box 1163-1l, Monrovia, CA 91016-
5163. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

MODEL 1911-Al 45 AUTOS, $235.00 PLUS $5.00 UPS. 
ALL NEW PARTS AND STEEL FRAME. RECONDI
TIONED MILITARY SLIDES. SEND FFLTO; TEN-RING 
PRECISION, 1449 BLUE CREST LANE, SAN ANTONIO, 
TEXAS 78232. 1-512-494-3063, 9AM-3PM CST. 

Model 1911Al steel pistol frames, NEW $75.50 + P: FFL 
Required. Ten-Ring Precision. 1449 Blue Crest Lane, San 
Antonio, TX 78232, 1-512-494-3063. 

~?W~~J'nGON~~gR $o~~W'fJfI~~~cs~n~~:V~~: 
ers custom-tailored to suit your size, strength, needs and 
experience. For information and price list send $1.00 to: 
JUDY'S COMP & CARRY, Box 640, Plains, MT. 59859 or 
call 406-826-5789. 

GREAT COLLECTION! 100 Handguns, mostly Smith & 
Wesson, many engraved models. Walt Dabbs, 911 Harrison 
Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70124, (504)488-4444. 
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Custom Handguns for street or competition, 45 Auto and 
S&W Revolvers, S&W Armorers School Certified revolver 
and auto, Free Brochures. Karl Sokol, Chestnut Mountain 
Sports, 65 So. Main St. , So. Deerfield, MA 01373, (413)665-
4647. 

STUN GUNS - 45,000 volts knocks attacker flat yet causes 
no permanent dama~e. $49.59. Guaranteed. SASE brin5s 
~3'03~~formation. L S, POB 2165, Key Largo, Flori a 

GUNSMITHING 

GUNSMITHING LATHES -milling machines-tools. New 
catalog $1.00: Blue Ridge Machinery and Tools, P.O. Box 
536-N, Hurricane, WV 25526, 304-562-3538. 

PISTOLSMITH Compensator systems, custom barrels, 
combat conversions; Practical-Exotic. Catalog $1. Randall 
Thompson, 654 Lela Pl., Grand Jct., CO 81504. 

GUN ENGRAVING on fine fi rearms and knives. Sundance 
Engraving, Box 912, Reading, PA 19603. 

RUST BLUEING. IF YOU'RE GOING TO BLUE, WHY 
NOT GET THE BEST? CHARLES DANNER, ROUTE 4, 
FAYETTEVILLE, TN 37334. 615-433-3276. 

:;~r~0l;i~!J!U~: c~~~~~~r'::"f~:s~:n1:iicru~~:::7fi;[~~ 
America, Box 224E, Lexington, MO 64067 ,(816)259-2636. 

GUNSMITHING TOOLS & SUPPLIES. Catalog $3.50 (re
fundable) or FREE with FFL. Kopp's Gunsmith ing Supply, 
13 Highway, Lexington, MO 64067 ,(816)259-2636. 

.45 Autos For Range or Street. Reliable, Accurate and Af
fordable. Brochure $1.00. George Geiges, Box 213, New
foundland, PA 18445. 

D & L Sports Custom Combat 45's. Basic to full House Pis
tols. P.O. Box 651 , Gillette, WY 82716. Ph. 307/686-4008. 

LEARN GUNSMIT HING, from traditional techniques to 
current"State of the Art." Learn from Masters in their 
fields. Excellent facilities and job opl"'rtunities. Fully ac
credited, Yavapai College, 1100 East Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 
86301. Attn: Glenn Simpson, Gunsmithing Department. 

TECHNI-PORT, the new state of the art in recoil compen
sation for revolvers, reduces muzzle climb up to 60% and 
felt recoil as much as 50% without loss of accuracy or veloc
ity. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Only $99.95, five day deliv
ery. Call or write for complete brochure and test results. 
Delta Vectors, 7119-A West 79th St., Overland Park, KS 
66204. 913/642-0307. 

PEN GUN .22cal. You construct with ordinary tools and 
hardware store materials. Copyrighted and guaranteed. 
Rush $4.95: ENTIUM, Box 1650(2), Carolina, P.R. 00628. 

INSTRUCTION 

VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS: World Champion John 
Shaw's"Combat Pistol Shooting", $59.95 and"Combat Shot
gun Shooting", $49.95; Police Lt. Jim Bullard's Ultimate 
Self Defense Course", $59.95; other prow;ams priced"$39.95 
include: " Survival Equipment", ' Survival Weap
ons","Remington 870","Remington 1100'',"Colt 45 Auto
matic","The M-16","Basic Rappelling"; VHS/Beta, $2.50 
shipping; Law Enforcement programs available, call for 
brochure; Master Video, Dept. AH, 794 7 Carol Elaine, 
Memphis, TN 38134, Telephone 9011372-7012. 

How to prepare wild animals for table use: Deer, Bear, An
telope, Moose, Rabbit, Duck, Pheasant, Quail, Geese, Par
tridge, Wild Boar. $5.00; NY A Consulting; 35-30, 73 str, 
Suite 2F; Jackson HTS; NY 11372. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

WHOLESALE KNIVES. 110-page Brand Name Catalog. 
No minimum order for knives. Catalog contains picture, 
description, retail prices, wholesale price for each knife. 23 
brands including Schrade, Buck, Case, Boker, Gerber, etc. 
Send $5.00: Interstate Knives, Drawer 19689-AHB, Hous
ton, TX 77224. 

Knives, swords, survival, historic and many related weap
ons. Also custom handmade knives a'!y design. Unbeatable 
prices. Catalogs $2.00: Deintinis HG, 107 Summit Ave., 
S.I., NY 10306. 

SWITCHBLADES: Boker, Hubertus, Klaas all made in 
Germany NO kits. Send $3.00 for catalog. Overby, 333 
South State Street, Suite V-183, Lake Oswego, OR 97034. 

CUTLERY COST CUTTERS -Buck, Case, Gerber, Vic
torinox, Western, Puma ... etc. Tremendous Savings! $2.00 
Catalog. SARGENT CUTLERY, 1403AH Chisholm Road, 
Florence, Alabama 35630. 

SCHRADE KNIVES. Complete line of quality handcrafted 
pocket, hunting and fishing knives. Brochure $2.00 Refund
able. Includes useful knife information. Ross Cutlery, Dept. 
A.H., 2510 Church #433 , Galveston, Texas 77550. 

Discount Knives: 3, 4, or 5-inch, lock blade with stainless 
steel blade and brass bolsters. Comes with matching 
leather sheath. Your choice-$5.95 ppd. Sereant's, 1018 NE 
28th Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32609. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

MILITARIA 

JAPANESE WW!!-Arisaka, Nambu, Etc. ammo, uniforms, 
medals, books, videos and more. Catalog $2.00-JAPANESE 
MILITARY COLLECTOR, Box 1946, Lakeside, CA 92040-
9998. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

MILITARY SURPLUS-Survival equipment, military 
clothing, equipment, manuals, decorations. Self-addressed 
stamped ($0.39) envelope for catalog. J.R. Sales , Box 
4253H, Lancaster, CA 93539-4253. 

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES! Au
tos ... Vans ... Boats ... Airflanes! Millions Surr.lus bar
gains ... many 1% orif.na cost."Nationwide Sa es Direc
l;b'J;ii~$3.00. Disposa, Box 19107-MX, Washington, DC 

MISCELLANEOUS 

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police Sup
ply, PO Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

CHEWING-SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you Chew-Smoke? 
Free samples - Twist, Snuff, Pipe and Pouches- Prices. 
Guaranteed satisfaction: FREDCO'S, Dresden, Tennessee 
388225. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 
90029. 

NINJA CATALOG Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes , cal
throps, blowpens, shuriken and reference materials for the 
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems, Box 
28222/AH, Atlanta, GA 30358. 

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10, 
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI 53012-
0331. 

CHERRYBOMBS, Firework Chemicals, Cannon Fuse, M-
60s, M-70s, Books to make M80s, Silencers, Fireworks, etc. 
Catalogue $5., refunded with 1st order; Not intended for 
sale where yrohibited by law; Capitol Fireworks, 1805 
W.Monroe, Springfield, IL 62704. 

1886 MAPS-22 maps of all states West of Mississippi show
ing ghost towns, mines & Mining camps, Railroads, forts, 
much more. All 22 maps $9.98. Send $1.00 for Western ma_p 
& book catalog: Territorial Quartermaster, Dept. AH, P.O. 
Box 55939, Tucson, AZ 85703. 

Big League Bardball. 
The new, UZI High Velocity .45 ACP load delivers 

.357 Magnum performance from your .45. 
Imagine a 185 grain, .45 caliber semi wadcutter load churning up 
muzzle energy comparable to some .357 Magnums, That's what 

the new UZI High Velocity .45 ACP round does. It generates 
nearly 500 ft / lbs at the muzzle and it still meets industry pres

sure specs. Whether fired from a Government Model or any 
other .45. this UZI load adds new meaning 

to the term "Hardball." 

From .380 to .44 Mag plus .223 through 30/ 06, UZI and 
SAMSON Ammunition cover the most popular loads and bullet 

weights. Both are made by Israel Military Industries to rigid 
quality and performance standards. No other brand of 

ammunition offers IMI quality at such an affordable price. 

Write for the new Action Ammo Ltd. catalog which describes 
the complete UZI and SAMSON Ammunition line. 

Contact: Action Ammo Ltd .. Dept. AH10n 
PO Box 19630. Philadelphia PA 19124 

action ammo ltd. 



FREE 32-PAGE PRIVACY CATALOG. Low-profile tech
niques. Cash income opportunities. Secret loans. Asset pro
tection. New identity. EDEN PRESS, Box 8410-HG, Foun
tain Valley, CA 92728. 

We offer many things that can't be advertised in this maga
zine.' Free catalogue. Devi Enterprises, P.O. Box 3565, Cen
terline, MI 48015. 

CRIMEFIGHTERS send $2. for illustrated catalog. B-PEC, 
Dept. H86, P.O. Box 444, Los Alamitos, Calif. 90720. 

RIGHT/LEFT DIRECTORY. Address Directory of World 
Communist and Nazi Parties, Publications. Hundreds 
listed. Special price for"AH" readers: $4. Michael Seaton, 
3617 South 46th Street, Greenfield, Wisconsin 53220. 

POLICE EQUIPMENT 

LAW ENFORCEMENT badge and patch collectors send $1. 
for list or $6 for 12 monthly lists. Baird, Dept. H87, P.O. 
Box 444, Los Alamitos, Calif. 90720. 

1987 LAW ENFORCEMENT CAREER GUIDE. Several 
hundred departments at your fingertips. Includes salaries 
from Chief to _p~trolman, entrance and promotional oppor
tunities. A MUST for job seekers and researchers. Send 
$15.95 plus $2.00 P&H to: PCID, Dept. CG, Box 1672, Ea
ton Park, Florida 33840. Visa and MasterCard accepted. 

REAL ESTATE 

GOVERNMENT LAND ... FROM $19/ACRE! Homesites, 
campsites, farming, lnvestment!"Land Buyer's Guide" plus 
nationwide listing--$3.00. LANDS, Box 19107-MX, Wash
ington, DC 20036. 

SURVIVAL 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

Ideas, Inventions, new products wanted by one of America's 
leading invention subm~ssion firms to be presented to in
dustry. Call free 1-800-528-6050. Canada,1-800-528-6060. 
Ext. 831. 

PACT CHRONOGRAPH 
Continued from page 18 

caused by the bullet's passage. That's why you 
see so many chronographs sprouting strange, 
costly superstructures to cast a little shade on 
the screens. The PC has, and needs, none of 
these. It works beautifully and in a session 
that clocked close to 200 rounds, there was 
not a single failure to register. I believe it's 
even better than the MK II which has become 
my standby. 

As far as I'm concerned, the handiest fea
ture of all is that you do not have to stop 
shooting to record individual velocities. 
They are automatically stored in memory 
and may be recalled, and edited, after the 
string is fired. That means you can fire a 
string and concentrate on other things like 
accuracy testing, and review the data later. 
The chronograph's memory will store up to 
200 values and, while shooting, the display 
will show the shot number, the velocity and 
also a running average. When shooting's 
done, pressing the REVIEW key will acti
vate the statistical functions and present the 
high and low velocity, extreme spread, mean 
average deviation , and average velocity. 
Each individual shot can then be recalled 
and, if you don't like it, erased by pressing the 
EDIT button. The process won't disturb any 
of the other values and all the statistical val
ues will be recalculated. A deliberate push of 
the EDIT and REVIEW buttons simul
taneously is required to erase the memory 
and make the unit ready to record more 
velocities. 
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In order to test the PC's accuracy, the PC, 
Continued on page 90 

WHYRELOAD1 
By AH Staff 

A recent survey of American Hand
gunner readers indicates that 55% of 
you are gluttons for punishment. You 
reload. 

The other enlightened 45%, who 
don't waste endless hours on those 
confounded presses, prefer factory 
ammo. Smart bunch. 

Contrary to what the good ole boys 
would have you believe, reloading is a 
pain in the butt. It's tedious and monot
onous and boring and repetitive and 
uninteresting and no fun at all. It 
requires the intelligence of an acorn. 

Pull lever, insert bullet, pull lever. 
Duh, gee coach, I is good at dat. 

Why reload? 
Other than to appease a terrible 

guilty conscience with tortuous hours 
of masochistic redundancy, there's no 
compelling reason to submit yourself 
to the dreadful chore of making your 
own ammunition. 

Just because reloading saves tre
mendous amounts of money is cer
tainly no reason to suffer. 

Just because reloading offers a 
chance to customize loads for maxi-

mum accuracy in your particular hand
gun is certainly a flimsy excuse to toi l at 
the bench. 

Just because reloading permits you 
to tip the powder can for magnum
magnum loads beyond any power level 
in factory ammo is certainly a lousy 
reason to sequester yourself in a dingy 
corner of the garage. 

Just because there is a wide selec
tion of bullets available to reloaders 
that cannot be had in factory loads is 
certainly no motivation to play Robby 
the Robot for hours and hours. 

So if you are content to pay through 
the nose for factory ammo that cannot 
offer the accuracy of reloads, and if 
you are happy to settle for modest 
power levels with a fraction of the bul
lets available to handloaders, fine, 
keep buying factory ammo. 

But if you are willing to labor a bit for 
the best possible ammunition with the 
best possible components-with room 
for endless experimentation and 
infinite combinations-then reload. 

It's a filthy job, but someone 111111119-
has to do it. ~ 
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If you don't subscribe to GUNS, 
there's no telling what you'll 

have to do to get it: .. 

"Oka~ so who wants the Custom Gun section?" 

Or at least part of it. 
It could be only a matter of time before your 

local newsstand curator is forced to ration off 
the last copy of GUNS, one section at a time. 

Fortunately GUNS Magazine has something 
for everybody, so if it came down to rationing 
you would have a very good chance of getting 
your favorite section, but why take the chance? 

The popularity of GUNS makes it one of the 
fastest selling newsstand publications around. 
That's probably why more people have decided 
to subscribe than ever before. If you're not one 
of them, someday you could come away from 
the newsstand with a little less of GUNS than 
you'd hoped for. 

Don't settle for part of GUNS when you can 
get the whole thing every month by subscrib
ing. You won't miss a word on Gunsmithing, 
benchresting, handloading, handguns, or any 
other GUNS feature. You'll save money too! A 
two year subscription will save you $23.15 off 
the newsstand price. 

So get all of GUNS, every month. Subscribe 
today! Use the adjoining order card or write to: 
GUNS MAGAZINE Dept. 96, P.O. Box 85201, 
San Diego, CA 92138 

The Finest In The Firearms 
Field For Over 30 Years. &UD 



CHOOSE A WINNER 
Over 250,000 
Gunbelt Rigs 
Sold' 

Texas re1ldent1 
add Sal11 Tax. 

American 
mode, hand 

crafted, fully lined, 24 
bullet loops. Prompt 
shipment. Up to 6''2" 
bbl. length - $74.95. 
7'h" bbl. length -
$79.95. Newt 10''2" 
bbl. length - $84.95. 

Send $2.00 for 
catalog. Add $3.00 

shipping & handling. 
Dealers pl•••• Inquire. 

AMERICAN SALES & MFG. 
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78042 

Fh&teel. 

• GUN SAFES 
• HOME SAFES 
• FIRE SAFES 
• GOLDENROD 

DEHUMIDIFIERS 

GUARANTEED 
LOWEST PRICE! 

1-800-222-7233 
A. G. ENGLISH, INC. 

708 S. 12th St. 
Broken Arrow, Ok. 74012 
OK (918) 251-3399 

Continued from page 88 
PACT MK II and a Quartz-Lok 77 A were all 
arranged to record the same bullet and 20 
rounds of my reference .22 long rifle ammo 
were fired from a s&W Model 41. It's really 
rare for any two chronographs to record 
exactly the same result for any round and the 
only way to be confident in a unit's accuracy 
is to rely on averages of at least ten rounds. In 
this case the average from the three different 
units agreed within two feet per second. I 
also fired a variety of other handgun loads 
with velocities ranging from 700 to 1500 fps 
and found that the PC reproduced previously 
recorded values within one or two feet per 
second. I am satisfied that the PACT PC is 
accurate. 

The PACT PC is a superbly accurate and 
convenient chronograph and, for $199 it's a 
steal. For ordering information, -M-
look for PACT's ad in these pages. ~ 

DOUBLE OR TRIPLE YOUR FIREPOWER 
WITH MULTIPLE MUNITONS INDUSTRlES 

MULTIPLEX AMMUNITION 

38 SPECIAL + P TRIPLEX - 14.95 
357 MAG. + P TRIPLEX - 16.95 

9MM + P DUPLEX - 24.95 
45 ACP + P DUPLEX - 27 .95 

SEND IN YOUR ORDER TODAY 

Include $5 .00 Shipping & Handling, and a 
Photostatic Copy of your Driver's License. 
All Ammunition Package 10 Rds. Per Box 

GDL ENTERPRISES 
P.O. BOX 1909, SLIDELL, LA 70459 

504-649-0693 

.. ~; ~ SET YOURSELF FREE FROM FEAR. I I 

A1 . ,~j1;:~ WITH OUR 11NO COMPROMISE" QUICK RELEASE 

. FiRELllK™ 

IJ 
------------------------------------------, 0 Please send me my ARELOCK TM (800) "'3-7092 

Check CaHber. D 22, D 32, D 38, o 9mm, D 380, D 357, D 44, D 45 
0 Revo!Yer,D Automatic. $19.95each plus$1.50forpostage& handffng. 
D - or send moot lntormatton (send sel-oddressed stamped enYetope). 
D I prefer to make payment bV D Check, D Money Order, D Visa, 
D Master Card. Card Ill Exp.------
Calif. residents add 6"4 sales tax. Allow 3 - 5 weeks for detl\'9fv. 

Name-------------------~ 
Add~u ------------------~ 
CllV State Zip-------
Phone# Amt. Enclosed ___ _ 

FIRE LOCK, INCORPORATED 
2509 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd., Suite 119 •Thousand Oaks, ColHomla 91360 

90 

State of the Art Safety for Handguns 

• Adapts to all standard .22, .32. .38 llmm. .380 
& .357J, .44 and .45 caliber handguns, both 
revolvers and automatics of all barrel lengths Cup 
to 83/4 inches). 

• Can be released by an adult from a loaded 
handgun in less than 2 seconds making it ready 
for instant operation. 

• Keeps your handgun in a state of readiness 
without sacrificing peace of mind. 

• The FIRELOCK™ is the most effective keyless 
accident deterrant on the market today. 

• Manufactured from aircraft quality plastics 
(black, glossy finishJ. 

• Will not damage bore. 
• Satisfaction guaranteed or complete refund 

FiRELlllDK 
INCORPORATED 
2509 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd. 
Suite 119 

caom 443-7081 Thousand Oaks, California 91360 
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IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVES 
How lo M~ke Your Own 

by Seymour Leeker 
From a former top explosives expert 
with the Israeli Army comes a man 
ual tha t presents ten simple yet 
powerful formulas for ei..plos1ves 
and 1ncend1anes that give the basis 
for making bombs. booby traps and 
mmes Learn to obtain or make the 
needed chemicals, or get substi 
tutes For 1nformat1on onlyt 5112 x 8 112. 

,_ ______ softcover. illus . 80 pp $10.00 

THE GERMAN ASSAULT RIFLE: 1935-1945 
by Peter R. Senich 

From 1935 to the collapse of the Third Reich in 1945, 
German ordnance designers played a unique and c riti cal 
ro le in the formal development of the modern assault rifle. 
The German Assault Rifle: 1935-1945 is the only compre
hensive volume on the German assault ri fle of this era, 
covering the ci rcumstances surrounding the development 
and fielding of the machine carbine, machine pistol and 
assault rifles employed by Hitler's Wehrmacht and the 
ammunition, field accessories and special equipment in
tended for the short cartridge weapon. 8112 x 11, hardcover. 
405 photos. 328 pp. $39.95 

THE MINl-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Use th is home workshop guide to convert your Mini into a 
selective-fire, silenced, S.W.A.T.- type weapon capable of 
field -clearing firepower. Provides complete workshop 
plans, 40 close-up photos and full -scale templates. This 
conversion process requires no machining or special tools. 
Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the 
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!} or remove it as 
needed. Also includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy 
caliber .223 silencer. 9 x 12, sottcover, photos, templates, 
72 pp. $15.00 

SCREW UNTO OTHERS 
Revenge Tactics for All Occasions 

Watch out I The Master Trickster 1s 
back with over 140 mischievous tac
tics custom-designed for that special 
someone who has made your life 
miserable. This revenge manual 
shows how to use technology, ma
nure, newspapers, and more to help 
you savor your vengeance and leave 
you chortling' Choose your v1ct1m 
with care ... then give him hell! For 
entertainment purposes only! 5112 x 
BV., hardcover, 240 pp. $16.95 

AUTOMATICS: FAST FIREPOWER, 
TACTICAL SUPERIORITY 

by Duncan Long 
The high -tech pistol you buy today can be tomorrow's museum piece. With the vast array of 
automatics available to you, how will you kn ow which one is the best buy? The pluses and 
minuses of dozens of pistols are presented by world -renowned firearms expert Duncan 
Long. Such exotic new pistols as the Glock 17, Ruger P-85 and IMI Desert Eagle are 
critiqued, as are various models manufactured by Beretta, Colt, H&K, Llama, Manurhin, SIG 
Sauer, Smith & Wesson, Walther and others. Included are hideaways and training / target 
guns in .25 ACP and .22 LR, and pistols chambered for .32 ACP, .380 ACP, 9mm Luger 
(Parabellum), .38 Super, .44 Auto Magnums and .45 ACP, as well as the less wel l known 
European and Eastern Bloc chamberings. 8Y2 x 11, softcover, photos, appendices, 160 pp. 

NEW 
1.0. IN 
MERICA 

~ .. "2 '1' 
L ~ 

BY ANOHYMOIJS 

THEMINl-14 
The Plinker, Hunter, Assault, and 

Everything Else Rifle 
by Duncan l ong 

The Mini-1 4 is the most versatile 
modern rifle, used by homeowners, 
hunters, survivalists, law enforce
ment agencies, and mili tary forces. 
An infinite number of Mini-14s may 
be constructed wi th the many mar
keted accessories. Here is the Mirn-
14's history, model specifications. 
and much more. 5112 x 8 112, softcover, 
58 photos, 120 pp. $10.00 

MAKE'EM PAY 
Ultimate Revenge Techniques from 

the Master Trickster 
Want to see your enemies grover at 
your feet? The meanest man in the 
world and author of the infamous Get 
Even brings you more dirty tricks, 
schemes. scams and stunts. Getting 
back at a landlord , pohllc1an, sales
man, ut1l1ty, restaurant. -0r super
market 1s a cinch with over 130 
creatively nasty techniques. For 
entertainment purposes only! 5112 x 
8'12. hardcover. 224 pp. $16.95 

NEW l.D. IN AMERICA 
Want one more chance at life- with 
a "clean slate?" Trade in you r old 
iden tity fo r a new start. Here is a 
step-by-step guide to creati ng a 
totally new you- with a birth certi fi 
cate, passport, driver's license, 
Social Securi ty number- all you 
need for breaking with you r past. 5112 
x 8112 , softcover, illus., 120 pp. 

$15.00 

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Here 1s a conversion system you can bet your hfe on! Now 
you can transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire, 
close-combat gun you can trust. With simple hand tools, 
you can build the parts that will convert your trusty Ruger 
1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000 
rounds per minute on full auto- all without modifying the 
receiver or tngger housing m any way. Just drop in the 
conversion parts, and you 're ready for whatever- or 
whomever- comes. Over 60 expl1c1t photos, mach1n1st's 
drawings and full-scale templa tes accompany the de
tailed instructions for mak1ngth1s conversion foolproof. For 
h1stoncal and reference purposes only. 9 x 12, softcover. 
illus., 96 pp. $15.00 

$14.95 

MODERN BALLISTIC ARMOR 
Clothing, Bomb Blankets, Shields, 
Vehicle Protection . .. Everything 

You Need to Know 
by Duncan l ong 

Though the "bullet-proof' vest 1s a 
mythical beast, modern ballistic 
armor 1s stronger and hghter than 
ever before since the advent of the 
Kevlar fiber. With a hst of manufac
turers and dealers, this t>ook 1s all 
you need to put ball1st1c armor to 
work for you! 5V2 x 81h, softcover, 
photos, illus., 96 pp. $8.00 

STREETSWEEPERS 
The Complete Book of Combat Shotguns 

by Duncan l ong 
Nothing else blasts massive amounts of deadly fire at 
close range like a shotgun, making 1t the weapon of choice 
of special military forces, anti-terrorist units, and home 
owners who are serious about self-defense. This newest. 
most comprehensive book out on combat shotguns covers 
single- and double-barreled, slide-action, rotary-cyhnder, 
and sem1auto shotguns, including info on various models 
not yet on the market. Long also covers which ammo to use, 
accessories, and combat shotgun tactics. 81h x 11 , soft
cover, 63 photos. illus., appendices, 160 pp. $17.95 

DEADLY BREW 
Advanced Improvised Explosives 

by Seymour Leeker 
Every man of action occasionally 
encounters an explosive situation. 
Now you can be prepared with a 
deadly brew of your own! From the 
author of Improvised Explosives, 
learn how to combine common in
dustrial chemicals with acids in new 
advanced explosive designs. Don't 
theorize; get the facts. For informa~ 

.._ ______ t1on only. 5112 x 8'h, softcover, illus., 
64 pp. $8.00 

GET EVEN: 
The Comple te Book of Dirty Tricks 
A h1lanous overview of the methods 
people use to get even w1thb1g busi
ness, government and enemies. 
More sophisticated and involved 
tricks are included. such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and pohllcal dirty tncksters. Over 80 
sections present dirty tncks ranging 
from the simple to th~ elaborate. For 
entertainment only! 5112 x 81h, hard
cover. 192 pp $16.95 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
, ............. . 
t 

PALADIN PRESS ~ Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 

I I MPG ..... 1-800-351-1700; 24 hours a day, 7 days 

BOUNTY HUNTER . 
SPECIAL FORCES MEDICAL 

HANDBOOK . 
NINJA 1990 . 
AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS 

SYSTEM 

$12.00 A GUIDE TO INTERPOL .. $ 8.00 

$16.95 
$45.00 

$15.00 

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS 
VOL 1. $12.00 

US NAVY SEAL MANUAL. $14.95 
LONG-RANGE PATROL 

OPERATIONS . $14.95 

P.O. BOX 1307- a week . Call from an ywhere in the U.S.A. 
I BOULDER, CO 80306 ~ Send $1.00 for 50 page CATALOG I .&l Pho ne (303) 443-7250 ~ of over300titles. Catalogfreewithorder. 

I Pledse S('nd m~ the foll o wing titles: 

I 
I 
I 

COLT .45 EXOTIC 
WEAPONS SYSTEM . 

I HATE YOU! AN ANGRY MAN'S 
GUIDE TO REVENGE ..... ... $16.95 $15.00 --------. I 

TERRORISM- ITS GOALS, ITS 
TARGETS, ITS METHODS-
THE SOLUTIONS . $17.95 

MAO AS HELL: A MASTER TOME 
OF REVENGEMANSHIP . $16.95 

DIVORCE DIRTY TRICKS . $14.95 
AR· 15/ M16: A PRACTICAL 

GUIDE . $16.95 

RAGNAR'S TEN BEST TRAPS . $10.00 
BEAT THE ODDS: TIPS FOR 

DAY-TO-DAY SURVIVAL. $10.00 
DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY: THE 

BODYGUARD'S MANUAL . $12.00 
BROWNING HI- POWER EXOTIC 

WEAPONS SYSTEM . $15.00 
GET TOUGH $16.95 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

·--------- I 
I 

I 
Cdrd No. -~--------------Exp. --- SUBTOTAL -----

NAME --- ------------------- Please include I 
I 

$3.00 postage 
ADDRESS and handling - --- I 

• Payment: D Check or Money Order, D VISA , D MasterCard. 
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TALL PAUL, INC. FIREWORKS 
A SQUARE HEAD FOR A SQUARE DEAL ELIVE S Fl E S T U 
Tall Paul, Inc. 

P. 0 . Box 248 
Eagleville, Mo. 64442 

Order Early - Call Toll Free 
1-800-525-4461 or (816) 867-3354 

VISA - MasterCard - Orders 

PAYMENT WILL BE ACCEPTED BY 
CREDIT CARD OR MONEY ORDER ONLY! 
NO PERSONAL CHECKS PLEASE. 

CREDIT CARDS-MasterCard or VISA Only I 

Please fi ll in and sign. o MasterCard o VISA 
FREE BONUS WITH ORDER! 
FREE PUNKS WITH EACH ORDER 
$40 Orders: I Free gross (144 rockels) ol Air Travel Bott le Rockets 
StOO Orders: I Free gross (144 rockets) ol Air Travel Bottle Rockets and 4BO 

Firecrackers 
$200 Orders: 12 Free gross fl.72B rocketsJ ol Air Travel Bottle Rockels 
$500 Orders: I Free case [3.600 rockets) ol Black Cat Bottle Rockets 
$750 Orders: I Free case (3.600 rocketsJ ol Black Cat Bottle Rockets and 

I Free case ol 16.000 Black Cat Firecrackers 

AMT. UNIT NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM 

1 40/12 Firecrackers - Br. 480 pcs., Case 15,360 pcs. 

2 80/16 Firecrackers - Br. 1.280 pcs .. Case 15.360 pcs. 

3 40/50 Firecrackers - Br. 2,000 pcs .. Case 16,000 pcs. 

4 10/200 Black Cat - Br. 2.000 pcs ., Case 16,000 pcs. 

5 40/12 Black Cat - Br. 480 pcs., Case 15,360 pcs. 

6 Lady Crackers - Br. 1,600 pcs. 

7 Jumping Jacks - Br. 576 pcs .. Case 11.520 pcs. 

Underwater Firecrackers 
8 M-60 - works in water. Box 72 pcs . Case 1.440 pcs. 

Sky Rockets 
9 Pop Bottle Rockets, report - 144-$4.00. 3,600-$75.00 

10 Black Cat Bottle Rockets - 144-$5.00, 3.600-$90.00 

11 Whistling Moon Travelers - 144-$7.95, 2.BB0-$120.00 

12 Fierce-Tiger Soaring Rocket 

13 Clustering Bee Rocket 

14 Wild Geese Rocket 

15 Butterfly Rocket 

16 Parachute Rocket with Flare 

17 4 oz. Skyrocket w/Stars or Report 

18 6 oz. Skyrocket w/Stars or Report 

19 8 oz. Skyrocket w/Stars or Report 

N.!g_ht Display Shells 
20 Saturn Missile Battery - 12 shot 

21 Saturn Missile Battery - 25 shot 

22 #100 Floral Shell 

23 #200 Floral Shell 

24 100-shot Magical Barrage 

25 Frightened Bird 

26 Soiree 

27 News Transmitter 

28 Kaleidoscope 

29 Garden-in-Spring 

30 96 shot Colored Pearl 

31 48 shot Colored Pearl 

32 Box of 12 Festival Balls 

33 Double Night Parachute 

34 Single Parachute w/crackers 

35 Marching Cicada (61 4-inch firing tubes) 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 
(Include Rural Route and Box Number. We cannot shi directl 

Include zip code.) 

Orders shipped UPS for $5.00 shipping and handl ing. Orders can be 

t~i.p~rdN~. r~15t~~~s ~ asd~g~~i;J:~egeft~~~~ Sfu00.1N~n~~·a~Hi5'1o 
avoid delays by UPS. Between May 15 and Aug. 1 tiese states should 
add $20.00 and 20% of the order for air freight. Air freight to Puerto 
Rico with permit and Anchorage at $30.00 prus 20%. No shipments to 
HI. Canada, CA, Phoenix Metro, MA, MN or GA. We need your street 
address or location. We cannot ship to post office boxes. We reserve 
the right to subst itute for out-of-stock items. NO C.O.D. orders 
accepted. IF YOU HAVE ANY QU ESTIONS, CALL TOLL FREE. 

Expiration Date ____________ _ 

Credit Card Number _ _________ _ 

Signature ______________ _ 

BRICK CASE TOTAL AMT. UNIT ND. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM DOZ. GROSS TOTAL 

500 10000 Missiles and Helicopters 
11.00 100.00 36 Buzz Bombs Spin Up 8.00 80.00 

16.00 105.00 37 Two-Stage Silver Jet Spin Up - $1.75 ea. 15.00 150.00 

1800 12000 38 Two-Stage Space Jets (12 to pkg.) 300 3000 

5.75 110.00 39 Reconnaissance Planes (2 pkgs . of 6 to pkg. - $3.95) 3.95 39.00 

1000 40 Plane Flying at Night (12 to pkg.) 6.50 65.00 

1000 18000 41 Flying Disc or Satellite 1.95 2000 

BOX CASE 42 Large Missile - $1.00 each 10.00 

12.00 17500 43 Giant Missile - $1 .50 each 15.00 

DOZ. GROSS Smoke and Novelties DOZ. GROSS 

4 00 44 Two Colored Smoke 1.50 1500 

500 45 Cherry Smoke Balls (assorted colors) 1.50 1500 

7.95 46 Small Tanks 5.50 6000 

6.00 60.00 47 Pull Fireworks - Burglar Alarm 2.50 25.00 

6.00 60.00 48 Cigarette Loads 2.50 25.00 

600 6000 49 Auto Foolers (whist le. smoke and bang) 500 5000 

6.00 6000 PKG. DZ PKG 

6.00 60.00 50 Red Rat Chasers (144 to pkg .) 700 7000 

800 8000 51 Party Snappers (50 to pkg.) .75 7.50 

900 90.00 52 Aircraft Carriers (2 to pkg .) 2.50 25.00 

10.00 100.00 53 Champagne Party Poppers (pkg . of 12) 1.80 1800 

EACH DOZ. 54 Whistling Jacks (24 pcs. to pkg .) 1.00 1000 

1.50 1500 55 Rocket Guns (pkg . of 12) 6.00 6000 

2.70 3000 56 Ground Bloom Flower (pkg . of 6) .90 10.80 

7.95 70.00 Sparklers and Fountains BOX DZ.BX. 

9.95 89.95 57 Sparklers - 10" (96 pcs. $3.50) 3.50 

5.50 55.00 58 Sparklers - 14". Morning Glories (1 44 pcs. $10.50) 10.50 

3.35 3500 59 Sparklers - 20" (12 to box) 8.00 8000 

4.00 40.00 60 Black Snakes - 72 snakes $2.00, 288 snakes $6 .00 2.00 

3.50 3500 EACH DOZ. 

3.50 35.00 61 No . 3 Assorted Colors Cone - 7" Fountain .90 900 

5.25 52 00 62 Jumbo Carnival Cone 1.75 18.00 

8.00 80.00 Roman Candles DOZ. GROSS 

3.50 3500 63 Roman Candle - 5 shot 4.50 50.00 

12 00 120 00 64 Roman Candle - 8 shot 600 6000 

.55 5.50 65 Roman Candle - 10 shot 8.00 80.00 

.65 6.50 Assortments EACH DOZ. 

15.95 159.95 66 Mcid Hornet Assortment Box - $30.00 value 2000 20000 

67 Black Hornet Assortment Box - $40.00 value 25.00 25000 

68 Scott"s Giant Family Bag - $60.00 value 45.00 45000 

Add Minimum Freight Costs $5.00 5.00 

Total Amount Enclosed 

to a p ost office box. 
Send Certified Check or Money Order 

Name of Magazine _______ _ 

This merchan.d1se sold on the representa.t1on of the buyer that the same will be used strictly in 
accordance with the laws of the state of destination and is sold upon condition that the seller shall not be 
liable m any civil action or any accident or injury occasioned during the transportation; handling, 
stor~ge or use of the merchandise and is transported directly out of the State of Missouri by common 
earner. I. hereby state and promise, as a condition of th is sale. that I have complied with the laws of the 
State of Destination of this merchandise and have, or will , obtain any necessary permits required by Law 
and will use or sell these Fireworks listed above in strict compliance with all applicable laws, whether 
City, State or Federal . I also understand as a condition of this sale that I am over eighteen years of age. Signature of Purchaser ------------------

AT TALL PAUL'S WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS - CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-525-4461 



INDUSTRY INSIDER 
JERRY RA KUSAN 

SAY BUDDY, CAN YOU SPARE A MILLION? 
S&W AND GRIZZLY .45 MAG UP FOR SALE 

A s this is written, the Ruger 9mm auto, the 
fiP-85, is just getting into the hands of the 
firearms press. The release of this pistol is 
most opportune; the report that Congress has 
ordered new trials for the final award of 
200,000 9mm pistols and the introduction of 
this 9mm should make some mighty interest
ing press in the coming months. 

Ruger's 9mm was not ready for the initial 
military tests, and that's a shame, it would 
have been interesting to see what the out
come would have been. But, if you can't awe 
them with missile bases, dazzle 'em with 
price, and with the Beretta retailing for about 
$600 and the Ruger tagged at $295 - well 
there has been a lot of talk about cutting the 
military budget. 

Ruger P-85 (87?) 
9mmauto 

Wanna buy a Grizzly? A recent letter from 
P. J. Arnett, inventor, designer, licensor and 
patent owner of the Grizzly .45 Win. Mag. 
auto pistol, tells us that: 1) He has terminated 
the license of LAR Mfg. Co.; 2) He is suing 
LAR for patent infringement and non-pay
ment of royalties, and 3) The technology is 

available for licensing. However, on the other 
side of the coin, a call from Mr. Robinson at 
L.A.R. Mfg., tells us that the Grizzly is in 
production and they are shipping guns on a 
regular basis. 

Wanna buy Smith & Wesson? With the 
recent spate of merger and acquisition 
activity it appears that S& W is caught in the 
ebb and flow. From what I read, the scenario 
goes something like this: Some years back 
S&W was owned by conglomerate, Bangor 
Punta; they sold out to Lear Siegler; they 
were purchased by a financial group (Wicks 
and AF&G); now Lear has reorganized, and 
the big question is where does that leave 
Smith & Wesson? 

LATE FLASH 
RUGER BIDS ON S&W! 

In a recent announcement to dis
tributors, Bill Ruger told of his bid to 
purchase Smith & Wesson. Although 
no dollar figure was mentioned, it is 
believed that the offer was in excess of 
$60 million dollars. 

There is no word on when such a 
purchase can be finalized , or what 
Ruger intends to do with the Smith & 
Wesson firm if and when the purchase 
is completed. 

Grizzly .45 Magnum 

The lOOth Congress was only a week old, 
but already there were eight anti-gun bills 
introduced. 

Rep. Mario Biaggi was a · busy boy. He 
introduced H.R.84 to prohibit the sale, trans
fer and importation of certain "non-metal" 
firearms. Mario also introduced a bill to pro
hibit the interstate shipment of ammunition 

except to licensed dealers (amending the 
Firearms Owner's Protection Act of 1986). 

Rep. Cardiss Collins of Illinois was also 
busy. She wants mandatory registration of 
handguns. She also wants to amend the Inter
nal Revenue Service code to increase the tax 
on handguns and establish a program for 
compensating victims of "handgun" crime. 

Congressman Sidney Yates of Illinois does 
not beat about the bush. He has introduced a 
bill to prohibit the importation, manufacture, 
sale, purchase (good thinking there, Yates), 
transfer, receipt or transportation of hand
guns in any manner affecting interstate or 
foreign commerce. 

Ohio Congressman Edward Feighan 
wants to prohibit the manufacture and impor
tation of"not readily detectable" firearms. He 
also want a waiting period for the purchase of 
a handgun. 

Another representative who pulls no 
punches is John Conyers of Michigan; his 
house bill would ban the importation, manu
facture and transfer of all handguns. 

On the Senate side we have Patrick 
Moynihan who would ban .25 and .32 caliber 
handgun ammo. 

With a Democratic majority in both the 
House and the Senate, anything can happen. 
As they used to say on Hill Street Blues, "Lets 
do it to them before ~ 
they do it to us." ~ 

WHAT PRICE 
SILHOUETTE? 

At the risk of getting the noses of a few 
IHMSA members bent out of shape (not 
too difficult a task, I might add), I must 
say that I am somewhat amused by the 
recent flap within the organization. 

There is a classification in IHMSA 
called Production Gun, and to qualify, a 
gun must be a factory production model; 
there must have been several hundred 
sold through normal market channels, 
and no modifications are permitted, 
except a trigger job. 

Now, however, there appears to be 
screams of anguish from some within the 
IHMSA who want to disqualify the 
Freedom Arms single-action revolver, 
because it costs $1,000 or more. So, as this 
is written, the membership is being polled 
on the question: "Should there be a price 
limit on Production Guns, and if so, what 
do you think is a fair price limit?" 

This brings up several questions. 
l. Will an ''Pi.' shooter hit more rams 

with a $1,000 gun than with a $400 gun? 
2. What price will be established as a 

fair limit: the suggested retail price, 
actual retail price, dealer price, Shotgun 
News price, or the IHMSA "Member's 
Price?" 

3. If this rule goes through, does that 
mean that the wealthy Production Gun 
shooters are being discriminated against? 

J.R. 
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rn1 r..!URUGJJ K THE 9mm CHALLENGE 

NEW 

RUGER P-85 TM AUTOMATIC PISTOL 
The new Ruger P-85 semi-automatic pistol is the end product of a Ruger 
commitment to high-tech engineering and the relentless pursuit of perfec
tion. This lightweight, compact, 15-shot, 9mm, double-action auto is reliable 
and simple to operate and maintain. 

All parts are designed to meet or exceed U.S. Military specifications. Its ad
vanced features, easy takedown, accuracy and reliability all contribute to its 
desirability for sporting use, competitive shooting, personal defense and as a 
law enforcement and military sidearm. 

rn1 
i..l\J RUGER EMPLOYEES PRODUCE ANOTHER ONE-MILLION PRODUCT 
The one millionth Ruger M-77 joins the ranks of five other 
Ruger guns which have already taken their place in sporting 
arms history by exceeding the one millionth mark. The other 
million "plus" Ruger guns 
are: the Ruger "old model" 
single-action revolver 
(1970); the Ruger Model 
10/22 autoloading carbine 
(1978); the Standard and 
Mark I semi-automatic 
rimfire pistol (1979); the 
Ruger "New Model" sin
gle-action revolver (1979); 
and, the Ruger double
action revolver in Secu
rity-Six, Service-Six, and 1 

Speed-Six models (1983). 

finely conceived firearms with an unparalleled record of qual
ity control, safety, and reliability in the field at a fair price. 

A large percentage of Ruger sporting arms are sold 
= . . through the specialty gun 
~~""'- · , . .. :.. dealer who provides exper

'.a: ·~'t~ ... · ~ ~ tise and "personal service" 
.....::.~·-" ... ·:--- ~~1•· t1 · in the day-to-day business 

; · ~ of meeting the require-
ments of the hunting, 
shooting, and law enforce
ment communities. Many 
of these dealers are listed 

: in the Yellow Pages under 
headings such as Guns, 
Gunsmiths, and Sporting 
Goods. To experience the 
genuine pleasure that 
comes from handling fine The company has 

achieved this singular ac
ceptance in its field in less 
than forty years with a rep-
u ta ti on for producing 

"We're coming on strong" al the Ruger plant in Newport, New Hampshire, as seen in this photo 
which shows approximately 800 of the more than 1500 quality-conscious people who are employed 
in five Ruger manufacturing facilities across the country. All of us al Ruger are dedicated lo 
manufacturing sporting guns of the highest quality, strength and reliability. Every Ruger firearm 
is tested by actual shooting on our ranges before shipping. 

quality Ruger firearms, 
visit and support your in
dependent stocking gun 
dealer. 

ABOUT OUR COVER . .. ABOUT CONSERVATION ... ABOUT SPORTSMEN .. . 
To many sportsmen our cover painting, Alaskan Brown Bear Out of the 
Shadows by one of North America's greatest game-animal artists, Carl 
Rungius (1869-1959), exemplifies the objectives of the Pittman-Robertson 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act which marks its fiftieth anniver
sary in 1987. 

Much of the wilderness and its wildlife inhabitants as seen through Mr. 
Rungius' eyes has been restored as a result of the successful implementa
tion of Pittman-Robertson. This unique program in which hunters pay for 

conservation and hunter safety education is funded by a federal excise tax 
on firearms, ammunition and archery equipment. Since its inception 
Pittman-Robertson has provided the impetus for the preservation and 
perpetuation of vast populations of game birds and animals, particularly 
of those many species once thought to be extinct. The success of this 
program is a tribute to the millions of knowledgeable hunters who have 
helped make it possible. 



ID1 ~ m.JGE.It SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 

RUGER® BISLEY SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 

Ruger's Bisley mates a target shooting tradition with a modernized version of 
the Bisley grip shape to suit the most discriminating marksman. Offered in 
two frame sizes with roll engraved, non-fluted cylinders. Chambered for a 
variety of handgun cartridges for target shooting and hunting. 

Stainless steel model. 

New Model Super Single-Six 

New Model Single-Six .32 H&R 

NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE-SIX® & .32 H&R REVOLVERS 

The Ruger Single-Six was introduced over three decades ago and remains 
one of the most coveted single-actions. The patented Ruger transfer-bar 
ignition mechanism and other refinements have been features of New Models 
since 1973. 

Originally chambered for the .22 Long Rifle Cartridge, the Single-Six is 
now offered in the new .32 H&R Magnum caliber, a hard-hitting small game, 
varmint and target load. 

New Model Blackhawk 

0 

New Model Super Blackhawk 

NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK® & SUPER BLACKHAWK® REVOLVERS 

Ruger Blackhawk revolvers are expressly engineered for use with powerful 
modem centerfire cartridges. They incorporate all the best features of the 
Ruger New Model centerfire single-action design, including the transfer bar 
ignition mechanism. 

The simplicity and dependability of our single-action revolver is legendary 
among outdoorsmen. Available in: .30 Carbine, .38 Special, .357 Mag., .41 
Mag., .44 Mag. and .45 Long Colt. 



NEW . 

RUGER SERVICE-SIX® AND SPEED-SIX® REVOLVERS 

Stainless steel model. 
Goncalo Alves grips. 

These two Ruger double-action revolvers are reliable, durable, and perfectly 
mated to the .357 Magnum and .38 Special cartridges. 

Over one million of these revolvers in this series have been made for use by 
sportsmen and the law enforcement community around the world. Available 
in blued steel and stainless steel, with 2 3/4'' and 4" barrels, and Goncalo Alves 
wood or rubber grip panels. 

550-00 00 J 

Shown Actual Size 

--
Speed-Six 

Stainless steel model. 



rnl NEW GENERATION DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 
~~ FOR HUNTING AND PERSONAL PROTECTION 

RUGER SUPER REDHAWK™ DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER 
The Super Redhawk is seen as the ultimate development in a heavy frame .44 Magnum double-action 
revolver of unusual appeal for today's hunter and metallic silhouette shooter. It has all the mechanical 
features and patented improvements of Ruger's newest double-action revolvers. Unique new Ruger 
Cushioned Grip panels are anatomically designed to fit the hands of a majority of shooters. 

The extended frame is designed to accommodate the Ruger Integral Scope Mounting System which 
positions the scope rearward for superior balance and performance. Interchangeable front sight sys
tem. Offered in stainless steel in a variety of barrel lengths. 

Scope not included. 

Stainless steel model. 

RUGER GP 100™ DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 

Designed as the ultimate .357 Magnum for police and personal defense use, 
the new GP 100 includes a heavy frame, rugged .357 Magnum cylinder, and 
cushioned grip panels which are anatomically designed to fit the hands of the 
majority of shooters. 

A full length ejector rod shroud helps to achieve the slight muzzle-heavy 
balance considered desirable for rapid double-action firing. Interchangeable 
front sight system. Available with 4" and 6" barrels, blued and stainless. 

---·-

NEW 

RUGER REDHAWK® DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 

Knowledgeable sportsmen reaching for perfection in a big bore handgun will 
find the Redhawk demonstrates its superiority whether silhouette shooting 
or big game hunting. Scope sight models incorporate bases for Ruger rings. 
Blued finish or stainless steel. Calibers: .41 Mag., and .44 Mag. 



rn1 ~RJRUGE K RIFLES, CARBINES & SHOTGUNS 

NEW 

RUGER MINI THIRTY™ SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE 

Ruger's new Mini Thirty chambered for the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge is des
tined to become one of America's most popular deer rifles. This lightweight, 
compact new sporter (approximately the same size as the Mini-14) is ideal for 
hunting whitetail and other medium size game in heavy cover. Designed 
with Ruger Integral Scope Mounts for telescopic sights. One inch Ruger 
rings included. 

RUGER MINI-14® AND RANCH RIFLE® 

The Mini-14 and Ruger Ranch Rifle (illustrated) are rugged, easy handling, 
lightweight semi-automatics. The Ranch Rifle is designed for use with 
telescopic sights. Both the Mini-14 and Ranch Rifle are available in full and 
folding stock models that are ideal for camping and boating. Offered in blued 
alloy and stainless steel. Caliber: .223 Rem. 

Scope not included. 

RUGER 77 /22 ™ RIMFIRE BOLT-ACTION RIFLE 

The new Ruger .22 rimfire bolt-action is an elegant small game and target 
rifle. Unique new 3-position safety offers a new dimension in security. Ruger 
10-shot rotary magazine provides smooth feeding. Receiver with integral 
scope bases accommodate Ruger rings. 

RUGER 10/22® AUTOLOADING CARBINE 

The Ruger 10/22 offers light weight, short overall length, and mechanical 
dependability. A 10-shot rotary magazine handles .22 Long Rifle cartridges. 
The reliable Ruger 10/22 is an excellent choice for small game hunters, tar
get practice or plinking. Standard model or Deluxe Sporter offered. 

RUGER® "RED LABEL" OVER & UNDER SHOTGUNS 

A precision-engineered and manufactured shotgun of exceptional value and 
quality. Excellent balance and superb swing provide superior over and under 
performance. Offered with 3" chambers in 12 and 20 gauge with 26" or 28" 
barrels in standard choke combinations. 



NEW 

Prized as a trophy rifle, this versatile bolt-action is used to hunt all sizes and 
species of game. Receivers incorporate integral scope bases that accommo
date Ruger rings. Available in both magnum and short actions in calibers 
ranging from .22-250 to .458 Mag. 

RUGER M-77® INTERNATIONAL BOLT-ACTION RIFLE 

This high performance sporting rifle has a full-length, high grade American 
walnut stock. Short 181h'' barrel, open sights, and Ruger Integral Scope 
Mounts are features. Calibers: (short action) .22-250, .250-3000, .243 and 
.308 Win., (long action) .30-06, .270 Win. 

RUGER M-77® ULTRA LIGHT BOLT-ACTION CARBINE 

Weighing in at just 6 pounds this easy-to-handle carbine encompasses all of 
the traditional features and craftsmanship that have made the Ruger M-77 
one of the most popular hunting rifles in the world. Short 181h'' barrel with 
iron sights. Chamberings include magnum and short action calibers: .270 
Win., .30-06, .243 and .308. 

RUGER® NO. 1 SINGLE-SHOT RIFLES 

The Ruger No. 1 Light, Medium Sporter, and No. 1 Tropical Rifles are consid
ered by many to be the ultimate development of a single-shot rifle. These 
classic rifles test the skill of the dedicated big-game hunter. Alexander Henry 
style forearm, adjustable folding,leaf rear sight, gold bead front sight. Avail
able in a range of calibers, barrel lengths and weights. 

RUGER® NO. 1 STANDARD AND SPECIAL VARMINTER RIFLES 

Standard model has a medium 26" barrel, semi-beavertail forearm, quarter 
rib with one inch Ruger rings. Varmint model with heavy 24" barrel is tapped 
for target scope blocks, one inch Ruger rings included. Available in a variety 
of sporting and varmint calibers. 

RUGER® NO. 1 INTERNATIONAL RIFLE 

Lightweight 20" barrel. Full length forend, adjustable folding leaf rear sight 
mounted on quarter rib with ramp front sight base and dovetail type gold 
bead front sight. Calibers: .243 Win., .30-06, .270 Win., and 7 x 57mm. 
Weight: Approx. 71/4 pounds. 



rtt i-4\JRUGE:Jt WORLD'S FAVORITE .22 PISTOLS 

Stainless steel model. 

Government Model 

RUGER® MARK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL 

These models are basically refinements of the original Ruger Standard and 
Mark I Target Model pistols, over one million of which have been produced. 
New 10-shot magazine. Choice of barrel lengths. Blued or stainless steel. 
Shoots .22 Long Rifle rimfire cartridges only, standard or high velocity. 

RUGER® MARK II TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL 

Competitive target shooters recognize the excellent handling and perfor
mance characteristics found in this version of the famous Ruger semi
automatic pistol, offered in tapered and bull barrel models in a variety of 
barrel lengths. Undercut front sight eliminates glare. Caliber: .22 Long Rifle 
only, standard or high velocity. 

RUGER® MARK II GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL 

A limited supply of the Ruger .22 pistol used by the U.S. Military is now avail
able to civilian sportsmen. This model is identical to the military version ex
cept for the "U.S." government markings. Each Ruger Government Target 
Model automatic pistol is offered targeted by use of a special laser sighting 
device (patent pending) to exacting military specifications. 

RUGER® 
OLD ARMY® 

THE STAINLESS STEEL CAP AND BALL REVOLVER 

Experienced muzzle loading shooters who have tested and used the Ruger 
Old Army revolver have been lavish in their praise of this fine cap and ball 
handgun, one of the finest percussion revolvers ever made. Available in blued 
finish or corrosion resistant stainless steel. Caliber: .44 Bore (.457"). 

Entire contents cop)'fight 1987 by Sturm. Ruger & Compan)'. Inc. RUGER is a U.S. registered trademark. 

WAITE US ABOUT FREE SAFETY CONVERSION FOR "OLD MODEL"" (PRE-1973) RUGER SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS. 

STURM, RUGER&. Company, Ine. 
35 Lacey Place, Southport, Connecticut 06490 
® 
SEE RUGER FIREARMS AND OBTAIN A FREE CATALOG FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER. FREE INSTRUCTION MANUALS 
FORALLRUGERFIREARMSAREAVAILABLEONREQUEST-PLEASESPECIFVMOOELFORWHICHVOUNEEDAMANUAL. 



TARGETING SYSTEMS 
By OAKLEY 

BLADES'" Available In: 

FRAMES LENSES 
Matte Clear Grey 
Black Bronze 
White Clear 
Pink Yellow 
Grey 
Root beer 
Cinnamon 
Yellow 
Green 

WORN BY: 
Robby Leatham 

Bill Rogers 
Christie Rogers 

Brian Enos 
Chip McCormick 

Mike Plaxco 

Suggested Retail Price: $64.00 

ORDERING Information: 

1-(800) 543-3338 

Blades. Plutornte and Oakley are trademarks of Oakley. Inc. Dealer inquiries write to Oakley, 11 Marconi, Irvine, CA 92718, USA. Earth. 



AS CLOSE TO CUSTOM AS YOU CAN GET 
RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX 

Now you can have power and 
all -around versatility in one multi
purpose revolver- the Smith 
& Wesson Model 586/686 .357 
Distinguished Combat Mag
num~ It 's the most durable 
(and imitated) .357 Magnum 
built today. 

This sturdy six-shot, de
signed to take the heat of 
continuous .357 Magnum 
loads, has established itself 
as the favorite of pol ice marks
men and sporting shooters. 
And with eighteen vqriations to 
choose from , you 're sure to find 
just the combination of finishes, 
triggers, sights and barrel lengths 
you're looking for - right out of · 
the box. 

Compare the selection of cus
tom features available immediate
ly without special ordering. 

Carbon or stain less steel frames 
with removable sideplate (for easy 

inspection) and 4", 6" or 8%" bar
rels. Blue, nickel or satin stainless 

finishes. Smooth combat or ser
rated target triggers. Plain or white 
outline micrometer click rear 
sights adjustable for windage 
and elevation. 

And that 's not all. Our Model 
586/686 is now available with 
either a red ramp or an adjustable 
four-position front sight on 6" and 
8%" barrels, making this the only 
production .357 Magnum revolver 

offering a fully adjustable front 
sight. Each position adjusts in

dividually with a positive 
" click" for a fast change in 
elevation or range without 
rear sight adjustment. So 
now you can match the power 
of heavy loads with the speed 
of rapid front sight adjust
ment for maximum accuracy 
whether hunting , metallic 
si I houette or target shooting. 

Power. Speed. Custom 
features. Versatility .. . value. 

It's all there in one quality hand
gun. When you want one gun for 
every type of recreational shooting. 

YOU WANT IT 
TO BE A SMITH. 

m~~~.~~n 
Springfield. MA 01102·2208 

RR RedRampFrontSightlnsert AF Adjustable Front Sight RS PlainRearSight WO WhiteOutlineRearSightNotch TI Target Trigger CT Combat Trigger 
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